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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED, 
.AND SOURCES OF DATA 
The aim of education is to develop the personality 
ot the whole child, and in this process music plays a 
dominant role. Elementary school educators have long 
realized this fact and have evolved through the years a 
detailed and ever more refined program for the general 
music class. Unfortunately for many pupils, this 
education has terminated with a grammar school diploma~ 
It is the task of music educators to develop a systematic, 
planned program in music for the secondary school. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. The purposes of this 
study were as follows: (1) to determine the scope and 
content of the music curriculum of the-general music class 
of the secondary school; and (2) to outline a course of 
study app~icable to the high school general music class. 
Importance of the study. .A profound interest in 
and concern for the future of music education for the senior 
high school has prompted this study. Other subjects receive 
adequate treatment on the secondary level, but, in many 
cases, music is considered unnecessary. Too many teachers 
·: 
2 
are unprepared to meet the challenge of enriching the lives 
of teenagers through music. Primarily~ they need confidence 
in their own ability to impart this type of knowledge. The 
inhibitions of educators regarding teenage apathy to cultural 
development must be overcome. The teenager will accept music 
culture as readily as any other type of education if it is 
an outgrowth of his elementary school preparation. Teachers 
should build upon the knowledge already acquired. Only when 
he is allowed to feel that it is not an essential part of 
the curriculum does the teenager regard music education with 
hostility. 
An examination of the literature has revealed that a 
need for the general music program at the secondary level 
does exist and that planned programs for this level are 
woefully lacking~ or where available, are inadequate. 
These facts have been affirmed by reputable music 
educators. The general music class in the junior high 
school has been characterized by Andrews and Leeder as 
II the heart of' the music program." (3 :102) • • • 
Music education, through a general music class, can 
contribute in three important ways to the cultural growth 
of all youth: (a) educational development, (b) functional·,, 
achievement, and (c) artistic performance. (21:101) 
The comparatively small number of secondary schools 
in which worthwhile music programs have been developed stand 
3 
as a challenge to the American secondary schools. (41:4-5) 
The general music course is intended for the mass of 
students~ and it should have no prerequisites. Its content 
should be limited to what reasonably might be considered 
within the range and capacity of the average student. 
(21:111) 
Wilson summed up this great need when he said: 
The primary aim of this general music course is to 
acquaint students with the wide and rich heritage of 
music literature. If we are going to use music as the 
means for affecting the lives of young people~ then 
their familiarity with a wide variety of typical 
examples of the best in music is paramount •••• 
Today also~ through mechanical means~ a splendid 
library of the finest music has been brought within 
the reach of all. The entire course should be enriched 
by introducing the related arts as an expression of man ' 
in his search far beauty. (31:135) 
Wilson has been abetted by Dykema and Cundiff who 
state: 11 If our country is to become truly musical it must 
be through the work of the public schools in the 
impressionable days of youth.u (13:2) 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
General music class. The general music class was 
interpreted as 
a class of secondary pupils, most commonly composed 
of a particular grade in the junior high school, 
and sometimes in the senior high school, meeting 
together to participate in a wide variety of music 
activities. (21:160) 
Seconda:ey school. Throughout this study the term 
secondary school shall be interpreted as meaning grades 
nine through twelve. 
4 
Course of study. The term, course of study, shall 
refer to the specific activities of (l) singing and playing 
of instruments, and {2) guided listening designed for the 
secondary school general music class with suggested 
procedures and materials. 
III~ -SOURCES OF DATA 
The material and information for this study were 
obtained from periodicals, source books, music. education 
texts, theses, and dissertations which reported past and 
present procedures for the carrying out of activities in 
a general music class. An investigation was also made of 
activities in use at the present time in elementary and 
junior high school general music programs in order t.o 
facilitate the expansion of these programs to the high 
school level .. 
In addition, a course of study was formulated for 
use ~n the general music class of the senior high school. 
Songs and recordings were studied, and from these were 
selected a specific number suitable for use in the general 
music class of the senior high school. Methods and 
5 
procedures in use in the elementary and junior high schools 
were carefully noted. Writings by outstanding music 
educators were studied carefully in an effort to determine 
the items which should be included in this course of study. 
IV •. ORGANIZATION OF. REMAINDER OF THE THESIS 
The study consists of five chapters. The initial 
Chapter includes the statement of the problem, the 
importance of the study, definitions of terms used, 
limitations of the study, sources of data, and 
organization of the remainder of the thesis~ Chapter II 
consists of the review of related investigations. A 
study of music activities as recommended by outstanding 
music educators is presented in Chapter III. The general 
topics included in this Chapter are singing, the playing 
of instruments, and guided listening activities. Chapter 
IV includes specific methods of inculcating these 
activities in the general music class of the secondary 
school. The final Chapter is devoted to a summary of the 
study, together with conclusions and recommendations. 
Copies of the octavo music indicated in the course of 
study are to be found in the Appendixes. 
.J 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED INVESTIG-ATIONS 
A review of the literature for general music classes 
has revealed certain pertinent facts. There is an 
abundance of material relating to the scope and content 
of the music curriculum for the general music class of 
the junior high school. The established procedure seems 
to be to teach general music, as such, only through grade 
nine. Secondary schools for the most part have made 
general music an elective subject, o~ have concerned 
themselves only with seleot~groups. In many oases general 
music consists of assembly sings. Related studies in this 
. 
field have dealt with selection and evaluation of materials 
for singing, with recordings for listening activities, and 
with the organization and administration of music 
departments in secondary schools. The remainder of this 
Chapter will be devoted to a review of those studies 
related to the present investigations. 
I. THE GENERAL MUSIC CLASS 
Hartsell (33) has attempted to examine the lack of 
music instruction for high school students. Many senior 
high school pupils have little or no contact with music . 
during this important period of their education. Regular 
\ 
I 
classes are scheduled only for instrumental and choral 
activities with the result that the bulk of total senior 
high enrollment does not participate regularly in any type 
of musical activity. mis thesis is: 
It is both desirable and possible to plan and 
scaedule musical activities for that very large 
percentage of the student body who are not enrolled 
in performing musical organizations~ who are and will 
continue to be a major segment of our music-consuming 
public. (33:25) 
Hartsell considered the following~ noteworthy 
recommendations for the success of a general music class: 
{l) to combine students from the tenth~ eleventh~ and 
twelfth grades into one class group with no discrimination 
as to intelligenoe or talent ratings; (2) to have three 
ar five periods per week; (3) to assemble in a regular 
classroom, not in an auditorium, gymnasium, or cafeteria; 
and (4) to give credit for the work in the general music 
class. (33:28-29} Me proposed that 
the musical experiences which are planned for the 
general music olass should enable every student, 
regardless of his degree of interest and present 
stage of musical development, to have a satisfying 
and lasting contact with the cultural values inherent 
in music. (33:27) 
Morgan (21) advised that the tenth, eleventh~ and 
twelfth grade ~upils be combined if necessary, but when 
scheduling permits, to separate the tenth preferably for 
social as well as musical reasons. She recommended twa, 
7 
. 
' ~ 
three~ or five periods per week for which academic credit 
should be given~ accredited on the laboratory basis, one 
half unit for one year~s work with no outside preparation 
required. 
8 
She emphasized that the musical experiences for the 
general student should be planned to meet the needs or (1) 
the student with no previous musical background; (2) the 
student with some interest and background in music; and 
(3) the student whose chief interest in music is derived 
through listening to live recorded and broadcast music. 
Therefore, she concluded that: 
The course in general music must be flexible because 
of varying lo~al conditions and pupil needs~ It will 
not be an easy class to teach. The classes should not 
~larger in size than classes in other fields having 
similar objectives. The teacher must be broadly 
trained in music, ever alert to evidences of interest 
to personal growth in the students. (21:112) 
She stressed that the practice of limiting the 
musical offerings to those requiring special interest, 
skill, and accomplishment is not in accord with basic 
principles of American education which demands that the 
school serve the need of all pupils. 
It was further suggested that the general music 
course include: (l) more unison singing of' interesting \ 
songs of all classifications; (2) enough voice training ~·~ 
enable each student to use good tone quality and good 
diction; (3) much use of' all kinds of attractive 
' 
9 
illustrative material; (4) attention to the development and 
use of varied techniques as class concerts, class 
expeditions, or programs by visiting artists; and (5) a 
tie-up of subject matter with other interests, as social 
science, English, art, or modern languages; and (6) 
frequent use of all audio-visual aids. (21:112) 
In her study of the junior high school general music 
program, Lankhorst (49) pointed out that the general music 
program was developed because of a need to expand the music 
program. To show the development in the general music 
courses~ Lankhorst analyized the opinions and ideas of 
music educators with regard to aims, objectives~ teacher 
qualification, general comparison of theory of application, 
testing, comparison of variety of activity~ recommendation 
for physical equipment, and recommendation for 
classification. 
She concluded that a more intelligent and practical 
approach to the problem of teaching music had evolved. The 
child is the center of the program~ the teacher the 
empathic, guiding leader. Music now takes on a new 
meaning because of its relationship with other courses in 
the curriculum. 
Lankhorst found the paucity of data amazing 
considering the importance of having a general music 
program. She concluded by saying: 11There is little doubt 
10 
that the general music program fulfills a pressing need in 
the education of the junior high school pupil.n (49:65) 
It was emphasized in a thesis by Ondrick (50) that 
the senior high school music program should offer many 
musical experiences to every student. He urged that the 
content be limited 11 ••• to what reasonably might be 
considered within range and capacity of the average 
student.n (50:6) 
To achieve this aim~ Ondrick suggested the 
following approaches; 
• • • singing many typical examples of beautiful music 
of various styles and epochs; listening to music through 
mechanical reproduction and in school and community 
concerts; studying the important phases of music 
history with an acquaintance of actual music 
representative of various areas; and studying the 
theory of music especially as it applies to the 
·compositions at hand." (50:6) 
Ondrick advised two or more periods a week for general 
music through grade nine. • 
Wolfgang (44) made a study and appraisal of music 
education in selected public schools of Illinois. He 
evaluated his findings in terms of the accepted viewpoint 
that the music program should contribute to the program of 
general educatio~. This led to the following 
recommendations; 
'-. 
• • • the general music program should be considered 
the foundation of the entire school music program. 
11 
The content of the general music course should be 
bv10adened to includ,e all possible phases of musical 
experiences for all students •••• Performance groups 
should grow out of a broadened general music program. 
(44:41) 
Gibson (46) found that secondary school music 
teachers are so involved with the instruction and 
performance of the talented few that the interests of the 
majority of students in the general music class are 
overlooked. She concluded that 
high school music has been labeled a special subject 
for special students •••• If the high school 
curriculum is truly democratic~ the present and the 
future needs of the unspecialized majority constitute 
the basis of program planning. (46:2-3) 
Austin (36) discussed the problem of forcing pupils 
on a junior or senior high school level into a music 
program and thereby increasing their distaste for music. 
She emphasized the great need for music participation 
being included in the secondary school program. In the 
high school~ emphasis was found to have been on 
performance. Participation should be so arranged as to 
include all members of a general music class. The amount 
of participation will necessarily vary according to 
ability~ but no one should be excluded from participation. 
Austin suggests that 
I 
\ 
all music classes in the elementary are general music 
classes and they have found the secret of vitality and 
significance to our daily lives •••• Out of such a 
particular program in the secondary high school will 
develop a revitalization and expansion of the 
performance program now flourishing or floundering 
there. (36 :44) 
The participation prpgram should be for all, and the 
performance program for specially gifted or specially 
interested students. 
Curtis (45) proposed three, forty minute periods 
of general music per week for grades seven through nine 
giving two credits toward promotion. The course in 
general music for grade nine included: essential 
principles of time and tune; music reading (SATB); song 
singing; voice culture--interpretation, dynamics, and 
phrasing; classes in directed listening--recordings, 
sound films, pictures, charts, music assemblies for 
listening and performing with audience participation; and 
correlation and integration with other subjects. 
For grades ten and eleven, Curtis recommended: 
music assemblies, student performance, guest artists, 
visual aid programs, and seasonal and holiday programs 
¥ 
correlated with other departments of the school. 
Curtis proposed no required music for grade twelve, 
but·all on an elective basis. This course included a 
.. general review, history of music, study of operas, and the 
study of symphonies. She suggested that appropriate 
records be selected by the members of the music department. 
12 
Referring to music as part of high school 
curriculum, Whitner (35) suggested that the student at 
13 
the high school level possesses latent talent for greater 
musical experiences than those to which he has been 
exposed in elementary school. In order that music be 
indispensable to learning and life, it must be more than a 
shallow, passing experience for the student. 11 Increased 
proficiency increases enjoyment, and competence begets 
respect for competence, 11 Whitner pointa·out. (35:20) 
A course of music for the general student must teach 
respect for music as an art. Whitner stressed that 
11 
••• quality is not a limiting factor for the individual, 
but puts within his grasp an otherwise inaccessible 
treasure store of the world's cultural riches. 11 (35:20-21) 
II. SINGING IN THE GENERAL MUSIC CLASS 
~ 
According to Barr, (37) the singing program of the 
general music class should be as varied as the previous 
/ 
expeJ'iencea and individual abilities of the, members of the 
class will parmi t. He determined the criteria for the 
selection of ~ny song by its musical and literary quality, 
·' 
······- .. .._ .. 
the suitabilitif of its text, its range of degree of 
•!difficulty, an\. its potential for musical growth. 
He claimed that the singing program should: 
l. Begin where the students are, and increase 
their musical experiences and understanding. 
2. Use good taste in the selection of only the 
best and maintaining a balanced song diet. 
3. Stress unisonal song for its socializing 
factor, and especially the folk song material of 
peoples within the particular school area, wherever 
these songs can be used to create human understanding 
and social harmony. 
4. Develop agpreciation for the richer experience 
of part.singing (harmonizing voices). 
5. Relate singing to daily living. (37:38) 
14 
.Austin (36) claimed that secondary school music is 
in great need of a complete readjusting. Elementary and 
junior high school students enjoy experiences which m~ke up 
their music courses. Secondary school students have 
refused to accept part singing merely because of the 
method by which it is taught. .Austin described it as: 
u 
• • • bang out the bass, bang out the alto, put them 
together.n (36:46) She advocated the use of descants, 
instrumental obbligatos, and instrumental accompaniments. 
These techniques serve to enrich the music period, but 
they seem to be reserved for the elementary grades. 
Grieve's thesis (47) was concerned with elementary 
school situations, but many of the suggested techniques 
could be carried over into high school. She advocated 
much rote singing to build a large repertory of songs, and 
urged that this practice be continued through the upper 
15 
grades. In an effort to vitalize the music period~ she 
suggested the introduction of rounds and descants. These 
help to develop independence and leadership. 
In his study on vocal instruction in the senior 
high school~ Risinger (34) termed singing 11 ••• the most 
accessible approach to realization of the goals of music 
education." (16:35) He stated that a program of choral 
music in the high school should provide for all students 
to have the opportunity to participate. It is Risinger's 
thesis that: 
If the high school music program limits participation 
to those who have certain proficiencies in singing~ it 
encourages the erroneous assumption that music is an 
esoteric art. It is signally important that the 
curriculum offerings in choral music meet all the needs 
of all the students. (34:36) 
Risinger concluded that the key to the success of a 
choral music program depends upon the teacher. Self-
improvement is largely a matter of individual initiative 
and professional attitude. It is very important to be 
particular about the selection of materials. Music 
publishers are anxious to provide the finest examples of 
music literature for the school. Improvement in 
publishing music will come with improved teacher 
preparation. 
Risinger strongly recommended that the choral 
offerings used will acquaint students with many examples of 
BOSTON UN!YERSI"fY 
fiN~ ANO APPI...It:O ARTS UBRARY 
the choral literature from Gregorian chant through the 
Renaissance and Baroque periods, the Classical and 
Romantic periods, and contemporary composers. 
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Speaking of assembly sings which may also be applied 
to the general music class, Morgan (21) stated that choral 
music 
• • • can serve as a direct contributing force to the 
growth of the personality and character of each 
individual student, to his emotional stability, and 
to his regard for his fellow students. (21:206) 
She urged that every secondary school provide opportunity 
for the kind of remedial experiences which some students 
need, particularly in acquiring the use of the singing 
voice., Many students do not 11 findu their singing voices 
until after they reach junior or senior high school. 
Discussing the special needs and problems in 
singing in the general music class, Morgan remarked: 
The adolescent, particularly the boy, sometimes 
undergoes a mental and physical reaction to vocal and 
choral music which tends to destroy his interest in 
singing. Unless the student is kept in contact with 
vocal music during this trying period through the 
variety of activities afforded by general music 
classes, he is likely to terminate his contact with 
music at this point. (21:300) 
III. THE PLAYING OF INSTRUMENTS 
Grieve (47) encouraged accompaniments but only to 
enhance the finished song, never to be used in the song-
learning stage. Her study revealed that tonal and rhythmic 
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instruments are important additions to the singing period 
because of the valuable learning experiences they afford. 
They are particularly helpful for those who have not had 
the opportunity to study an instrument or who may be self-
conscious about their singing voices. Grieve conducted a 
survey of the elementary school music programs in the State 
of Maine. She discovered that relatively few of the 
schools adopted the autoharp for accompanying purposes 
even thou~h 11 it is easily portable, inexpensive, and easy 
to play." (47:34) 
Rhythm instruments were given special consideration 
in this study. The use of these instruments tends to call 
attention to and sharpen the rhythmic response. She 
enumerated three great advantages in their use: to 
provide a limited number of technical problems, to arouse 
interest, and to offer an alternative to singing. 
In his. discussion of accompanying instruments in the 
elementary school, Wright (53) emphasized the value of bells, 
one octave xylophones, autoharp, recorder, and song flute. 
Their usefulness extends to the upper grades, so this 
discussion is pertinent to the present study. 
Wright claimed that the study of these instruments 
serves five functions: 
(l) it enlists the interests of students, teachers, 
parents in orchestral or band instruments; (2) it does 
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much to build music reading readiness through the 
development of pitch awareness and rhythmic response; 
(3) it develops a feeling for ensemble playing; (4) 
it helps the child to recognize his need for, and 
develops his understanding of the reading of 
not~tion; and (5) some of the skills learned~ such as 
use of tongue and breath and elementary problems of 
fingering are transferable to a regular band or 
orchestral instrument. (53:18) 
/. 
He cited the advantages of these instruments as being 
inexpensive~ simple and easy to master~ and easy to teach. 
Barr (37) advocated extensive elective instrumental 
activities in the secondary school. He stressed that these 
should not supplant but rather supplement the general music 
experiences in grades seven and eight. His suggestions for 
the junior high school general music class are applicable 
to the senior high school. These included: 
l. Playing units in the social instruments 
(ukulele~ harmonica~ autoharp~ et al); the bells and 
piano keyboard; rhythm instruments. 
2. Experimenting with sound correlating with or 
expanding upon general science experiences using 
simple classroom experiments and audio-visual aids. 
3. Inviting student or community performers into 
the general music class to describe and play solos on 
their instruments, play an accompaniment for a class 
song. 
4. Writing accompaniments for the class 
instrumental ensemble. 
5. Building listening units with records and films. 
6. Providing exploratory experiences on regular 
band and orchestra instruments out of general music 
class. · (37:38) · 
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IV. LISTENING IN THE GENERAL MUSIC CLASS 
Grieve (47) emphasized the need of discriminatory 
listening in the schools. She observed that "recordings.1 
radio, and television bring an overwhelming amount of 
music of questionable taste and value to the children 
daily. 11 (47:41) .As media for listening.1 she enumerated 
records, radio, television, and live performances. 
Specific activities included identification of rhythmic 
patterns, ability to distinguish moods, association of 
story and music, music of other lands, identification of 
instruments, and knowledge of composers and their music,, 
Tischler (43) considered a primary objective in the 
listening program a better appreciation of music as heard. 
He claimed that more emphasis should be placed on listening 
to music and less on secondary experiences. By secondary 
experiences he meant 
• • • biographies of composers or virtuosos, the 
psychological or acoustical explanation of tones and 
hearing, the fingering and playing of the various 
instruments, or the writing of some original music. 
(43 :169) 
He explained that these secondary activities are excellent 
and helpful.1 but that they consume far too much time to Qe 
included in the general music courses. Even music majors 
need years of study before many of these activities yield ~ 
fruitful experiences. 
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He enumerated some activities which might be 
introduced into the general music class because they 
contribute directly to the primary objective. He stated: 
The demonstration of various instruments, some 
muscular activities, such as tapping to vitalize the 
experience of rhythm and ~eter, and the singing of 
motives and themes Qrovide immediate aids to memory 
and insight. (43:159) 
Hilliker (39) conducted an investigation of the 
musical preferments of high school students. The 
objectives of his study were: (1) to show why ce~tain 
selections were preferred to others, (2) to compare 
reasons for the preferences, and (3) to discover the 
validity of the reasons as revealed through a 
questionnaire study. 
It was found that growth was apparent in relation 
to opportunities--through active participation in playing 
and listening to vocal and instrumental music. Active 
participation rather than passive listening was demonstrated 
by a large majority of the students in these experiences. 
Only a minority of senior high school students were 
capable of mak~ng authentic interpretations of the music. 
In this study, Hilliker attempted to furnish some 
of the answers necessary to assist young students to make 
intelligent preferences and interpretations, to evaluate 
music, and to recognize authentic versions of compositions. 
Malak (40) claimed that the most important 
objective of a music-program is to provide a way for the 
students to enjoyJ understandJ and appreciate music. 
Although her thesis was concerned directly with the 
elementary schoolJ much of it is applicable to both the 
junior and senior high school. She stated that 
• : • through listening experiences in all music 
activities, the child may acquire an awareness and 
responsiveness to the tonal and rhythmic content of 
the music. With this knowledge he will not only 
enjoy musical growth, but he will have an ever 
increasing appreciation and understanding of the 
music to which he listens. (40:40) 
Malak stressed that there could be no appreciation nor 
understanding of music without the ability to hear and 
respond to rhythmic and tonal design. Listening has an 
important relationship to all musical activities. 
Strittmatter (52) emphasized the necessity of a 
listening program which would appeal to those with 
considerable musical experience as well as those with 
I 
limited experience. She considered listening equally 
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important to both groups. She stated that uappreciation 
of music was found to consist of emotional and 
intellectual satisfactions which vary according to 
individual differences.u (52:78) Strittmatter discovered 
that a program containing a balance of emotional and 
intellectual factors was better than an excess of 
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concentration on either one or the other because~ as she 
stated~ 11 • emotional and intellectual satisfactions are 
interwoven and serve to enrich one another. 11 (52:79) 
She considered the unit approach the best means of 
providing for individual differences and interests as well 
as providing the opportunities for group work which the 
adolescents need. The unit topics treated were: (l) folk 
music~ (2) music of the Baroque period_, (3) music of the 
Classical period~ (4) music of the Romantic period., and 
(5) American music. She attempted to list the most 
important aspects of every topic unit, and to suggest 
representative listening experiences. She stressed that 
additional work to develop new units of study~ particularly 
applicable to the secondary school level_, are much needed, 
and would be valuable contributions to music education. 
In discussing music listening t'or the elementary 
school, Wright (53) gave many suggestions applicable to 
guided listening in any·general music class. He stressed 
the need of active participation. Music listening should 
be coupled with and integrated with singing and playing, 
themes should be sung~ and the student's own creative 
listening and t~inking should be encouraged. Emphasis on 
the various elements often results in lack of attention to 
the music itself. urnstead of being.a thing to be 
learned_, 11 Wright stated~ nmusic listening should be an 
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outgrowth of actual doing. 11 (53:15) 
In 1956 Janson (48) ·made an investigation of the 
teaching of music appreciation through listening. She 
claimed that it is the responsibility of the teacher to 
inculcate in pupils a love for good music, and one method 
of doing so is through the listening lesson. Her 
suggested methods of procedure are applicable to any 
general music class. Emphasis is placed on teaching 
pupils attentive, discriminative listening. They should 
become aware of the elements of melody, rhythm, mood, and 
form, and be able to describe their reactions to the music. 
Janson emphasized that taste is developed through the 
repetition of many beautiful melodies. 
Her belief was that pupils should learn to 
recognize instruments through sight and sound. She used 
questioning for motivation purposes only, not for testing. 
Janson obtained data from a questionnaire sent to 
twelve elementary school music teachers. The questions 
were evaluated by the teachers according to a five-point 
rating scale. Her study revealed that the necessary 
elements needed to make the listening lesson a success 
have been adhered to by the teachers consulted. Every 
teacher agreed that the amount of time alloted to music 
was so inadequate that the listening l~sson must be 
sacrificed for the singing lesson. 
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In an investigation concerned with the use of audio-
visual materials in general music classes of Maryland 
junior high schools~ Smith (51) found that approximately 
eighty-five per cent of the schools provide budgets for 
the music department to buy recordings. The remaining 
schools were able to obtain these through a Central 
Library of the Board of Education~ She found that of all 
audio-aids, recordings are the most extensively used. The 
number of recordings owned by the schools depended upon 
the budget and the teacher 1 s attitude. Smith's study 
showed that available materials~ particularly recordings~ 
are utilized greatly in junior high schools of Maryland. 
Morgan (21) stressed the value of guided listening 
when she said: 
Through the skillful presentation of listening lessons 
involving recordings, music can come into the lives of 
children in such a way that they will grow in both the 
scope and quality of their responsiveness to music~ 
including both sheer enjoyment and a genuine 
understanding of its expressive meaning. (21:227) 
She emphasized the fact that there is music which is too 
difficult for children to perform, but there is none that 
is intrinsically too good for them to hear. It is 
principally through recordings that this type of 
experience is brought to ~hem. 
Mqrgan (21) advised that teachers be very particular 
in the choice of recordings for guided listening programs. 
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Recordings should be chosen to develop creative rhythm~ to 
arouse interest in instrumental music, and to provide a 
standard of tone quality to which the students should 
aspire. Good recordings are valuable assets in teaching 
tone quality, phrasing, tempo~ dynamics~ and all other 
ingredients of a first-class performance. 
V. SUMMARY 
This Chapter has presented a review of related 
investigations concerning activities in the general music 
class of the secondary school. The first section reviewed 
the literature relating to the general music class. Each 
of the.studies reviewed stressed the need of a more 
"general" course to benefit all.students. The second 
. . 
section dealt with the literature concerning singing in 
the secondary school general music class. The need for 
better singing of more worthwhile material with the added 
enrichment of accompaniments was emphasized. The third 
section was concerned with the literature on the playing 
of instruments in the general music class. Each of the 
studies stressed that tonal~ rhythmic, and harmonic 
instruments are important additions to the music period. 
The fourth section reviewed literature on listening 
activities in the secondary school general music class. 
-··-· --. - --·---. 
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The importance of a guided listening program which would 
appeal to all regardless of previous music experiences was 
considered and stressed as essential to a well-rounded 
music program in a general music class. 
CHAPTER III 
MUSIC ACTIVITIES IN THE HIGH SCHOOL GENERAL MUSIC CLASS 
The idealism of American education is nowhere more 
manifest than in the general music class. Enrichment for 
fuller living is provided through music. Students of both 
modest and great talent, of little and considerable 
musical background, are brought together to produce, by 
cooperative enterprise, music that is challenging and 
worthwhile. Democratic experiences of the highest order 
are offered. Each member of a class must contribute his 
best efforts, and in return, he experiences individual 
satisfaction from his own participation. 
The general music class is intended for all students. 
Consequently there should be no prerequisites. The course 
should be planned to meet both the immediate and the future 
needs of senior high school students. Experiences in as 
many phases of music as possible should be provided. As 
Morgan advises: 
It should be the aim during high school years to build 
up reservoirs of songs, instrumental selections, ••• 
which will carry over into· after-school years as an 
infectious enthusiasm for fun and for genuine 
enjoyment. (21:111) 
The content of the course for the general music class should 
be limited. Only what reasonably might be considered the 
range and capacity of the average student should be indluded. 
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Necessarily it is presum~d that the teacher of the 
general music class will know his material. Equally 
±mportant is his understanding of the adolescent boy and 
girl. The social and personal forces which compel many of 
the attitudes and actions of teenagers should be 
investigated. The successful teacher will undertake to 
treat these attitudes and interests to their best 
advantage in building toward the goals and objectives for 
whic~ he is striving. 
A sound program of music education should consist of 
inter-related musical activities: singingJ rhythmic, 
reading, instrumental, and listening. Each of these 
activities has a definite relationship to every other 
activity. Only when combined will they provide for the 
musical growth which is the goal of the general music 
class. These activities will be discussed in the 
remainder of this chapter under three divisions: singing, 
the playing of ins~ruments, and guided listening activities. 
I. SINGING 
Choral music can provide means of self-expression 
which every individual needs and oan afford an opportunity 
for real social development. Group singing always has a 
strong appeal for all people. This love for singing grows 
out of the need that exists in every human being to express 
... 
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himself in song. McMillan calls singing 11 ••• the open 
door to musical experience. 11 (20:26) 
As much of a child's musical growth will depend 
I 
upon how he feels about singing, it is the duty of the 
teacher to impart a great enthusiasm and love for singing. 
Choral instruction through general music classes should 
not be minimized. A great injustice is done when students 
are not challenged to use their potentialities. 
The Singing Voice 
Most students can sing by the time they reach the 
secondary school level, but some will be found who have had 
inadequate experience in singing in the previous grades. 
11 The voice is a personal instrument, 11 McMillan :reminds us. 
(20;39) With every group the problem of individual 
differences in singing appears. Just as there is a great 
difference in the physical, emotional, intellectual, and 
social character of high school students, likewise it is 
true that there is much variation in their singing voices. 
The teacher must take into account these differences and 
use all his·resourc~s ·to help the students attain their 
maximum possibilities in singing. {47 :28) ·~ 
The teacher's problem consists in helping the 
student first to recognize what is beautiful singing, and 
then to strive for the cultivation of this same tonal 
"' 
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quality. Voice production is dependent upon the ability 
to manage breath. The students should not be made over-
conscious of breath, but trained to control it to produce 
steady, rich tones. 
In a general music class it is hardly possible to 
give the detailed practice in voice production which could 
be given in a voice class or select choral group. However, 
the essentials necessary to produce beautiful tones should 
be stressed constantly. The ideal of a good tone may be 
gained through demonstration by the teacher, or by 
listening to recordings. The most important factor to be 
stressed is tone quality. .As Wilson emphasizes: "Students 
must be made tone conscious." (31;194) .A constant, 
emphatic insistence on good tone quality is a first 
essential in a general music class. Because these students 
are not specializing in voice, or are not in select ~roups, 
does not warrant the acceptance of careless tones and faulty 
rhythms. These students deserve an enjoyable, 11musical11 
experience. This is perhaps, for many, the only contact 
they have with good music. 
Requisites for Proper Teaching of Singing 
If beautiful singing is to be achieved constant 
emphasis should be on good posture, correct breathing, 
enunciation, and artistic interpretation. (25:4) By good 
,. 
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posture is meant that the normal position of the body 
during singing should be one that is balanced, poised, and 
comfortable, without strain. Correct breathing means a 
controlled, continuous flow of breath obtained by filling 
the abdominal region with air and conserving the breath in 
slow but steady emission. ~ husky or breathy sound 
indicates wasted breath. By enunciation is meant the manner 
in which correctly pronounced syllables or words are 
delivered, as to clarity and fullness or richness. Good 
tone production fosters artistic interpretation. Good 
interpretation is the result of genial cooperation on the 
part of student and instructor. Interpretation is 
concerned with accent, phrases, words, syllables, attacks 
and releases, and tone control. All these qualities must 
be carefully considered and diligently stressed in the 
singing activities of the general music class. 
Rote and note singing. Rote singing is advisable 
but should not be used to the detriment of note singing. 
Both have their rightful place in the general music class. 
Students who, either through lack of opportunity, or lack 
of ability, have reached senior high school without 
knowledge of the reading skill will develop a dislike for 
music if forced to concentrate entirely on note reading. 
By being subjected occasionally to this type of procedure 
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the student will gradually develop some skill in reading 
and~ at the same time~ will have a pleasant, educational 
experience. The teacher can do much to change the attitude 
of those who rebel against the music reading process. Let 
them remind the students with Andrews and ~eder that 
11 
••• we can sing more music in a more interesting way 
(harmonizing in class or in small ensembles), if we can 
read music. 11 (3:155) This is especially true in regard to 
part singing for mixed voices. It would be a tedious and 
boring procedure to teach all parts by rote, whereas note 
reading would be a much more interesting and speedy 
procedure. In both instances the attention of the student 
must be directed to the score, the significance and use of 
which should be clearly explained. 
Rhythm in singing. Rhythmic activity makes a real 
contribution to musical growth and enjoyment only when it 
is connected with fine music. In discussing rhythm, 
Nordholm and Bakewell emphasize that na mathematical 
analysis of rhythm is often meaningless to a teenager.n 
{25:10) In the general music class, this element should 
not receive intensive study, but the students should be 
taught the essentials of rhythm necessary for the correct 
interpretation of the songs they sing. The reading of the 
words should solve most of the rhythmic problems in the 
.. 
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music used in the general music class. The life and flow 
of music is determined by the organization of tone into 
rhythmic patterns~ and these patterns should be well 
explained. In the songs used in a general music class, the 
rhythmic patterns are not usually intricate~ and a clear 
knowledge of their time values will prove sufficient for 
their correct usage. 
The period of adolescence is an active, energetic 
stage in the development of a human being, and the 
adolescent is responsive to lively, compelling rhythm. 
Therefore, rhythmic songs have a special attraction for 
high school students. In her discussion of rhythm for 
elementary school children~ Grieve says: nRhythm itself 
gives life, sparkle, reality, and expressiveness to the 
performance of music. Unless one understands the rhythm, 
·one does not understand the musia.u {47:35) It might be 
said that unless one listens well one does not comprehend 
rhythm. Listening to music in order to respond to it 
rhythmically is of primary concern. 
Selection £t Material 
In co~educational high schools, it is important to 
keep the boys uppermost in mind in selecting sorigs. As 
' . 
Andrews and Leeder suggest: "Girls will sing what boys 
enjoy, but the reverse is not true. A combination of the 
teacher•s choice and group decision makes better 
participation and class morale. 11 (3:147) Music which is 
either too adult or too juvenile should be avoided. 
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Mursell enumerates what he considers the characteristics of 
music materials which constitute good teaching material. 
He claims that ngoodn music convincingly conveys some 
distinctive mood or way of feeling. It expresses genuine 
emotion of great significance in a fitting form. It must 
be vivid and pulsate with animation and spirit, and possess 
qualities of genuiness and honesty. A song is great music 
only when it conveys in tone language a really great message 
and expresses it well. (23:302) 
Texts and octavo music. In evaluating any textbook, 
series of textbooks, or octavo music for a general music 
class, a very important point to be considered is the total 
impression conveyed by the book or composition. Everything 
contributes to its influence--general appearance, page 
layout, typography, content, and organization. Music cannot 
be taught without artistically appealing material. Two 
basic criteria are involved in judicious selection of 
material for the general music program of the senior high 
school: (1) accurate appraisal of the present abilities and 
interests of the students, and (2) realistic goals in terms 
of the pupils' potential development and musical needs. A 
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good collection of songs for use in a general music class 
should be varied in many ways. The use of one type of 
material finally becomes monotonous whether it be a steady 
diet of current uhit 11 tunes, art songs, or folk ballads. 
Purely musical considerations should be given to the 
advancement of pupils 1 skills and knowledge through the use 
of a carefully planned sequence of study material. Speaking 
of the selection of music for general music classes Berg 
writes: 
A suitable textbook is one which implements a semester 1 s 
and a year 1s work by providing songs in a variety of 
keys, modes, meters, and styles •••• A book needs to 
provide a firm musical foundation which will motivate 
and challenge all pupils, providing each class with a 
systematic gradation of material which permits it to 
advance to the extent of its abilities. (38:2) 
He further emphasiees that a number of arrangements should 
be included in the text used in general music classes. This 
is necessary because of the varying conditions found in 
these classes. 
In octavo music it is very necessary to note the 
arrangement--how it differs from the original in range, 
• 
tempo, dynamics, and text. Oftentimes in the arranging, 
the original loses much of its richness and meaning. 
Folk songs, patriotic songs, art songs, and sacred 
and secular classical songs, with, in some school systems 
the addition of Gregorian chant, may comprise the repertory 
of the high school general music class. These types, in 
/ 
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turn, will be considered here in general. 
Folk songs. Within recent years there has been an 
increase of interest in folk art of all kinds. There is 
something about the haunting melodies and the simple verses 
of peasants, of fishermen, sailors, and soldiers which has 
a tremendous appeal to their descendants and those who have 
come to share their inheritance. As Mursell says: u ••• 
the best folk music has great intrinsic charm and appeal. 
It embodies and conveys very definite emotional values, and 
does so with great directness and conviction. 11 (2~:110) It 
is characteristic of folk songs that they call for group 
performance, and because of this fact they fit well in the 
program of a general music class. 
American folk songs should be stressed as they 
contain much tbat'is very significant for present day music 
educators. The Indian and Negro have furnished folk songs 
which constitute excellent material for school purposes. 
America has also contributed songs of railroads and river 
boats, songs of the mountaineers, of the cowboys and lumber-
jacks, songs of the sea, of the country, and of the city. 
The names of Stephen Foster and Victor Herbert should be 
familiar to the students for the contributions they made to 
.America 1 s· folk and popular music. 'tt(~-
/ 
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Patriotic songs. The song repertory of the senior 
high school general music class should include songs which 
have direct patriotic appeal and significance. Morgan sums 
these up when she says: 
The words and music of such songs as the ustar-Spangled 
BannerJ 11 11.A:merica, 11 11.A:merica, the Beautiful," uBod 
Bless .A:mericaJn 11Battle Hymn of the RepublicJn.uDixieJ 11 
and 11Yankee Doodleu should certainly be learned by 
elementary school children and refreshed in the minds 
of secondary school pupils. Special effort should be 
made to have pupils memorize the third stanza of the 
11Star-Spangled Bannern and the most significant verses 
of other patriotic songs. (21:273) 
The same author defines patriotic music in a rather unique 
way: 
Music that contributes to patriotism is not confined 
to only those melodies which are labeled patriotic. 
~ny music which leads toward peace of mindJ toward 
greater loyalty to GodJ home and friends, toward deeper 
appreciation of eternal values, can be an aid in 
building for better citizenship on stronger foundations 
tor free democracy. (21:273) 
.At ,the present writing the phrases 11 deeper appreciation of 
eternal valuesJ 11 and "free democracy 11 should have a 
particularly significant meaning to all familiar with world 
conditions today. The nation's songs express the glories, 
the ideals, and the feelings of a whole people and it is but 
natural that patriotism, the manifestation of love of countryJ 
should be commemorated in song. 
Art songs. Webster defines the art song as 11 .... a 
song of artistic origin and character; a lyrical song whose 
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text~ melody~ and accompaniment cooperate in the 
expressive effect commonly the portrayal of a,_ single mood. 11 
(30:158) The accompaniment and melody contribute nearly 
equally to the total effect. It is well to have the 
students hear a few of Schubert's or Schumann's beautiful 
art songs so that they will understand the meaning of this 
definition. Some of these will be designated in the next 
chapter as valuable contributions to the general music 
class. 
Classic songs. By the term classic songs is meant 
the songs which resemble the style or work of a great 
composer. A few religious and secular classic songs will 
be discussed in Chapter four with suggestions for teaching, 
and a supplementary list suitable for a senior high school 
general music class. The works- of the great composers 
should have an important place in the present day general 
music class. For some it is the only opportunity they will 
have to become acquainted with great names in music. Others 
have ample opportunity to hear these great works through 
television and recordings~ as well as through participation 
in concerts and workshops. Hearing this type of song in 
class will give the students a clearer understanding and 
deep appreciation for the contribution such songs make to 
the musical world. 
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Gregorian chant. By the term Gregorian chant is 
meant the traditional, free-rhythmed, diatonic music which 
has been adopted by the Catholic Church for the solemn 
celebration of her liturgy. It is intimately tied up with 
the Latin language, is never polyphonic, and is designed 
exclusively for the worship of God through prayer. The 
chant was established and approved during the time of Saint 
Ambrose, bishop of Milan and called the 11Ambrosian chant. 11 
Saint Gregory the Great, whose pontificate was from 590 to 
604 is credited with a certain final arrangement of the 
chant, which some two hundred years later received the name 
11 Gregorian Chant,n 
Gregorian chant differs in a number of important 
respects from our ordinary modern church music. Keller 
describes it as 11 ••• a musical idiom which, therefore, 
cannot take its norms of expression and interpretation from 
the later forms of music with which our own age has Qecome 
more familiar." Apel, of Harvard University, 
describes it as 11 ••• an unsurpassed treasure of purely 
melodic music. 11 (4:v) Then there :ts- Mozart•s statement 
that he would gladly exchange all his music for the fame of 
having composed the Gregorian Preface. 
Since the 11Motu Proprio 11 of Pope Pius X, the clergy 
' ' 
and laity of the Catholic Church have been exhorted to 
restore approved liturgical music to churches. This is by 
no means the exclusive music of the Catholic Church~ but 
because of its formal approval by the Church~ and because 
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of its inherent simplicity~ purity, and excellence it should 
have an important place in the general music class of the 
Catholic schools in particular. As music of supreme quality 
and excellence, it may well be studied in secular schools 
and would prove a rewarding addition to any general music 
class. 
Summary 
This section has revealed the importance and value of 
singing activities in the general music class. Folk music, 
patriotic songs, art songs, and classic songs have been given 
consideration as possible repertory for the senior high school 
general music class. Gregorian chant has been suggested for 
possible inclusion in the curriculum of the Catholic high 
school general music class. A description of the above 
types of song, and the contribution each will make to the 
music education of the students in a general music class is 
discussed. 
II. THE PLAYING OF INSTRUMENTS 
Participation by all pupils to the fullest extent in 
beneficial musical experiences is the goal of every well 
directed musi-ca-l program. Such full participation ean- be 
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gained when pupils have the opportunity to play instruments 
as part of their classroom activity. While some pupils may 
have had previous experience with rhythmic instruments in 
the elementary school~ there will be many who have not had 
any such instruction. The proficient will enjoy their role 
of leaders and the uninitiated will benefit musically and 
emotionally by this new experience. This participation 
enlivens the music period and gives it a different tone 
from that of the elementary or junior high school. 
Definite educative values for the student who has become 
bored with music because he thinks he has learned every-
thing~ are provided by this participation. For the student 
who feels himself a non-participant because he does not 
have an excellent singing voice~ the playing of an 
instrument solves his problem. In the high school~ plaping 
short tunes on bells 1 xylophone~ or piano is an educative 
experience. 
Students who have the opportunity to play instruments 
as part of their classroom activity double the enjoyment of 
their musical experience. In citing the prime objective of 
the general music course Morgan states that it must 
11 
••• arouse and develop interest in music." (21:111) 
Adding instrumental activity by allowing pupils to 
accompany the singing with autoharp 1 glockenspiel 1 or piano 
·is arousing interes·t and awakening enthusiasm. The same 
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author adds as another objective to give the students 
greater contact with music and some experience in producing. 
Instrumental accompaniment~ no matter how elementary~ will 
give much joy to some who perhaps never had a similar 
opportunity. Musical skills are oftentimes discovered by 
such means. There are ample opportunities for most students 
in senior high school to develop their music skills by 
joining select groups whether it be the band~ orchestra~ 
glee club~ or small choral or instrumental ensembles. 
There will also be the minority who will never have such 
privileges. In the general music class~ which must be 
designed to meet the needs of all pupils~ ·equal opportunity 
is given to the gifted and the ordinary student to develop 
simultaneously and yet individually. 
There is nothing more stimulating in arousing 
interest in the general music class than the use of 
instruments suitable to the text and mood of the song. 
These should be used to enhance the finished songs. In 
discussing this subject Pierce states: 
In order to vary teaching procedure as well as 
class response the teacher may use various instruments 
to accompany singing; add rhythmic action to some songs; 
and have individual and small-group as well as mass 
performance. (27:62) 
The musical background of the present generation of 
American children is'richer today than formerly. The music 
with which our students have been in direct contact through 
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radio, television, and 11hi fi 11 is built of rhythm and 
harmony as well as melody. Because of this rich background, 
present day high school students are interested in studying 
music through these channels. They tend to be bored with 
anything less colorful. This is one reason why Brooks and 
Brown consider instrumental music 11 ••• a means of 
individual expression which fills the need of some children 
better than anything else.u (10:213-14) In a valuable but 
small way this need may be filled by the use of instruments 
simple though they are, to accompany and enrich the choral 
work in the general music class. 
Mursell advises that the curriculum be planned to 
create an adequate feeling for rhythm. He considers that 
this would be a very valuable accomplishment on the part of 
teachers of voice and instrument. (23:262) This nadequa.te 
feelingtt for rhythm which Mursell considers to important is 
fostered by the use of accompanying instruments in the 
general music class. The most useful of these instruments 
are the tonal, rhythmic, and harmony instruments. 
Tonal Instruments 
The use of these instruments in the high school 
general music class challenges the students to recreate the 
songs they sing. Song bells or melody bells, usually two 
octaves and chromatic, xylophone, glockenspiel, chimes, and 
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piano can serve three important purposes. They add 
enjoyment and enrichment, help keep the pitch correct, and 
enable the students to read from the printed score. The 
playing of these instruments is not difficult, and may be 
used with other types of instruments to add variety. 
Some examples will serve to illustrate these points. 
In the middle section of "The Galway Piper" where the 
sopranos and second sopranos sing nding ding dong," melody 
bells help to enrich the music and.the text. (75:38) 
"There's Music in the .Airn is improved by the use of the 
xylophone or melody bells played a third above the melody 
note. Two notes may be played on the xylophone by one or 
two students. Transposing the given descant an octave 
lower, a siXth below the soprano, and playing both the 
descant and melody note on the xylophone enhances the beauty 
of this simple song. Thus the students can see for them-
selves in a concrete way the fact that thirds and sixths 
are interchangeable. Christmas carols lend themselves well 
to the addition of chimes, xylophone, or glockenspiel. The 
first and third sections of "Lullaby of the Bellsn by Klemm 
(75:60~, is much more interesting if chimes are used.. A 
descant part added by the xylophone or glockenspiel is very 
effective. Specific examples of the use of tonal 
instruments will be described in detail in Chapter four. 
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The piano makes a substantial contribution to the 
program of general music in the high school. It may be used 
in an informal way as an instrument of percussion~ melody~ 
harmony, and for any combination of these. Students with no 
keyboard experience will delight in playing the melody of a 
song sung at the general music class. With little direction 
from a teacher, this can be accomplished. The melody of 
11Shortnin 1 Bread,n (67:70) contains only six notes and could 
. . 
be memorized easily by the average student. Many of the 
modern songbooks indicate the chord progression by letters 
over the staff, as nThe Sidewalks of New York, 11 (67:8) 
Students enjoy this experience in the high school just as 
much as children in the elementary school. 
In the high school general music class it is usual to 
find at least a few students who are familiar with the above 
named tonal instruments. It is well to allow these pupils 
to demonstrate their use in accompanying the songs. Those 
unfamiliar with activities of this kind will need little 
coaxing to take their turn in accompanying the class. These 
simple tonal instruments give the pupils joy and satisfaction 
without requiring on their part a great deal of skill in the 
technique of playing. In many cases~ the use of these 
instruments is a desire fulfilled--a long-awaited experience. 
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Rhythmic Instruments 
The use of rhythmic instruments is a fascinating 
activity to people of any age. The majority of high school 
students Will have had some experience in this field, either 
in elementary or junior high school. This is quite naturally 
continued at the senior high school level. The playing of 
these instruments can give great satisfaction to the student 
who has been gaining only limited satisfaction from his 
singing. (11:87) 
Drums~ castanets~ tambourines~ maracas# cymbals, 
claves~ and guiros, used in a proper setting add enjoyment 
to the singing, and create sensitivity to correct rhythm. 
They facilitate score reading, and in some cases~ stimulate 
interest for further study of the percussion instruments. 
Nye and Nye remind us: uThrough the use of percussion 
•instruments a number of valuable concepts can be taught.n 
(26:44) Some of these are: correct tempo, difference in 
dynamics~ form, mood, notation, pitch, instrumentation, and 
the relatedness of all these factors. 
There are many possibilities in approaching this 
phase of the music program. With the percussion instruments 
the students may follow the rhythm of the melody. An 
example of this is 11 Cielito Lindo 11 : .3 .• \ ,.r) <J:.I J 4J .r .r I 
1 . 
(67:45). The off-beat may be emphasized by the percussion 
instruments~ as in the chorus; 
ncn indicates the castanets, but various types of 
percussion instruments may be used in like manner. The 
rhythm of the meter may be used as accompaniment, as in the 
following: ~ .' .\ .\ \ ,I ,I .\ / ,I .I .I /[ 
It is hard to imagine a Latin American song without 
maracas, claves, or drums to heighten its rhythmic effect. 
Drums used with martial music, maracas and tambourines with 
Spanish music, and maracas with syncopated music~ are all 
very appealing. The possibilities are many, because pupils 
will add their own ideas for interesting accompaniments. 
The teacher should carefully select the proper type 
of song for rhythmic*response. When it is fine music that 
students remember from their use of rhythm instruments, 
rhythmic activity is making a real contribution to their 
musical growth and lasting musical enjoyment. In the next 
chapter, several songs will be suggested with indications 
for the use of rhythm instruments. 
Harmony Instruments 
In the high school general music class the piano, 
autoharp, harmolin, ukulele, and guitar play an important 
part in enriching the choral music by the addition of 
harmony. The use of these instruments creates a feeling of 
greater participation. By means of them students can be 
introduced to a variety of experiences~ one of which is 
chording. 
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Chording is an excellent means of stimulating 
greater interest, adding beauty to the singing~ and 
providing enthusiasm on the part of the students. Although 
there are seven chords and variations of them~ only four 
are necessary to harmonize most songs--the tonic, 
subdominant, dominant, and dominant seventh. High school 
students find chord progressions interesting~ particularly 
at the present time when so many students study popular 
music in which chord progressions play such an important 
part. 
The piano is a very important harmony instrument and 
one that is familiar to most students. It makes possible a 
richer music experience for students in that it can produce 
both melody and accompaniment. (24:269) Several modern 
texts supply piano accompaniment for the songs: uSing" (67), 
ttThe Modern Choral Hour 11 (75), nsugar and Spioe 11 (54),.and 
"Repertoire11 by Bridgman (58 and 59). The latter has a 
special accompaniment edition. It is particularly 
advantageous to have the piano accompaniment on the song 
page so that the students can see the notation for the 
accompaniment of the song they are hearing. With a little 
guidance, this can and should lead to a more musical 
response to song experience. Piano students will benefit 
by playang the accompaniment to songs sung by the class. 
The autoharp, a zither-like instrument of ancient 
lineage, is a great addition to the singing of songs. 
Students can readily learn to play this instrument and 
enjoy doing it. It blends well with voices and does not 
overshadow them. Nye and Nye stress that "success on this 
instrument can help individual children feel and sense 
accomplishment which is essential to good social and 
emotional growth.n (26:62) The songs that are best to 
use with the autoharp are those which need only two or 
three chords for their accompaniment. McMillan suggests 
I 
the following list of songs to use with autoharp 
.. 
accompaniment: 11Polly Wolly Doodle,n nsing Together," 
11 0ld Folks at Home,n and nOh! Susanna.ti (20:48) 
' . . 
For some students, the autoharp seems to satisfy a 
hidden longing to make music. In a general music class 
there will no doubt be those who do not have the drive, 
stamina, or talent to learn such demanding instruments as 
piano, trombone, or violin. Perhaps they are pupils to 
whom such opportunities have been denied. For such, the 
autoharp will serve a definitely rewarding purpose. 
An instrument similar to the autoharp but with some 
distinctive features is the harmolin. In explaining its 
value Pierce says: 
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It can produce a melody as well as chords~ and, 
by moving the bridge up or down the scale~ it is 
playable in twelve major and minor keys. In addition, 
the fifteen-bar bridge can be replaced with a three-
bar bridge to simplify playing, or it can be replaced 
with a push-button bridge that permits a player to 
strum across the strings. (27:212) 
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The ukulele and guitar are attractive and popular 
additions to the list of accompanying instruments, and of 
late have aroused great interest on the part of music lovers 
through their revived use on television. Many high school 
students play these instruments, and need only a little 
urging to arouse their interest sufficiently to play ch~rdal 
accompaniments for the songs sung by the class. Some modern 
textbooks include chord directions for these instruments. 
nsing, 11 the all-purpose song book, has a ukuele 
accompaniment written for nHome on the Range." (67:120-121) 
The chorus of 11Down in the Valleytt requires only chords I 
and v. C67 :4-5) Nye and Nye remark that n. • • chording 
on the steel guitar has been declared by one experienced 
music supervisor to be •more fascinating and satisfying' 
than chording on any of the instruments. 11 (26:63) 
Summary 
Instruments serve a valuable purpose in enriching 
the singing~ listening, and rhythmi~ experiences of students. 
Teachers should investigate the area of accompahiment 
thoroughly to determine what suits the needs of their own 
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. particular class. They should be mindful as Andrews and 
Cockerille have ably demonstrated that students in the 
secondary school have a great desire to express themselves. 
They state: 11 The music program that encourages them to do 
so, through creating, performing, exploring, listening, and 
discussing, is serving youth's need for self-expression.n 
(2:100) Through the use of tonal, rhythm, and harmony 
instruments our youth may be taught this self-expression. 
Self-expression that has come about as the result of 
fullest participation in musical activities has the 
educational value of giving a student the sense of 
achievement and the rewarding feeling of having done some-
thing well. When a teacher can give a student these 
intangible values, then his work as an educator has been a 
success. 
III. GUIDED LISTENING ACTIVITIES 
Listening has always played an important part in 
music enjoyment and perception. Never in the history of our 
country have there been greater opportunities for the 
listening public. The phonograph, radio, television, uhi-
fi," and a vast number of excellent recordings have proved 
most beneficial in the furtherance of music appreciation. 
{i7:41) 
/ 
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In the• general music class~ listening is only one 
phase of a program which offers a variety of activities. .A·~ 
general music class will draw its members from both those 
who are musically experienced as well as from those totally 
lacking in previous musical experiences. If the program of 
the class is to meet the needs of all pupils~ the listening 
must be carefully guided and expertly directed by the 
teacher who is conscious of individual differences. There 
must be a pu~pose behind each listening lesson so that the 
.experienced student will feel he has gained new knowledge~ 
while the inexperienced must not be made to feel neglected. 
Both types of pupil like to listen~ therefore, as a result, 
the teacher's problem is somewhat simplified. 
The listening program has a threefold purpose: 
(1) to acquaint pupils with the works of the great masters; 
(2) to provide satisfying experiences which will influence 
the development of the "whole childn; and (3) to develop an 
intelligent listening public. Andrews and Leeder sum up 
these objectives as: u • (1) emotional satisfaction~ 
(2) musical learnings, and (3) imaginative response.n 
(3 :186) 
Through a properly organized sequence of listening 
activities the students of today, who will be the citizens 
of tomorrow, will receive·systematic preparation in active 
listening. Recordings, radio, and television bring an 
overwhelming amount of music of questionable taste and 
value to the public daily. (47:41) The guided school 
listening program should teach discriminatory listening. 
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The principal aim of the listening program should be to 
instill an appreciation of music--an active, emotional, and 
intellectual identification with the works of the masters. 
(42:30) Music fundamentally is something to be he~rd, and 
the guided listening program in the senior high school 
general music class is a valuable agent in producing 
purposeful hearing. 
Guided listening offers a challenge to students, and 
creates more interest for them as they mature. The large 
majority of high school students will ultimately become 
listeners rather than performers. For this reason 
intelligent listening is a more vital object of cultivation 
than performance. Simple music experiences which children 
have had may often be recognized in more beautiful or 
complex forms in the music of famous composers. Listening 
enters into every phase of the music program--in singing, 
playing instruments, rhythmic activities, and listening to 
recordings, (47:40) It is only in a general music class 
that all students can benefit by instructions to cultivate 
listening skill, so that they have the ability to 11 listenn 
to music rather than merely "hear" it. 
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Perhaps the greatest value of a general nature to be 
derived from a guided listening program is that the 
individual may have an experience with music· far beyond that 
which he is able to perform. (47:40) Responsiveness to the 
elements which make up beautiful music needs to be directed 
and developed. The process of developing this characteristic 
in youth is one of the most significant and rewarding types 
of musical experiences. 
Recordings 
Through the use·of recordings 1 virtually the entire 
literature of music becomes accessible to the classroom. 
. I 
Today there are many worthwhile records available at a 
reasonable cost. These cover practically every phase of the 
listening program. Many equally excellent record players 
are on the market at the present time. Money invested in 
good materials is never wasted. 
Two developments of major significance which have had 
an important effect upon the use of recordings in the schools 
I 
are: (l) the introduction of the long-playing record 1 and 
(2) the rise of a considerable number of new recording 
companies which tend to increase the scope of the repertoire 
available on records •. (21:227) 
In the best school music series 1 some of the world's 
_ finest folk music 1 songs~ and themes from outstanding 
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compositions are included to prepare the students for 
listening experiences. The selection of materials poses the 
problem of combining interest with the selection of a well-
balanced musical diet. Several points must be considered in 
the choice of materials: the maturity and ability of the 
listeners 3 their musical backgroundJ the varied interests of 
the students 3 time available for the listening program1 and 
outside available musical activities. The inevitable problem 
of finance will determine how many recordings may be 
procured. The type of class will be the prime determinant 
in the selection of the materials 3 and the teacher will use 
wisely the amount of money allowed by the budget. 
Elements to be Stressed 
Melody. One of the first avenues to appreciation is 
melody. Melody has been defined as the element in which the 
personal characteristics of the composer are most clearly 
and most obviously revealed. The ability to follow the 
melodic line is very necessary in developing a true love 
for music. 
In a general music class the attention of the 
students should be called· to the flow and treatroent of the 
melody. (23:163~4) This can be done in a general way by 
simply singing the chief thematic material. The themes may 
be placed on the blackboard 1 or the students may have in 
their hands, books which contain the musical themes of 
records they hear. A knowledge of the themes not only leads 
to a better understanding of the musical composition 
involved, but also helps with the process of developing 
skills, particularly that of score reading. When pupils 
recognize what they are to achieve as a result of this 
listening, the whole lesson becomes more meaningful. 
Rhythm. Much of the appeal, the interest, the 
beauty of musical compositions--all the way from a simple 
fo~k tune to a complex symphony--depends upon its rhythm. 
Rhythm has been defined as that element of music which has 
to do with the distribution of tones to create a definite 
pattern. 
Rhythmic experiences which began in the elementary 
grades are quite naturally carried on at the secondary 
school level. This does not mean that th"t.:it Will be the 
same rhythmic response that took place in the early g~ades, 
but there will be an awareness of the rhythmic co~~ent 
which will reveal itself in more mature ways. Score 
reading and conducting should be included in the rhythmic 
analysis of the listening lesson. The students should be 
given instructions in both conducting and score reading. 
Several secondary school music texts have illustrated 
conducting techniqu~s. (20:172) {25:41-42) (26:31) The 
values which can come from following the score as one 
listens have been gravely neglected. It is in the general 
music class that the students can be taught the value of 
such an activity. 
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Form 2R design. Design has been termed the 
organization of a piece which helps the.listener to keep the 
composer•s idea in mind, and to follow its development and 
growth. Form or design should be developed from the very 
beginning because it is a prime factor in the understanding 
of a musical composition. In many oases, this will be a new 
term to members of the general music class. However, its 
importance should be ~mphasized since it is the element by 
which all the others are utilized and held together. Of all 
the organizing factors of rhythm, melody, harmony, form, 
mood, and tone color, design or form presents the listener 
with his greatest challenge. While the other elements of 
music appeal directly to the senses, fDv.m engages the mind. 
(32:263-4) 
Students should be taught to detect by ear how the 
music is woven together, what makes it sound as it does, and 
how music differs in structure and treatment. Simple 
explanations of binary, ternary, and rondo form should be 
given, and examples played to illustrate their meaning. 
Students should be instructed to recognize repeated phrases 
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or larger sections of a composition, whether in identical or 
altered form. This will prove interesting, and will enable 
the students to listen intelligently. In a general music 
class, it is impossible and impractical to go into a 
detailed discussion on the intricacies of form, but a 
simple explanation will suffice to foster interest and 
intelligent response to the listening activities. 
Mood. Every fine musical composition embodies a 
distinctive mood or way of feeling. (23:105) Students 
should be encouraged to notice the elements of beauty, of 
expressiveness, and of mood in the music they hear. Very 
young children can discern different moods; such as happy, 
dreamy, weird, angry, or sad moods. Some students will 
have had experience in this particular phase of the music 
program in an elementary or junior high school, but the 
majority will make this discovery in the high school 
general music class. It is essential, therefore, that 
clear, simple instructions be given that the music will be 
meaningful to the students. Attention should be called to 
the elements of mood, rhythm, melody, tone color, and form, 
each time a recording is heard. 
Very often the titles of compositions help students 
to orient themselves to mood. The teacher should encourage 
pupils to think of stories of scenes suggested by the 
composition. Listening to compositions with a contrast in 
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moods will stimulate thinking about the music. 1 Recognition 
of mood is an essential part of a guided listening program 
and should not be neglected. 
Tone color. Color is a word which music borrowed 
from painting--perhaps in exchange for the word rhythm! 
One does not see real color in music. Yet to many people, 
certain tones and tone combinations have much the same 
effect as certain colors and color combinations. (8;26) 
The effect which a composer gets by a skillful choice of 
instruments is known as 11 orchestral color. 11 The composer 
works with this factor in the same way that an artist uses 
his materials. High school students should be familiar with 
this term especially now when such phrases as ttthe pastel 
tints of the woodwinds~tt and the "rich purple tones of the 
low strings, 11 are more or less commonly used. Sensitivity 
to tone includes a recognition of the various physical 
factors of tone: pitch, volume, quality, and color. 
To be able to discover the subtleties of tonal 
shading and colors is one of the first steps toward a 
keener appreciation and a more discriminating listening. 
It is not enough for the pupils to be able to recognize the 
different instruments that are played. They should know 
lsuggestions for discovering this element are 
offered in the next chapter. 
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why the composer used certain instruments to play a 
particul~ melody, and why he used certain combinations of 
instruments in other situations; why a certain melody is 
played on the strings instead of the woodwinds; how a 
melody played on the strings differs in meaning and 
emotional quality from the same melody played on the French 
horn; or why in operas certain parts are sung by tenor 
voices and others by bass voices. (31:234-5) This is a 
difficult element for non-musical students to understand, 
but rewarding if mastered. Guided instruction by a well 
qualified teacher will make these facts very clear to the 
students, and will make the listening·~ogram much more 
meaningful. 
Summa~ 
In this section the purposes, objectives, and 
contributions of guided listening activities have been 
discussed. The needs and advantages of recordings were 
conaiaered, as well as the elements of melody, rhythm, 
form, mood, and tone color. Directions were given to make 
the guided listening program beneficial and enjoyable to 
high school students. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
--· 
This chapter has presented music activities for the 
high school general music class under three divisions: 
·-
singing, the playing of instruments, and guided listening 
activities. 
It has been shown how important is the singing 
program in the high scho-ol general music class. The 
problems encountered in voice training have been emphasized. 
Particular stress is given to tone quality as essential 
even in assembly singing. Good posture, correct breathing, 
enunciation, and artistic interpretation receive emphasis 
in their relations to the production of the voice quality 
desired in the general music class. Rote and note singing 
are discussed, and several reasons given why note reading 
should be included in the music program. Rhythm is defined 
----and methods of procedure in teaching rhythm have been 
enumerated. 
The section on selection of materials cites types of 
texts and octavo music suitable for the senior high school 
general music class. Criteria for these selections are 
given, and specific types of songs are suggested. These 
include folk songs, patriotic songs, art songs, religious 
and sacred classics, and Gregorian chant. Each of these 
types is explained and discussed in turn. 
The benefits to be derived from the use of 
instruments to accompany class songs is discussed. Tonal, 
rhythmic, and harmonic instruments are defined, and their 
used described. 
The importance of a guided listening course, and 
reasons for its inclusion in the general music class, 
constitute the last section of this chapter. Recordings 
for use in general music class are discussed, and their 
necessity emphasized. 
Elements of melody, rhythm, design, mood, and tone 
color are explained, and suggestions offered for class 
discussion. This is an over-all picture of the activities 
which should be included in a general music class of the 
senior high school. Specific directions and methods of 
procedure follow in Chapter four. 
CHAPTER IV 
A COURSE OF STUDY FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL 
GENERAL MUSIC CLASS 
In any system of educationJ young people should have 
the opportunity to develop to the greatest possible degreeJ 
whatever musical interests and potentialities they may have. 
It is both desirable and possible to schedule musical 
activities for that very large percentage of the student 
body who are and will continue to be a major segment of the 
music-consuming public. General topics which should be 
included in the general music class are: singingJ the 
playing of instrumentsJ and guided listening. 
Singing and the playing of instruments will be 
considered in the first section of this Chapter. Analogous 
material which will include note readingJ sight singingJ 
creative workJ choral techniquesJ for.mJ thematic contentJ 
and score reading in the listening programJ will be 
included under the basic activities discussed. The primary 
objectives of their inclusion in the high school general 
music class should be (1) to develop a love and understanding 
of music by self-expression in beautiful singingJ and (2) to 
. 
give the students opportunities for greater participation 
in musical activities. 
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A great variety of vocal material for senior high 
school students is available today. Folk songs, patriotic 
songs, art songs, classics (religious and secular), and 
Gregorian chant1 may be included in the repertoire of the 
senior high school general music class. Each of these types 
will be considered here. Methods of procedure for the 
presentation of specific selections will be given as 
examples of meaningful lesson planning which will arouse 
interest and enthusiasm in the general music class. 
I. SINGING AND THE PLAYING OF INSTRUMENTS 
Singing plays an important role in the high school 
general music program. Leeder and Haynie describe it as 
n. • • the mos:t logical and natural mainstream for teaching 
theory, appreciation, history, and other aspects of music." 
(19:28) The general music class offers excellent 
opportunities for combining vocal and instrumental music. 
Some members of the c'lass will care little for 
singing but may be very much interested in high fidelity, 
. in record collecting, or in some hobby closely related to 
l Gregorian chant definitely should be part of the 
music program of parochial or private Catholic schools 
for reasons specified in Section E of this Chapter. The 
inclusion of Gregorian chant in secular schools is purely 
a mat$er of choice. 
music. The general music class should make much use of 
the social instruments: banjo, guitar, ukulele, autoharp, 
and harmolin, as well as the rhythm instruments: claves, 
castanets, maracas, and drums. Instruments can be used to 
help students learn the different vocal parts, and also to 
provide harmonization in the accompaniment. 
A. FOLK SONGS 
There are many reasons why folksong materials should 
be used in the senior high school general music class, for 
example, the Krones write that 11 ••• a good folksong is 
musically attractive, is easily learned, and often has an 
infectious rhythm and interesting melody." (18:62) 
Further, folk songs are easily harmonized, and appropriate 
accompaniments may be supplied. As they represent the 
cultural heritage of many nationalities they provide social 
as well as musical values. Another reason is aptly stated 
in the foreword of a Krone music text. It says in part: 
Building a world in tune tomorrow upon a background 
of hatred, jealousies, suspicions, misunderstanding and 
bitterness will be the task of us who sing these songs 
today. Barriers of language, creed, color, and race 
must be broken down. Somewhere, somehow, we must find 
a common ground of understanding, of mutual respect, of 
enjoyment and enthusiasm in doing something together. 
(18:i) 
This 11 common ground 11 might well provide the means by which 
the art of son~ may bring peace and understanding to people 
-------;'!! 
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of different countries. 
Suggested Procedures ~ Materials I 
A naive little 11Mountain Songn from Switzerland, an 
SSA arrangement by Gladys Pitcher, is one of the less known 
folk songs. Its great charm is in the somewhat yodel-like 
11Ah, sah, sah, sah 1s, 11 which one can imagine one hears 
echoing from hilltop to hilltop. (64:19-28) 
Materials. A descriptive picture of a Swiss mountain 
scene would help provide the proper setting for this lovely 
folk song. Blackboard or flash cards to interpret the 
rhythm, piano or autoharp for accompaniment, and flute or 
melody bells to play the obbligato found in this arrangement 
(64:21-28) could be used very effectively to enhance this 
simple folk melody. 
~thmic participation. Rhythmically, this song is 
r;.ot difficult. The meter, 3/8, should present no problem 
to high school students. It should be explained briefly, 
and the patterns found in the song illustrated, as follows: 
~ •1 .~ I ~ ll·11 .r I f .f ,fl.~ .PI i' ~1 r I t±:-1 .q ,1.1 •1 t Jl 
The rhythmic drill may be conducted from the blackboard as 
follows: 
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1. Teacher counts one, two, three while pointing to 
the patterns. 
2. Students count and clap the rhythms as notes are 
pointed out. 
3. The teacher numbers or letters the measures, and 
calls for a certain measure to be clapped by the class. 
4. The teacher claps a measure and the students 
designate the letter or number which identifies the measure. 
This activity should not be too prolonged. It is used only 
wpen beginning the song to establish the rhythm. In a 
general music class the concentration should be on singing; 
-the repertoire varied and interesting. Rhythm should not be 
neglected, but neither should it be stressed to excess. 
Singing. In a general music class it is not 
practical or possible to allot a considerable portion of 
the period to note reading or note singing. A combination 
of rote-note singing is more advisable. Constant repetition 
of this procedure for each song studied will eventually 
bring about the desired familiarity with the reading of 
notes. 
The students should attempt to sing the 11Mountain 
Song 11 with the piano accompaniment after having heard it 
played through once. After this procedure the need of 
isolating certain phrases or melodic patterns might be 
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necessary. The following plan may be advisable; 
1. Call attention to the rule for finding 11do" when 
there are flats in the signature. A simple procedure is to 
call the last flat 11 fa 11 and count down to 11 do. 11 The last 
flat is found at the right: 
2. Sing from the blackboard by note the melodic 
patterns found in the song: 
3. Sing the song by note from the book. A possible 
procedure for accentuating the rhythmic pulsation might 
involve placing the right hand in a cup shape position_on 
the desk, and beating time with the middle finger. 
4. Practise no more than sixteen measures of each 
part before putting words to the song. To sing for 
enjoyment is the primary objective, not to read notes 
fluently. 
The beauty of "Mountain Song 11 lies in its gaiety and 
lilting character. It should be sung moderately fast and 
with very light tones. The octave skip in measures twelve 
and sixteen, and their repetitions, should be carefully 
sung, not scooped. (64:20-21) 
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Each part has a definite melody--a factor which adds 
to the value of the selection. Oftentimes teenagers lose 
interest if the accompanying part which they study is not 
tuneful. The yodel effect is a solo for the second 
sopranos when first heard. At the repetition, the sopranos 
introduce the yodel effect:~ and sustain the octave as the 
other two parts harmonize. The octave note should be sung 
softly. This will require much practice·as students delight 
in singing forte as the pitch rises. Pitcher {64) has 
paraphrased and extended this melody very effectively. She 
gives each part something important to do, and divides the 
solo sections so that each will share a section of the 
melodic line. The ranges for the three voice parts are: 
~~I;~~~ ~ \ Q ~ SJ '!\ e I 
-e- :::e=-
Sop. I Sop. II .Alto 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. :J:n this 
arrangement of uMountain Song., 11 {64:19-28) an optional flute 
obbligato is given. This is very effective but would require 
a good flutist. The obbligato as arranged could be played 
on the glockenspiel or xylophone~ but would be rather 
difficult for the average student in the general music class. 
An effective but not too difficult piano accompaniment is 
written. This song lends itself well to the autoharp 
accompaniment. An amateur could play one chord for each 
measure using only the tonic and dominant, as shown in the 
following example: 
? :r. I.. 3::. :r:.. . :C \ . L :c: . JL .:1:. 
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Melody bells playing the first note of each measure, soprano 
part, is a simple but very effective device. 
Suggested P~ocedures ~Materials II 
Wilson and Ehret have an interesting BA~ arrangement 
of the tuneful Czechoslavakian folk song "Morning Comes 
Stealing.n (72:4) It is lively enough to be appealing, and 
simple enough to sustain interest. 
Materials. Melody bells, xylophone, autoharp, or 
piano for accompaniment, and blackboard or flash cards for 
illustrations are all useful in the teaching of the song, 
and contribute to the general enthusiasm of the members of 
the class. 
Rhythmic participation. '.fhe rhythm found in "Morning 
Comes .Stealing11 is natural to the pupils as it is reiterated 
in many of the popular songs with which they are familiar. 
A quick exercise on the basic rhythms found in the song is 
necessary before singing the melodic patterns. There are 
only five rhythmic patterns in the song. A flash card 
'] 
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exercise might be most effective; 
I Z JJ } II 1., ,r ,I ,r III ~ ,\ ,I 
4 4 . . . 4 IV ~ J .. tf 
As a card is flashed by the teacher the pupils may engage in 
one of the following activities: (l) clap rhyth~; (2) tap 
.. 
the beat with the right hand) and tap the rhythm with the 
left hand; (3) sing "noo" on a designated pitch for each 
. . 
note indicated while tapping the beat with the heel; {4) 
boys whistle rhythm while girls clap; (5) girls hum rhythm 
while boys clap; or (6) all say words in rhythm from books. 
Singing. High school students will enjoy singing 
this harmonized folk song if it is presented in a well-
planned manner. Melodically it is easy and tuneful. The 
intervals are not difficult in any of the parts. The ranges 
for each part are: 
· Sop• Alto 
The melody should be played on the piano once as the 
students listen. At the repetition the class should sing 
the melody) either humming or singing the words, as the 
piano accompaniment is played. It may be necess~ry to 
isolate certain phrases to establish the rhythm of the 
phrase. The following procedure might be used: 
l. Place on the blackboard an example which occurs 
frequently in the song) as: 
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}I 
This pattern is identical for each partj the baritone being 
an octave lower. Call attention to the fact that it is a 
scale pattern with the 11 fa 11 omitted ascending. 
. . 
2. The teacher hums the pattern in correct rhythm 
three times. 
3. ~be class repeats, tapping the rhythmic 
pulsation with the heel of the left foot. 
4. All sing the words in rhythm. 
This procedure should be followed for the first three 
sections with each part worked out separately. When the 
rhythm and notation are established this farj students 
should study the assigned parts silently. No part should be 
practised for too long a time. For example, the sopranos 
sing the second phrase twice by note after hearing it sung 
once by the teacher. They study the next phrase while the 
same procedure is taken for the altos, and thirdly for the 
baritones. This phrase should then be harmonized. If each 
four-measure phrase is done in this manner for each part 
there will be no monotony or lack of interest. Although the 
notes may not be thoroughly learned, note reading should be 
discontinued for the time being. 
It is important to call the attention of the students 
to the marks of expression found in the song. Pupils in 
high school quickly sense the beauty of expressive singing, 
and should be alerted to follow the suggested signs. The 
crescendo and dimuendo signs, if strictly adhered to, will 
add beauty and meaning. The slides at the end of sections 
two, five, and six (72:5-7-8) must receive careful attention 
in order that they be sung smoothly rather than in a 
boisterous manner. Quite characteristic of the composition 
is the 11Hin in the last measure which gives the song just 
the finish teenagers enjoy. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. The autoharp or 
harmolin accompaniment would provide greater enjoyment and 
interest if' used with nMorning Comes Stealing. 11 The 
. ' 
students should be taught how to pl~Y these instruments. 
One or two chords for each measure are sufficient. The 
harmonic change in measure five should be pointed out: 
In section three, at the words "bells are a-ringing,u melody 
' bells, xylophone, or glockenspiel, or all three, could be 
added either in unison or in harmony. A descant might be 
added by the melody bells beginning at measure five of the 
above example, as shown in the following illustration: 
J\ IV/ \ 
Descant: r~ • • . ... 
l I ~ t l 
0 ~ 1\Jr/ r-1 I 
~ , 
\ I v l I 
After a few weeks, when the song is reviewed, it might be 
well to experiment with various arrangements of the above 
mentioned harmonic and melodic instruments. 
Suggested Procedures ~ Materials III 
0 
The spirited English folk song no No, John, 11 i~_a 
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favorite with teenagers. The particular four-part 
arrangement by Gearhart (61:20) is especially suitable for a 
11 co-ed 11 senior high school. It has lively rhythm, a catchy 
tune, and humorous lyrics. The verse is divided between the 
tenors and basses, the girls singing only on the chorus. A 
very characteristic coda is added. 
Materials. Piano and ukulele or autoharp for 
accompaniment, and a blackboard for illustrations would 
suffice as teaching aids for this song. 
Rhythmic participation. The meter, 2/2, will perhaps 
cause confusion for the inexperienced. A brief explanation 
and exercise on a few basic patterns will be sufficient to 
establish the rhythm generally, for example: (l) a ) or ) j 
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or .~ J'J/equal one beat; and (2) to fill a measure in 2/2 
time we need any of the following; 
t ~1 ~' \ •1 U ·' I L' ,\ f J ,\ ~ I i'' J\ .r 1 .r r I a II 
The next step in teaching the rhythm of this song is to say 
the words rhythmically. The patterns are so varied that 
they would appear complicated if time was spent counting and 
clapping. In this case the words help to establish the 
rhythm. Where the pattern .r7.r,.r{J1occurs the words must 
be cut short. The difference between the above pattern and 
J ~ ,,\X should be demonstrated. 
Singing. It should be explained to the students that 
the song which they are studying is an arrangement of the 
simple folk tune sung by the people of Somerset, England, 
originally. To facilitate note-reading a rote-note method 
woqld be in keeping here. This could be done as follows: 
l. The students listen as the melody is played on the 
piano. The class then sings the words of the melody as the 
piano accompaniment is played. 
2. A brief explanation of the bass clef might be 
necessary. This could be done by singing the scale from a 
blackboard illustration: 
a l! 
" () !\ 0 [\ 
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3. The following phrase may be sung from an 
illustration using syllable names~ number names~ or neutral 
syllables~ as "noo" of "la." The girls could join in by 
singing an octave higher: 
4 .. In a similar manner all should sing the following 
phrase: 
Practise the soprano part of the following section: 
6. Altos sing the descending chromatic scale from the 
blackboard: 
Using the above illustration~ the girls think the 
first two notes when the pitch is given~ and sing the 
remaining section. 
8. Add the words to this phrase. 
9 .. Practise the descending thirds of the boys' high 
voice part in the chorus. 
10. Combine the alto and boys 1 high voice part. 
11. Practise the low voice part. 
12. Sing the boys' low voice part with the girls• 
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alto part. 
13. Eoys sing parts together. 
14. Girls sing parts together. 
Stressing four-measure phrases with the above procedure will 
prove interesting and beneficial. Eventually the four parts 
may be sung together. A rote approach for difficult 
passages is advisable in a general music class. 
Earmonic and melodic considerations. The piano 
accompaniment as arranged by Gearhart (61:20) is lively and 
effective. The off-beat strummed by a ukulele or autoharp 
will add color to the composition. Eecause the song is 
rhythmic and gay, it needs few additions to bring out the 
meaning. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials IV 
Our American folk songs are a rich heritage. Every 
historical event and every region has found expression in 
song. Although more than a generation ago our traditional 
songs were hardly recognized, today our appreciation of them 
is wide-spread and steadily growing. American traditional 
songs fall into three essential~y different categories: 
work songs, ballads, and folk songs. All these songs grew 
with and out of American life, and we should teach our 
students to be proud of them, for every song is a page in 
America's story. 
The songs of Stephen Foster are commonly considered 
to be typical American folk song~. Possibly because they 
are so varied in their character--humorous, sentimental, 
tender, boisterous, sad or gay, they are seldom thought of 
as coming from a single pen--text and music. 
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One of Foster's loveliest works is u:Beautiful 
Dreamer" composed in 1862.2 It has an appeal to high school 
students especially because of its beautiful melody. 
Riegger (76) has six different arrangements of this song. 
These arrangements have piano accompaniment, and three have 
added violin obbligato. They are so harmonized that each 
part has an important contribution to make as well as being 
independent in many sections. This is worthy of note, as 
many times, pupils consider parts, other than the melody, to 
be uninteresting and monotonous. The SSA arrangement by 
Riegger will be considered here. (76) 
Materials. Melody bells, chimes, autoharp, or piano 
used as accompaniment will add much to, and create greater 
interest in, this song. Many very good recordings are 
available. It is well to have the students hear the song 
~A copy of "lieautiful Dreamer 11 is inserted in the 
Appendix. 
before beginning to study it. ~lackboard charts or flash 
cards are needed for rhythmic analysis. 
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Rhythmic participation. An explanation of 9/8 time 
is very necessary. The following exercise should be put on 
the blackboard or on a flash card: 
A L ,m ,m ,\)) 
S1 ~j 4sk 781 
]9 r .a:r J7:! .r:rJ c ? .t, .l, _1. 
1 l 2 ~ g I .::z.. ~ 
Using the above exercise, the following procedure might be 
followed: 
l. Clap pattern A accenting the first note of each 
group. 
2. Clap patterns ~ and C while tapping the eighth 
note rhythm with the heel of the right foot. 
3. Say the words of the song in rhythm. 
4. Clap 
while clapping: 
the following rhythmic pattern, counting 
1 .rn ~. J. \,m Q(.j JJJ .\f.t rn fJ .r y 
? l I 
5. Chant the words of the first four measures to the 
above pattern. 
6. Divide the class into three sections. Each 
section clap its own rhythm while the melody is played on 
the piano. 
Singing. Allow the students to sing the melody 
through once with the piano accompaniment. After this it 
may be necessary to point out the phrases to ensure legato 
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singing. Practise intervals to correct any scooping or 
sliding. Soft singing with exaggerated enunciation is 
required to bring out the tonal beauty and to interpret the 
text of this song. When sustaining the long notes stress 
correct pitch lest the tones become flat. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. Chimes played 
on the beat, and the harmony played by the melody bells make 
this very attractive. The first eight measures require 
simply the tonic, dominant seventh, subdominant, and 
dominant chords which could be played by means of the auto-
harp, harmolin~ or piano. For the intervening measures 
before the return of the first melody {79:3) the student 
might need the help of the teacher for the unfamiliar chord 
change, but this is only for one measure. 
Another effective devise is to have the melody sung 
by one student or a group of students while the harmony is 
hummed or sung on 11 oon or "la" by the rest of the class. 
- . 
This could be done at alternate verses. The added violin 
obbligato, played by an experienced Violinist, could be 
offered to enhance the beauty of the song, and to provide 
additional music experiences for the person playing the 
obbligato. 
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Suggested Procedures and Materials y 
From frontier times to the present day it has been 
austomary for folk in small towns to have an occasional get-
together for an evening of entertainment. Since there were 
no instruments they sang, clapped, and danced country 
dances. Because many religious folk thought dancing 
uwicked, 11 they called them uplay parties.u 11.Skip to My Lou 11 
~ . .. ~ 
was one of the most popular play party tunes, and remains a 
national favorite today. The Siegmeister and Ehret 
arrangement is particularly attractive. {65:24-27) 
Materials. Autoharp, harmolin, ukulele, guitar, or 
bass viol "to strum the staccato notes in the accompaniment, 
with piano or accordion for the scale effect will give just 
the needed touch to enliven ".Skip to My Lou. 11 Available 
' •· . 
space for dramatization would supply added interest. 
Kh~thmic participation. The rhythmic problems are 
few because 11.Skip to My Lou 11 is very familiar to most 
• I .'17 r {) () f) 
students. Tbe pattern -•\ • .~ •' J occurs frequently. Chant 
it on 11 noo 11 while clapping the beat. 
Even high school students enjoy dramatizing. If 
space is available a small group should dramatize the song 
as the other members of the class clap and sing. The 
directions are as follows: A group forms a circle, facing 
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in, boy's partner on his right. One stands in the center. 
The players in the circle clap, some on the beat, some on 
the off-beat. While the first stanza is being sung, the 
player in the center skips around the circle, lboking for a 
partner. During the refrain, he and the partner he has 
chosen, skip around the circle and then join the circle. 
During the next stanza, the player whose partner was taken 
starts the search for a new partner. 
Singing. Attention should be called to the phrases 
in 11Skip to My Lou.n In the soprano section, the second 
phrase is similar to the first phrase, but one tone lower. 
The third phrase is like the first. There is a slight 
variation in the fourth phrase. A similar comparison should 
be made of the phrases in the other voice parts. If the 
students become phrase-conscious, the song will have more 
m~aning for them. 
After the key has been established, an interval 
exercise greatly facilitates the reading. This may be done 
by means of syllables on the blackboard, or numbers on flash 
cards. The soprano intervals would read: mi, do, mi, sol; 
re, ti, re, fa; re, fa, mi, re, do; or in mumae~s: 3-l-3-5; 
2-1-2-4; 2-4-3-2-l. The second soprano intervals would 
read: do, sol, do, mi; ti, sol, ti, re; la, fa, mi, re, sol; 
or in ~umbers: l-5-1-3; 7-5-7-2; 6-4-3-2-5. This exercise 
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should suffice to enable the pupils to sing the notes from 
the printed page for the first two pages. Sing the parts by 
note once separately, and once in harmony. Do the same for 
the words. The piano accompaniment may be used throughout 
this procedure. 
The interlude at section three (65:25) is used to 
modulate to the new key. Beginning at section foun (65:25) 
the altos carry the melody, singing the same syllables a-s 
did the sopranos in section one, although in another key. 
The second soprano part is the same as the alto in section 
one except that it is an octave higher with a different 
rhythmic pattern. The first sopranos sing what the second 
sopranos sang in section one, except in different rhythm and 
an octave higher. Because of these smiliarities the whole 
class should sing intervals for practice, regardless of the 
part each pupil is assigned. The teacher should point out 
these similarities and variations to the pupils as they are 
studying the song. 
Section five is a transition back to the Key of A. 
At this point the note reading should be comparatively easy. 
It would be a good testing process to assign a few minutes 
silent study before singing the parts separately. Having 
taken each part alone once, the three parts should be taken 
simultaneously once by note. The remaining time should be 
spent singing the words--partly by rote if necessary. 
Harmonic ~ melodic considerations. There are 
several ways to enhance this particular arrangement of 
11Skip to My Lou. 11 The following suggestions are offered: 
. . 
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l. Use piano accompaniment as indicated. (65:24-27) 
2. Play ukulele or guitar accompaniment on the off-
beat' ft )' .r )' .r I )' J\ .r I r .r '{ .r I t .r r .r etc. 
A A II A- ~ ~ £ £: 
3. Use autoharp or harmolin accompaniment on the 
urst beat of each measure ' 1- l .r,r.q.r .f.f'.I/,P £.1:~ ,r, ~~I etc • 
. Jf It- A i5- e.. 
Beginning section four the same sequence is used except in 
the Key of Et 2--f u.rvn.r,t N.rt,r fi.f etc. 
4- ts-. £. JS I ~ 
Section six is in the primary key and proceeds as the first 
eight measures. The students should be taught to play these 
instruments. 
4. Instruct a pupil bow to play the string bass for 
the accompaniment. The only three notes necessary are A, E, 
and B. When the autoharp plays a tonic chord, the string 
player plucks A; when the autoharp plays a dominant chord 
the string player plucks E. In the middle section the tonic 
is E and the dominant B. 
Suggested Methods and Procedures VI 
A generation ago a popular New York song 11 In the 
Bright Mohawk Valley,n spread through the south. 'l'he cow-
boys in the Red Ri~er country localized it by changing the 
name of the stream to Red River, and it became a favorite 
cowboy love song. To the Canadians it is associated with 
the Red River in Manitoba. Thus 11Red River Valleyn is a 
< 
song which belongs to two countries. The arrangement used 
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for illustration is by Gearhart (61) who expresses the 
meaning of the text simply, yet with refreshing originality. 
Materials. To add interest and greater participation 
the following accompanying instruments could be used: auto-
harp or harmolin, ukulele or guitar, and piano. 
Rhythmic participation. To establish the rhythm of 
nRed River Valleyn nothing more is needed than to sing the 
melody by rote because it is familiar to most high school 
students from elementary grades. The words suggest the 
rhythm in most oases, as in the following: 
.r .r ,I .r .r .\ ,r ,r ,r ,(, .1 
...___, 
From this valley they say you are going, 
lfl )~ or .\ .r .r ol) 
r e 
. , J 
we will 
miss your bright eyes and sweet smile. In order to solve 
rhythmic p~oblems when the parts are combined the following 
procedure could be used; 
l. Teacher taps rhythm while the class chant the 
words from the book. The eye will be a guide, especially 
for the girls' part. 
2. Boys sing the melody of the first stanza as 
girls clap the rhythm of the upper parts. 
3. Boys sing the second stanza as girls clap the 
rhythm of the soprano and alto parts. 
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4. All sing the melody of the third stanZa 3 tapping 
the rhythm lightly with the heel of the right foot. Accent 
slightly the first beat when tapping: l ,1 ~~,I ,I ,I ~~ ,[ ,r )j 
Singing. All sing the melody beginning on F, an 
octave apart. '.Fhe teacher explains that the first interval 
~rf I' f!hhd@ 
Girls Boys 
is sol-do-mi, and it looks like this: 
This is simply another way of establishing the key. In 
order to facilitate reading from the printed page tha boys 
sing the notes of the first stanza while the girls sing the 
soprano part of the second stanza. ~he melody is similar, 
an octave apart. 
~he boys' part is divided in measures seven to ten. 
It will be necessary to sing the lower part a few times by 
. . 
note. The intervals 8-6, 2-6, 3-8, 6-5, and 6-4 occur in 
the girls' part. These intervals should be illustrated and 
practised. 
If the students have had enough experience in note 
reading the second stanza could be taught. {61:68) Other-
wise the second stanza could be taken ·as the first. The 
notation is a little difficult for the lower parts in stanza 
two as written, but could be proposed as a challenge. ~he 
coda in Gearhart's arrangement (61:70) is typical of much 
that is heard on television programs. For that reason the 
students will consider it enjoyable and challenging. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. The following 
suggestions may be used to enhance the melody: 
l. The harmolin or autobarp player follow the half 
'f ~· ~ e. • 
note in the piano accompaniment: FJ !~ b 8\ Ltf t '( [/ 
~\, OF 
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2. The ukulele or guitar player strum on the second 
and fourth beats. 
3. One pupil play the half note as found in the bass 
part of the piano accompaniment. 
4. Onec,pupil play the soprano piano note as found on 
the treble staff. 
It is well to give many pupils the advantage of accompanying. 
This could be done by calling on different students each time 
the song is reviewed. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials VII 
Another type of American music with special appeal to 
high school students is the negro spiritual. The music of 
the American negro has been perhaps the most significant 
direct influence in the music of our country. The fact that 
W iij .. ,CJI'II_ ---
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it arose spontaneously as a folk music of great masses of 
people, together with its richness or harmony and vitality 
of rhythm, has brought widespread popularity to the music of 
the American negro. These spirituals have been called the 
finest and most distinctive contribution which America has 
made along artistic lines. 
The Wadsworth, SATB arrangement, of "Git on Board" 
(69:11-12) is especially appealing to high school pupils. 
The repetition of "shusha,u which introduces the melody, is 
-.descriptive of a train picking up speed. Special attention 
has been given to the tenor range. This part may also be-
taken by the changing boy voice. It should be sung 
unaccompanied to develop independence of parts. 
Materials. Blackboa~d or flash cards for illustration 
with drums, cymbals, castanets, and whistles for rhythm 
effects, and autoharp for accompaniment give added zest to 
"Git on Board. 11 
Rhythmic participation. Very few rhythmic problems 
are ·round in "Git on Board.u The one difficult rhythm is in 
the soprano part, lines three and four: (69:11) 
~ 
1
{ .~ ,L j.L .f ,f IJ .r .P.r. j.L Clap this pattern while 
1tL 12- r ::z. 1~ 
counting two to each measure. Bay the words in rhythm. 
~ l r 1 .1. .r .r 1 .r t l r \ .1 . Git on board little children git on board. 
Use drums to depict the train starting and gradually picking 
up speed. A whistle sounding at the words 11Git on board" 
' 
will_ help interpret the text. Castanets should play the 
beat with a gradual increase of speed as the train 
supposedly gains headway. A cymbal crash heard at the forte 
passage section three~ will enliven this part. 
Singing. The simple voice part arrangements make it 
possible to learn this selection easily~ thus assuring the 
group of a musical experience quickly. This produces a 
feeling of satisfaction at having advanced to a higher level 
of proficiency in part singing. The notation is easy and the 
range of each voice part limited: 
_g_ i: 0 t 6 f1'· 1 a t II Students should be taught i I 
..5 
-t ,.,-T .15 .. 
how to listen to the harmony when singing their assigned 
The soprano and alto should be alternated to give all an 
opportunity to sing a harmony part. 
part. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. Because of the 
speed with which 11 Git on Board" is sung~ the autoharp should 
' . 
play only one chord for each measure. Use the tonic chord 
for the introduction: I-I-I-V for section one; tonic only 
for section two; IV-IV-l-I for section three; and I-II-V-I 
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for last section. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials VIII 
The lively, rhythmic "Rock-a My Soul 11 is a very 
' ' 
special favorite in a senior high school general music class. 
It has been arranged for various voice parts. The SSA 
arrangement by Siegmeister and Ehret is easy enough for a 
general music class and sufficiently difficult to merit 
attentive study. (65 :40-43) 
Materials. A blackboard or chart is essential to 
illustrate the rhythm of "Rock-a MY Soul. 11 Tambourines, 
. ' 
castanets, autoharp, and piano could be used for harmonic 
purposes. 
Rhythmic participation. The three difficult patterns 
which will require special drill in the arrangement are; 
:L .r .r .r [j) .r 
~ . 
;z_. ~ .r ,r ,r .r ,c) ,l 
~ ~ 
4 .t .r.r .t ,e .r 
!L ....._,. .......__; 
Clap these while counting the beats. Say words in rhythm, 
measures five and six, of first soprano part; and measure one 
of section three, alto part. Clap as the words are chanted. 
Familiar patterns in 2/2 time should be illustrat~d: 
~ ,\ ,\ .\ .! l H) f1 ,\ 1·\ n ) .\J \ J ~\ II a !I 
Using the books (65) all say words of the melody part 
rhythmically. 
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Singing. Illustrate the sequential pattern 
.I 
occurring in measures five and siX~ seven and eight: 
Explain that bracket two is the same as bracket one except 
that it is a note higher. 
Too much time should not be given to the reading of 
notes in this song. The essential need is a rhythmic one~ 
and the melody so catchy that a rote approach would 
facilitate quick learning. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. The piano 
accompaniment as arranged by Siegmeister and Ehret (65:40-43) 
is characteristic and not difficult. Use the castanets for 
each beat of the verse, and the tambourines on the off-beat. 
The autoharp accompaniment for the verse, playing one chord 
for each measure is: I-I-V-V-I-I-V-I. In the chorus the 
dominant has a lowered third: V-V-I-IV-V-I-V-I. 
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B,. PATRIOTIC .SONG.S 
Teachers should be on the alert for opportunities to 
include patriotic songs in the repertoire of the senior high 
school general music class. Teachers should consider well 
whether a song with a patriotic title is truly worthy of 
performance. Our country deserves the sincerest words and 
the noblest music that can be provided. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials I 
- -
Dykema has written an inspiring text with a solid 
setting which could appropriately be used in a general music 
class. uAmerica, Our Homeland" (74) is arranged for SAB with 
a simple instrumental obbligato which adds a martial flavor 
that is extremely effective. 
Materials. uAmerica, our Homeland" is much more 
meaningful if accompanied by trumpet or cornet, drums, 
cymbals, and piano. 
Rhythmic participation. A drum could be used 
throughout "America, Our Nomeland. 11 If an experienced 
. 
drummer is not available there will be someone in the 
general music class who would willingly try his hand as an 
amateur drummer. Several students, or the whole class, 
could mark time audibly by means of the heels or tapping on 
the desk with the hand. A cymbal heard in the forte 
sections would add a special flavor. 
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Singing. Interval problems are few in "America, Our 
Homeland." It would be well to have the students sing the 
melody once throughout with piano accompaniment before 
harmonizing. The sections are well arranged, and section 
practice for each part keeps all alert. If necessary, 
isolated sections may be sung by note. The arrangement is 
well marked for expression and breath marks. These should 
be carefully noted. Clear enunciation is very important. 
'Fhe last letters, especially the 11 mu should be heard but 
not accentuated. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. If the book 
"Salute to Music 11 is used (74) explain the transposition for 
the obbligato part of uAmerica, Our Homeland. tt The students 
might question why the key is not the same for voice parts 
and obbligato part. It is well to have the piano 
accompaniment played while the pupils watch their books and 
listen, as, by this means, they will hear the harmony better 
than when singing. 
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Suggested Procedures and Materials II 
High school students should be familiar with "America 
the Beautiful." Some might have sung it in grade school or 
in junior high school. Pinney's medley arrangement3 (78) 
is particularly interesting and worthy of study. 
·. Materials. For this special arrangement (78) the 
piano is essential. Autoharp or harmolin, chimes, 
glockenspiel and xylophone, with ukulele accompaniment for 
certain sections would supply the necessary additions for 
greater display. 
Rhythmic participation. Rhythmically the Pinney 
arrangement (78) is not difficult. At measure forty-six it 
is necessary to count aarefully for the entrances of the 
various parts. At the words nGone are my friends from the 
cotton fields away" the usual dotted rhythm is replaced by 
even beats. This might require drill until the beat is well 
established. The section beginning at measure forty-six calls 
for guitar or ukulele accompaniment until the return of the 
original melody. 
3A copy of 11America the Beautiful may be found in the 
Appendix. 
Singing. A good attack at the entrances for each new 
section must be demanded. Each long note should receive its 
full valueJ and should be released only at the rest or breath 
mark following. Many times these notes are cut short and 
lose part of their time value. In places where the sopranos 
hold a note against moving harmony parts the soprano note 
should receive full valueJ and the harmony parts should be 
sung softly. This occurs in measures seventeen and sixty-six. 
At unison parts the pupils should be urged to sing softly 
even if the section is marked mezzo forte or forte. In what-
ever part the melody occurs it should be brought out and the 
harmony parts should be subdued, as in measures fifty-eight 
to sixty-two. 
!here are three key changes in this arrangement (78) 
which should be explained and illustrated. This explanation 
could be as follows: In measure thirty-one the last note for 
all parts is 11 fa" in the key of D. This becomes "soltt in the 
l • • • 
new key--the key of c. The students will readily understand 
this easy transition. At measure fifty-four the harmony 
parts end on '1mi 11 in the key of c. This becomes "soln in the 
. . . . 
new key--the key of A flat. In measure sixty-six the last 
note for the sopranos in the key of A flat is 11 tni 11 which 
' ' becomes 11 dou in the next measure which is in the key of c. 
'l'he second sopranos' last note is "re. 11 They must think 
' . 
down a half step for the next tone which is nla 11 in the key 
of c. The altos end on nsol 11 in the key of A flat, and go 
up one whole step to 11 fa 11 for the .key of c. Remind them 
that this sounds like· 11 d~-re. 11 
' ' Transitions such as these prove a challenge to fuigh 
school students who want something more advanced than that 
which they studied in junior high school. 
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Harmonic and melodic considerations. The piano 
supplies the harmonic background for 11America the Beautiful.u 
Guitar or ukulele accompaniment in the section beginning at 
measure forty-six would enhance the medley. The original 
melody of "America the Beautifulrt could be played by 
glockenspeil, chimes, and xylophone whenever it occurs. 
Suggested ~ Procedures III 
nAmerica Our Reritage 11 bas been a school favorite for 
some time. The students probably are familiar with the 
melody from television or junior high school general music 
classes. The particular arrangement by Steele4 (77) used in 
this study is very appropriate and challenging for the senior 
high school general music class. 
4A copy of uAmerica Our Neritage" may be found in the 
Appendix •. 
Materials. A finished performance of "America Our 
Pieritageu calls for drums, bass viol, piano, and autoharp. 
Trumpet or cornet, if available, would give the touch needed; 
particularly in the last section. 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Page eight introduces 12/8 time. It should be explained 
that this meter is changed to four beats to every measure 
with a dotted quarter note receiving one beat: 
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The above pattern should be counted, clapped, and chanted on 
Singing. The melody of "America Our :Heritageu is 
. ' 
very catchy. After it has been played once on the piano the 
students should sing the words with the piano accompaniment. 
For practice in note singing it might be well to have t~e 
class sing the first four pages by note. The intervals 8-3, 
7-3, 8-6, and 6-3 of the soprano section should be sung 
several times before·reading them from the printed page. 
The ascending chromatic passage of page seven may be taught 
by rote. The second soprano intervals which might n~ed 
practice are:. 7-l, l-4, 3-1, and 4-7. The chromatic 
passage of the second soprano part may be taught by rote. 
The following intervals might need attention in the alto 
section: 3-6, 1-5, #5-7, and 3-5. 
The unison parts should be sung softly, and the 
pronunciation in italics carefully noted. Breath marks and 
dynamics should be followed exactly. A 11 breathy" tone at 
. ' 
the soft sections should be avoided. The forte passages 
should not be shouted, as teenagers will be inclined to do. 
Harmonic~ melodic considerations. From sections 
A to D play the piano accompaniment with the bass viol, 
plucking on the off-beat. Sections E through M use drums 
or audible tapping on the desk. Beginning at section I 
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play the autoharp accompaniment with piano for section I 
only. Section J is unaccompanied except for the autoharp. 
At the maestoso in section K piano and trumpet or cornet if 
available plus the bass viol play until the triple forte at 
the end. The autoharp chord suggestions are marked in the 
music to be found in the Appendix. 
Suggested Procedures ~ Materials IV 
uwhen Johnny Gomes Marching Jiome 11 is a favorite at 
all times, in any arrangement, of people of any age group. 
This particular arrangement by Gearhart (60) in two parts is 
very appropriate for a high school general music class. The 
second part is exceptionally simple. It would require little 
practice and would prove most interesting for high school 
pupils, particularly for those with a limited singing 
experience. (60:68) 
Materials. Any of the percussion instruments. could be 
used for nwhen Johnny Comes Marching Nome.1 11 especially drums, 
cymbals, castanets, and tambourines. The bass viol and piano 
would be appropriate also. 
· Rhlthmic participation. Use drums for the first verse; 
drums and cymbals for the chorus. At the second verse pluck 
the beat with the bass viol, and use castanets and tambourines 
at the word nmurrah, tt with drums for the chorus. For verse 
lOl 
three percussion instruments only for the chorus~ with the 
exception of the piano which plays throughout. 
Practise the patterns found in the song~ and explain 
that 6/8 time is divided 
m or .1. to or1e beat: 
into two beats in a measure with 
t .r-rJ J ,r 
1 
.t ,r .( ,r 
1 8'! ~ ( ?--
Singing. The key of A minor will necessarily have to 
be discussed briefly. The second part is so very simple that 
the most inexperienced pupils will find no problem singing it. 
The soprano is so familiar that note reading will perhaps be 
unnecessary except to acquaint the students with the minor 
key. The word nHurrah" should be given its full time value, 
as well as the word .11 homeu at the end of the song. Clear 
. ' 
articulation must be stressed because the words are sung so 
quickly. 
Harmonic and .melodic considerations. The piano 
accompaniment is very effective as arranged by Gearhart. (6o) 
~he students should be encouraged to listen to the harmony as 
the song is sung unaccompanied. A song of this style calls 
for percussion instruments more than for harmony instruments. 
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c. ART SONGS 
Whereas the folk song is the direct and unaffected 
expression of the unsophisticated peasant or workman 1 the· 
art song is a song of artistic origin and character 1 more 
varied and elaborate in structure, with a richer range of 
subject matter. Under the magic touch of great aomposers 
like Schubert, Scbumann1 and Brahms the lowly folk song was 
transformed into graphic 1 miniature music-dramas. The art 
song is a joint product~ requiring the offices of both 
poet and musician. 
l 
.• 
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Suggested Procedures and Materials I 
---------- --- -
Franz Schubert ranks among the greatest of song 
writers. In many ways the great Schubert songs are like the 
plays of Shakespeare. ~he strength and beauty of the works 
of both these great men lie primarily in the works themselves. 
Schubert created a new musical form called the song 
cycle. This is a story told in verse and set to music. 
Both of Schubert's song cycles-- 11The Miller's Daughter" and 
"Winter Journey" were taken from'the lyrics of Wilhelm Muller. 
The last song in 11Winter Journey" is "The Organ Grinder," 
sometimes called 1'The Murdy Gurdy Man: 11 Bell • s very simple 
arrangement of this song (56) is an appropriate introduction 
to Schubert's song cycles for a high school general music 
class. 
Materials. Pictures depicting the scenes of Schubert's 
11Winter Journey" and·a brief description of the story of the 
poem would give the students a clearer understanding of the 
meaning of the text, and enable them to sing more 
expressively. An accordion would be the best i~itation of a 
' 
hurdy gurdy, and a clariaat, the drone bass. 
Rhythmic participation. The two rhythmic patterns 
for the melody are: ~ ,\,\ .r',r.c..r l,r,rt,r,! l J:n Bell's 
arrangement the harmony parts have three different patterns: 
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3 6\ •\ \ .1 ~ ,\ I J ,C"',C f Clap these while counting before J./. 1 ( .v. 
singing them from the book. A clarinet playing the lowest 
note of the drone bass would help keep the smooth regularity 
of the rhythm. 
Singing. Before singing this song have the pupils 
listen while the melody is played on the piano. Call 
attention to the fact that melodically measures three and 
four, and five and six are similar for the soprano part. 
Measures seven and eight, and measures nine and ten are also 
alike. The last two measures differ completely. Question 
the students to see fuf they recognize the minor tonality 
throughout. Spend a short time note singing. Explain that 
the lower parts are supposed to depict the droning of the 
hurdy gurdy, and add color to the whole. Insist on light 
tones and clear enunciation. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. For Schubert 1 s 
11Der Leiermannu or "The Murdy Gurdy Mann piano or occordion 
' ~ f <! • f 
are all that should be added to the harmony of the voice 
parts. These should not drown out the melody at any time. 
The accordion could be used to play the melody and the drone 
bass, alternating every two measures. 
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Suggested Procedures and Materials ~ 
It has been said that one has only to whistle the 
tune of "Hark! hark! the Larkn to feel the morning mood 
of Shakespeare 1s verse. {6:l83) An interesting story goes 
with the writing of this song. .Schubert was dining with his 
friend Schwind~ a great painter~ in an inn garden. Me 
ahanced to pick up a copy of .Shakespeare's 11 Cymbeline 11 and 
. ' 
told his friend that a love1y tune had just occurred to him. 
Schwind snatched up the menu~ hastily staff-lined it~ handed 
it to Schubert~ and in a few minutes the exquisite "Mark! 
hark! the Lark" was created. 
Materials. Xylophone} melody bells, imitation bird 
calls~ and piano supply sufficient additions to the rendition 
of this lovely art song. Use blackboard for illustrations. 
Rhythmic participation. 
1. By means of tapping and clapping practise the 
rhythmic patterns found in the song: 
~ .1 .r •1 .r 1·\ .I .A. J'1 .l- .r r f,.rn rn I~) t\ flJ .ITI 1 
2. Say the words in rhythm following the soprano part. 
Tap two beats to a measure while doing this. In the Bridgman 
edition follow the melody which is written in large notes. 
(58:27-29) 
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In the first stanza one pupil might play the bird 
call on the first beat of each measure. At the repetition 
of the word ttarise, 11 measures 30-33 and 34-36, the xylophone 
or glockenspiel could play the ascending intervals: F-Eb, 
F-D, A-F, F-Eb, and F-D. 
Singing. 
l. Call attention to the melodic ~ariation between 
the phrases n:rrark! hark! the Lark at heav•ns gate sings, 11 
and 11Kis steeds to water at those· springs." 
2. Compare similarly the melodic patterns of "And 
Phoebus 'gins to rise,f1 and "on chalic'd flowers that.lies." 
. . ' 
3. Practise the melodic intervals 5-8, 5-3, 5-4, and 
• 7-5 so that the upper note will not be punched. 
4. Beginning at the last note page twenty-seven where 
the altos take the melody it would be easier to read the 
notes as in the key of G flat. This would prevent the use of 
chromatics when reading: sol, sol, sol, sol, le, sol, te, 
le, le, te, do, ra, ra, ra, me, ra, do becomes ti, ti, ti, 
ti, la, ti, re, do, do, re, mi, fa, fa, fa, sol, fa, mi. 
5. Insist on soft singing when the notes are small. 
A light tone is necessary throughout because of the nature 
of the song .. 
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Harmonic ~melodic considerations. 
l. One student might play the first melody note of 
each measure on the xylophonet 
~, b i C \ t ! j ) 1~ t f 3' U J @ £ 'l P·- p Y G I 
X 1)( .•.... X.··. X.· 
2. The piano should be used throughout as in all of 
Schubert 1s songs. 
3. The bird call should be heard at the last two 
measures of introduction. 
4. For variety the melody bells could repeat the 
phrase 11arise11 as the second syllable is held by the sopranos. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials ~ 
Another ~reat song writer was Robert Schumann. Like 
Schubert he wrote song cycles as well as individual songs. 
His accompaniments were more elaborate than those of Schubert. 
He was one of the first composers to give picture titles to 
his music. These he chose after the music was written. The 
poem 11The Lotus Floweru by Keinrich Heine was set to music by 
- . 
Schumann. The SAT.B arrangement by Wilson-Erhet {73) is not 
too difficult fOr a senior high school general music class. 
Materials. Piano and blackboard are essential for 
the teaching of 11The Lotus Flower. 11 The addition of violin, 
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flute, or clarinet would add much. Usually there are some 
students in the general music class who take lessons on 
these various instruments and could play the melody note of 
this song. 
Rhythmic participation. The meter, 6/4, will appear 
strange to many pupils. Explain that there are six beats to 
a measure and that a quarter note receives one beat. (73) 
Illustrate the rhythmic patterns on the blackboard: 
~ 0\ ,I ,I ,1 .rj J ~I •. 1 .1 J .1 ~~ .1 I J , •. 1 .1 ,I .1 .1 ,\ -'I J .1 # .1 1 
~ ,\ . f .1 .I ,I .1 \e\ • I ~ ,I, .r 1 J..t. .1.1 1 Ql .\ ~ ~lj .1 . f ~ ,I. ,e. I I·\ ,I ~ • J 1 
Explain that the dotted half rest receives the same time 
value as a dotted half note, namely, three beats. Clap 
these patterns lightly while keeping time with the heel of 
the right foot. The arms are extended slightly for the 
rests. The elbows should not be on the desk while clapping. 
As the piano accompaniment is played the pupils follow the 
music (73:18-21) and say the words softly. 
Singing. Because this is a different type of song 
than was probably used in the junior high school general 
music class the students will have to be taught that the 
singing of an art song requires certain particular 
practices. Great attention must be paid to tone quality, 
expressive singing, and intonation. Practise the song 
section-wise: (1) each part separately, (2) sopranos and 
altos~ (S) tenors and basses, (4) altos and tenors, (5) 
altos and basses, (6) sopranos and tenors, and (7) four 
parts together. Follow this same plan when starting the 
words. 
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Narmonic ~melodic considerations. Use the piano 
accompaniment only when the song is learned. The students 
should ~ear the accompaniment before singing with it. If 
possible have the violin play the melody with the piano 
through section one; the flute for sections two and three; 
and the clarinet for sections four and five. ~his would be 
instructive as well as interesting for the students. These 
instruments could be used for the melody and harmony parts 
as the students sing the words. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials IV 
-
Another of Schumann's very beautiful songs is his 
musical setting of Robert Burns' poem 11My Love is Like a Red 
Red Rose. 11 Bell (55) has an SATB arrangement which is 
appropriate for a high school general music class. 
Materials. ~he piano is essential for all of 
Schumann's songs. It would be well to procure the original 
accompaniment if possible. A brief sketch of the poet•s life 
and works together with Schumann's contribution to song 
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literature would be a fitting prelude to the teaching of this 
song. Xylophone or glockens~iel, chimes, and bells could be 
used to provide greater participation. A blackboard or chart 
should be available for illustrations. 
Rhythmic participation. ~here are only four rhythmic 
patterns in Schumann's 11My L§ve is Like a Red Red Rose": 
i ). /,I ,I [ 11 ,1 J ,lj 9\, ~1/,l)), /r 
1. Cl~P these while counting four beats to a 
measure. 
2. Tap the beat with the middle finger of the right 
hand and chant the rhythmic patterns on "noo .'' 
3. Following·the music (55:53) say the words in 
rhythm. 
4. As the words are being chanted have a pupil play 
the chimes on the first and third beats of every measure for 
the first stanza, and on the first and third beats of every 
measure for the second stanza. 
Singing. Let the class hear the melody played on the 
piano. Explain that -this song begins in the minor tonality 
but ends in the major. Sing the intervals 3-£ and 2-2 
before singing the notes of the first two measures. Compare 
measures one, two, three, four with measures five, siX, 
seven, and eight melodically--all parts. Sing by note 
measures three and four and measures seven and eight. Gall 
lll 
attention to the descending pattern in line three~ soprano 
part: 
Have the students point out the melodic phrase similar to 
the last four measures. Let all hum the melody as it is 
played on the piano. All should sing the melody by note~ 
and with the words~ before practising the parts. Use various 
dynamic changes for the repetition of the melody. These may 
differ for the two stanzas.. The descending fifths must be 
sung very carefully to avoid scooping. 
marmonic and melodic considerations. To accompany 
the singing play the soprano and alto notes on the xylophone 
and chimes~ on the first beat of every measure~ for the first 
stanza. Melody bells could replace the xylophone for the 
second stanza. Play piano accompaniment throughout. 
Suggested Procedures ~ Materials V 
Johannes Brahms was the logical successor to Schumann 
in the world of song. Brahms was a great lover of folk music 
and he borrowed many folk themes for his compositions. It 
has been said that a good tune must be smooth enough to 
please the ear yet have va~iety enough in pitch and rhythm 
to make it interesting. Brahms himself once said that 11 one 
must be able to whistle a song~ then it is good! 11 His tunes 
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certainly pass this test. 
The wide popularity of Brahms' 11Lullabyn renders its 
'. . 
inclusion in the senior high school general music class 
desirable. The melody has the simplicity and unaffected 
quality of a folk tune. It was familiar in America many 
years before Brahms' other songs were known at all. A 
valuable feature of this song in initiating the amateur to 
Brahms' style is that its accompaniment provides an 
exceedingly happy experience of the use of syncopation. It 
should be the aim of the teacher of the general music class 
to teach this syncopation as written~ and to correct any 
abuses which are so often heard when Brahms' 11 Lullaby" is 
sung. 
Materials. The Krones have an interesting 
arrangement of Brahms• nLullaby 11 with autoharp or harmolin 
and piano accompaniment. !o this could be added melody bells 
and xylophone. A blackboard or chart is vitally necessary to 
conquer any rhythmic difficulties. (62:13-15) 
Rhythmic participation. It is important to know the 
rhythm well before singing the nLullabyu with the words. 
Many students will have 
Oftentimes the rhythmic 
! ,r,e \~\ P l which is not 
teacher is to establish 
'. ' heard this song sung incorrectly. 
pattern .5 .r .q,\. f.\ is sung 
4 
correct. The first task of the 
the correct rhythm:. 
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Practise the following rhythmic patterns by clapping 
the rhythm and counting the beat; by tapping the beat with 
the heel and tapping the pattern with the middle finger of 
the right hand: ~ ~ ,\ ,\\ ,\, ,r ,\ I·' n I·\ J, f J ,\ ,I ,'Q 1,1-;1,\ ·' j 
~ ~l.\ ,r .r) m ,\ ,\ l 0\, ll Isolate the most difficult + -- ) 
patterns for special emphasis: 
Count as marked while clapping. Say the words 11 Lullaby and 
good night, with roses bedight 11 in this rhythm. Teach the 
melody of this phrase by rote. Hum it while clapping the 
beat. Sing the words while tapping the rhythm. Allow two or 
three pupils to try the autoharp accompaniment. Have all say 
the words in rhyt~m, with seven or eight following the 
descant. 
Singing. Having established the rhythmic pattern the 
singing will come easily as the melody is familiar 1 the the 
intervals not difficult. Brahms had a fondness for themes 
made from the successive notes of the tonic chord. There are 
examples of this in his 11Lullaby 11 : 
\ 
I 
It would be well to explain this to the class_ The descant 
should be sung by a small group. 
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Harmonic and melodic considerations. Play the auto-
harp as marked in Krone's arrangement. (62) For the first 
stanza use melody bells for the descant~ and xylophone for 
the melody~ with the piano. In the second stanza use auto 
harp~ melody bells~ and piano until the words 11 they will 
guard thee at best11 when the autoharp, melody bells,~ and 
piano are discontinued and the melody is taken by the 
xylophone. ~his arrangement could be varied at each lesson 
and different students named to play the accompaniment. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials VI 
Brahms wrote 11The Little Sandmann for the .Schumann 
' . 
children. This and the 11Lullaby" show a simplicity and 
I 
purity of musical inspiration equalled only by Schubert. The 
Bridgman SSA arrangement is particularly suitable for the 
senior high school general music class. (61:40-41) 
Materials. Melody bells, xylophone, and piano would 
enhance the rendition of 11The Little Sandman." This song 
' . ' lends itself well to violin, flute, and clarinet especially 
if the Bridgman edition\ is used. - The blackboard should be 
available for illustrations. 
Rhythmic participation. Clap the following rhythmic 
patterns from the blackboard illustration: ) 
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If ,I }.1 ~ jel.l ,I!JY .r:r .r J el f! ·'I <!\. .rJ i J J1J rJ I·( .r ,1,1 I 
* J. £\ e\ J \ al ~ .l.f! JJLf j ~ .·J ~- ,( /el.;% I 
Assign parts to the students and have each group clap the 
rhythm of their respective parts. 
Singing. In Bridgman's edition (59) the melody notes 
are larger than the accompaniment notes. Insist on soft 
singing when the notes are small, as the melody shifts to 
different voice parts. Very legato singing is required in a 
song of this type. Breathing should be so planned that the 
phrases will not be broken. Give each long note its full 
time value. Point out similar melodic phrases in each voice 
part. Insist on a tapering off of the phrase in the 
accompaniment part in measure sixteen as the sopranos bold 
the melody note. 
Marmonic ~melodic considerations. There are 
several ways to encourage participation by means of harmonp 
instruments. Some of these are: (l) use piano acco~paniment 
with the violin playing the obbligato; (2) use clarinet to 
play the melody against the violin obbligato; (3) use piano 
accompaniment with clarinet playing the melody; (4) melody 
bells play the first note of the melody line against piano 
accompaniment as the song is being sung; (5) use flute 
obbligato with piano accompaniment; (6) use flute and violin 
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obbligato with clarinet playing the melody against the 
voices; and (7) use the xylophone for the melody and violin 
for the obbligato against the piano accompaniment. 
1. 
2. 
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D • CLASSIC SONGS--SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS 
··-------Songs from the great operas~ oratorios, cantatas, and 
dramas~ ·as well as individual choral classics should be 
included in the repertoire of the high school music class. 
There is a fund of material from which to choose in 
arrangements suitable for teenagers. 
Suggested Procedures ~Materials! 
The ingratiating charm of Numperdinck:'s 11ilansel and 
Gretelu bas won it a faithful following the world over. 
This opera was the work of a composer with a wholly German 
idiom and a masterly German technique. There is a homespun 
simplicity about its melodies as is evident in two of the 
most beautiful songs of the opera: 11The Sandman's Song~u 
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and 11The Children's Prayer.n (5:349) 
Materials. A libretto of the opera 1 pictures 
depicting important scenes, and a recording of some of the 
songs would add much to the presentation of nThe .Sandman's 
.. 
Song,u and "The Children's Prayer." Bells, chimes, 
. . 
glockenspiel, xylophone and piano with blackboard for 
illustration would be very helpful. A copy of Bridgman's 
11 Repertoire 11 for SA or SSA for each student is suggested. 
(58) 
Rhythmic participation. Except for the triplet, last 
line page fifty-nine, in the Bridgman edition, the rhythmic 
patterns are not difficult. Illustrate the dotted rhythms 
and the triplets on the blackboard. Practise these by 
clapping or tapping while counting audibly: 
~ ). ,r .r ,r • r i 1 ~-} / / .r j sl J . .r 1 J ll J . / j.l . .r , ! .! 1 
u ,!. ,c ,(./I;\. J\1 .C:lj.\.l.L .f ,_ .r ,l .r 1 gl. .• r f( 
q . I ~ . 
At each rest page fifty-eight, the xylophone could repeat 
the two preceding notes slowly. This would solve the problem 
of the time value of the fermata. On page fifty-nine, for 
rhythmic effect, at each rest, the melody of the piano 
·~·: 
accompaniment could be played by the glockenspiel. Chimes 
playing the first note of each measure for 11The Children's 
Prayern would be very effective. 
ll8 
Singing. It would be well to disregard the solo part 
for "The Sandman's Song11 and let all sing the whole unison 
section. A quick practise of note reading in the Key of D 
might be necessary. This could be done by a blackboard 
illustration before using the books: 
0 5 (\ a II . . 
Pitch D for "do" and have the students sing the scale 
. . 
ascending and descending twice, then practise the following 
* phrases from the same illustration: 8-2-7-8-5; 5-8-8-b7-3-
3-6; and b7-8-b3 which sounds like l-2-4. Beginning after 
the second fermata, line three, it is easier to transpose 
the section to the key of C in order to avoid the chromatics 
te, me, etc. Call the last note of line three 11 la 11 instead 
. . 
of nsol 11 keeping the same pitch. The following line will 
. . • • • 
then read: 8-8-2-4-4-8-6-4-5-6-8 etc. Continue in this 
manner until the notes over the words 11 they then rest." Go 
back to the key of D at the note over the word 11 rest. 11 If 
. . 
the class is generally poor in note reading the first song 
should be taught by rote. This could be done phrase-wise. 
~ ......... , The teacher sings the phrase with the words three times as 
the students listen, after which they repeat it~ Tbe(:same 
procedure holds for the remaining phrases of the song. 
Should the teacher be unable to sing the melody it could be 
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played on the piano. 
"The Children 1s Prayer 11 may be taught by note. The 
only difficult melodic interval is in measure nine for the 
soprano section: b6-b6-5-b6-b7-6 which sounds like 8-8-7-8-
• 2-8; in measure eighteen for the second soprano section: 
5~4-3-2-5 which sounds like 8-7-6-5-8; and in measure nine 
for the altos: 1-4-4-b3-2-l which sounds like l-5-5-4-3-2. 
Each difficult section should be sung by the whole class in 
order that all Will have practice in note singing. In some 
oases it may be necessary to teach the alto section by the 
rote-note method. 
Insist on soft singing throughout with slight 
crescendos where inserted in the music. The alto part is 
optional, and may be omitted in classes with a limited musical 
background. 
Harmonic ~melodic considerations. The use of the 
piano to supply the harmony, with the xylophone or 
glockenspiel playing the melody, is one way of' enriching 11The 
.Sandm.an 1s Bong," and 11The Children's Prayer.u It would be 
well to vary the accompaniment, using the melody bells with 
the piano for "The Sandman's Song,n and the piano, xylophone, 
and chimes, or xylophone alone, for 11 The Children's Prayer. 11 
Chimes would be effective, particularly at the fermata, to 
repeat the preceding notes. At the humming section on page 
siXty-two, a soft piano accompaniment would suffice for an 
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effective ending. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials II 
nwhere'er ~ou Walk11 is a beautiful choral work taken 
from. 11.Sam.ele11 a chorus opera. It is classed as one of 
- ' 
Kandel's first oratorios, with lyrics by the English poet, 
William Congreve. The SSA arrangement by Wilson and Ehret 
(71) is especially suitable for high school students. 
Written in the key of A flat, the range for each voice part 
is a a follows: ~ pb '\ e \ '! 11 I\ 
.S(ij.:r:. ~..sof"JL a AIYo 
Materials. The piano or organ accompaniment is 
essential in the rendition of 11Where 1er You Walk" because of 
the interludes and the enrichment it provides. Xylophone, 
bass viol, and melody bells could be used in a variety of 
ways throughout the piece. A blackboard is necessary for 
illustrations of rhythmic patterns, dynamic marks, and 
intervals. 
Rhythmic participation. The more difficult patterns 
in 11 Where 'er You Walk, 11 as found in the following example, 
should be clapped and sung by the students: 
~ J .1. n 1 ~' ~· .~ 1 n ~JJ ,! .1 1n JJ' l 1 
Saying the words in rhythm while watching the text, and 
tapping the beat lightly while reading the notes, are other 
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means of ensuring correct rhythmic concepts. The class 
should be divided in order that each group may say the words 
of ita part rhythmically against the other two parts. This 
where there is dotted 
Against this the 
is particularly helpful in sections 
rhythm, for e:&:ample: ~ a\ .1. ,A, 
second soprano and alto sections have even rhythm: J ~) J .f 
if 
For variety, each part might coun6 the four even beats to a 
measure while clapping the rhythm of the assigned part. 
Singing. The descending scale passages in the soprano 
part in sections one and two require attention. Oftentimes 
the half step between 11fa" and 11mi11 is sung incorrectly., 
. . . 
causing the phrase to sound flat. The sopranos and seconds 
have a very difficult melodic passage at the end of section 
four. This requires legato singing and light tones with an 
11ahn sound instead of the 11ay11 in the word 11 shade,u in order 
o • < I • 
to keep the tone forward. All the dotted rhythms should be 
sung very smoothly. In section siX the second sopranos must 
attack the note over irrise 11 softly and carefully., as a forced 
tone would cause flatting. In the second measure of section 
seven the two lower parts should be sung very softly while 
the sopranos are holding the dotted half note • 
.Students ·should be instructed regarding the 
pronunciation of the vowels, especially the long 11a 11 and the 
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long 11 e 11 sounds. If these are sung too broadly the tone will 
sound throaty. The long 11 i" is really a combination of 11ahn 
. 
and 11 een and should be approached by the 11ah 11 sound. These 
points of pitch1 tone quality1 and pronunciation should not 
be reserved for select groups. They should be stressed at 
all times for all singers. The results may not be as 
consoling in a general music class as in a select glee club 
"") 
or madrigal group1 but these points are essential1 and 
students should be taught correct procedures at all times. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. The piano or 
a~gan supplies a beautiful harmonic accompaniment to 
11Where•er You Walk.n {71) To enrich the song still further 
• ., -1 ' ' 
the bass piano part might be played by the bass viol; the 
-
melody by the melody bells; and the two lower voice parts 
could be harmonized by the xylophone. This arrangement might 
be varied by having the melody of sections two and three 
played by the melody bells 1 and continued in sections six and 
seven by the xylophone. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials III 
-=--- ------~- -
The 110de to Joyu is part of the last movement of 
Beethovenrs ninth symphony--the choral symphony. The words 
are from the 11 0de to Joytt by the German poet1 Schiller. Bagor 
and Bianoolli state that 11.Bohiller•s Ode had long dominated 
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Beethoven's thoughts, both as expressing his own ideas of 
human brotherhood and as a suitable text for musical 
setting.u (5:49) The inclusionof the 110de to Joyu in the 
' . . 
high school general music class could be correlated with the 
study of symphonic music in guided listening activities. The 
arrangement by Wilson (79) is particularly suitable for a 
general music class, and could be sung in two, three, or 
four parts. 
Material. A few facts about Beethoven and the ninth 
symphony would be a necessary prelude to the teaching of the 
110de to Joy.u This information may be obtained from many 
sourcesJ for example: {5:49) (28:294) {29:12l-l32) 
.. .. 
A recording of the last movement of Beethoven's ninth 
symphony would be most helpful to ensure proper 
interpretation. InfDrmation of two recordings may be found in 
the bibliography. {79) (80) 
~· 
A blackboard for illustration is essential to the 
teaching of "Ode to Joy.u Piano, xylophone, glockenspiel, 
' ' 
and any of the string instruments would add interest and 
~nriohment to the music period. 
Rhythmic participation. Four patterns comprise the 
rhythmic structure of the 110de to Joy." These should be 
. ' illustrated and clapped before attempting note singing. 
These patterns are: 4 ,I ,I ,I ,IIJ n ,I) jJ) J i}[ .I.[ .r I~- r J I 
4 J ~ 4 
To add rhythmic enjoyment~ the first beat of each measure 
could be plucked by the cello on bass., following the;.}ower 
note of the accompaniment. (70;100) 
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Singing. Orientation toward material may be supplied 
by teacher-pupil discussions based on the following 
suggestions: 
1. Compare lines one and two melodically and 
harmonically. 
2. What dynamics would be appropriate in the singing 
of these two lines? 
3. Are lines one and four exactly alike melodically 
and rhythmically? 
' 4. What is the design of the melody of 110de to Joy? 11 
the mood? 
A light, flexible tone is necessary in singing the uode to 
Joyn because the music itself follows the poet's exalted 
theme. It would be well to have the girls sing the soprano 
and alto parts separately before harmonizing; the boys, the 
tenor and bass likewise. If this is done by note before 
attempting the words, the song will be learned more speedily. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. Orchestral 
accompaniment, in so far as this·is available among the 
members of the class, will add much to the rendition of the 
110de to Joy. 11 At least the piano accompaniment with xylophone 
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or glockenspiel playing the melody or upper harmony parts 
should be supplied if possible. The students should be 
taught to listen to the harmony either while singing or 
while listening to the accompaniment as it is played. This 
factor of listening should be stressed in every activity. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials ~ 
"Panis Angelicustt is a work of the great Belgium 
' / . 
compose~ Oesar Franck. It is a perfect example of other-
worldliness which is Franck's outstanding contribution to 
music. It is the work of 11a maste:tt craftsman~ 11 as Baldwin 
. . 
describes Franck, 11with a master's appreciation of exquisite 
workmanship and of.the tools that made it possible.u (6:257) 
. 
The Bridgman arrangement is particularly suitable for high 
school students. Large notes are used to indicate melodic 
stress, and both text and notes are given ample space to 
ensure freedom in reading. The harmony parts are interesting, 
and an original piano arrangement is provided for 
accompaniment. (59:139-42) The text is in English and Latin. 
Materials. Piano or organ~ and string instruments 
would greatly enhance this beautiful hymn. A chart or black-
board for illustrations, and copies of the music (59) for 
each member of the class would complete the needed materials 
for the teaching of uPanis Angelicus." 
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Rhythmic participation. An explanation and 
demonstration of the rhythmic patterns found in the song will 
provide sufficient rhythmic participation in the teaching of 
"Panis Angelicus." These patterns are: 
~ "' ,I ,1
1
,r.)' ,1· • 1 ,1. ,r ,l ,l j.l ~r .r J.. .r 1 .~)':1 .IJ 
~ ,\ n .1 4.1 n .1 n\n /.~~' ,r .rn njJ ,1.,c1Q\. 
After these patterns have been clapped and counted by the 
class, the group should be divided according to voice parts 
and all clap their part simultaneously as they count softly. 
Singing. "Panis Angelicus" as arranged ·by Bridgman 
(59) may be sung :in two-part chorus by using the solo voice 
parts only. It may also be performed as a soprano solo with 
choral accompaniment by omitting the solo alto part. It is, 
therefore, most suitable for a general music class, as the 
arrangement may be chosen according to the abilities of the 
students. 
Whenever a rest occurs it should be strictly observed. 
The note preceding the rest should not be cut short, however. 
The class should hear the ~our measure interludes that they 
may become accustomed to the accompan~ment, and be alert to 
attack t_he coming phrase at the proper time. If a soloist is 
not available the solo part may be taken by._ a separate group. 
For a musicallY slow group the three lower parts of the 
five-part section may be omitted entirely. For variety~ in 
this same section the two upper parts may be omitted. 
Suggested Procedures ~ Materials y 
The melody of 11A Thanksgiving Xymn 11 is from a German 
. 
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chorale written in 1623. Krone has arranged it as a two-part 
canan (63) very suitable for a general music class. The 
melody is appealing 1 the accompaniment simple, and the canon 
arrangement challenging. 
Materials. Krone has arranged 11A Thanksgiving Mymnn 
. . 
for autoharp or harmolin accompaniment. The piano, xylophone, 
and strings may also be added. The rhythm should be 
illustrated on the blackboard or on flash cards. 
Rhythmic participation. The meter, 3/2, is not common, 
and may require demonstration. The following are the patterns 
found in the hymn: 
3 .1.' Ll ,I .1, " J I Q ,I J I al a\ J .' l Jel Q \ I J .I n ,II ~· 
2 . . .. •. .. . 
The class should clap the rhythm while counting the beat; say 
the words in rhythm; and tap lightly while the accompaniment 
is played on the piano. 
Singing. 11A Thanksgiving 1iymn11 should be sung 
' 
majestically and not too slowly. The last syllable of 
11Alleluia11 should be softened, as it is the second last 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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syllable of the word which is accented: / al-le-lu-ia. 
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The descant should be sung softly in order that the melody 
will be beard. Tones should not be forced or harsh when 
singing forte. 
Karmonic and melodic considerations. The chords for 
the autoharp or harmolin~ as marked in the Krone arrangement~ 
are not difficult. {63:46-48) Seve~al students should be 
given the opportunity to try this accompaniment. An 
interesting procedure is to have two violinists play the 
canon voice parts. The students should listen to the harmony 
as it is played on the violins. The piano accompaniment may 
be played as given in the Krone arrangement (63) or chords 
as arranged for the autoharp may be played on the piano. 
·Suggested Procedures and Materials VI 
The composer of the German canon 11Dona Nobis Pacem" 
is unkriown. Wilson's arrangement is a three-part unison 
round~ excellent for a general music class. (70) The melody 
is appealing, the words are not difficult~ and students enjoy 
singing canons. The English translation for the words "dona 
nobis pacem" are ugrant us peace." A similar arrangement of 
' . . 
this canon with English words may be found in Sugar and Spice. 
(54: 13) 
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Materials. Autobarp or harmolin~ cello or bass 1 
piano~ xylophone, melody bells, and chimes would enrich the 
rendition of "Dona Nobis :Pacem." A chart or blackboard 
should be available for illustrations, and colored flash 
cards should be on hand to designate the entrance of the 
parts. 
Rhythmic participation. The following rhythmic 
patterns should be illustrated and practised: 
The exercise might be carried on as follows: 
l. Clap the patterns watching the illustration, 
and counting the beats. 
2. Clap the patterns from the printed page, tapping 
the beat with the heel of the·right forit. 
3. Say the words in rhythm. 
4. Divide the class into three groups. Each group in 
turn say the words of its part rhythmically. 
5. All say together the words of· the assigned part in 
rhythm while tapping the beat lightly. 
Singing. The following intervals should be practised 
before singing the song by note: 2-3, 2-4~ 7-6~ 2-5~ 2-6 
5-4, 7-2-5. The words of each part should be sung before 
attempting to sing the harmony. All should learn the three 
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parts and interchange at specified times. When the song is 
completed in unison it may be sung as a round. The 
procedure for singing a round is: the second group begins 
when tpe first group reaches line two; the third group 
begins when the first group reaches line three; repeat as 
desired. The students should be told beforehand how many 
times each part is to be sung. 
Harmonic and melodic considerations. The autobarp or 
===.;;;..;;..·-
harmolin accompaniment for the eight measures of each line is 
as follows: Measure l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Chord I V I V V I I-V I 
Another interesting accompaniment would~e to have the cello 
follow part one, and the bass, part two, with a piano 
accompaniment throughout. The piano couid be replaced by the 
xylophone or melody bells, and the chimes might play on the 
first beat of each measure. 
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E. GREGORIAN CHANT 
In Catholic schools, the study of Gregorian chant 
should be included as part of the general music program 
because (l) it is the only 11 official11 music of the Catholic 
Church, (2) it is an art-work, and C3) it is the only 
opportunity to teach chant to all students outside of select 
groups. This does not exclude its inclusion in the 
curriculum of secular schools. Music of such supreme quality 
may well be brought to the attention of all high school 
students regardless of cb{,lrch affiliations. 
The first impression which the study of the chant 
produces is unfamiliarity, and perhaps awe. As Dom Gatard 
stated: 
• • • Gregorian chant for all its strange clothing and 
rugged appearance, is none the less a manifestation of 
the Beautiful, and that the Church, though she approaches 
the senses in a different way from the modern musician 
knows bow to take possession.of all our faculties in 
order to direct them towards God. (14:3) 
In a general music class, a detailed study_of the 
chant would not be possible or practical. There will be a 
variety of musical backgrounds among the pupils in a general 
music class. Some will have had contact with the chant in 
grade school or junior high school, or through membership in 
a church choir. Others will have bad no contact whatever 
· with this type of music. A better course to follow might be 
to consider all as beginners. The review will do no harm, 
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but on the contrary~ will prove beneficial in most cases. 
The important thing is to present the chant in such a 
skillful manner that the students will (1)-understand it in 
order to sing it properly with all the nuances necessary to 
give it true chant flavor~ {2) enjoy it because they under-
,. 
stand its true message and value~ and (3) be able to sing 
creditably and musically~ in true chant style, some of the 
simpler chants~ and/or a chant Mass. 
Suggested Procedures and Materials 
. -
A clear understanding of the chant demands instruction 
as to notation, score~ modes~ rhythm, and conducting of 
Gregorian chant. In a general music class a comparison of 
modern music and Gregorian chant is an interesting way to 
introduce the study of chant. 
Notation •. Modern music is written in round notes 
differing in time value as: the whole note (o)~ the half 
note cJ), the quarter note cJ), the eighth not~ (·~~ and the 
sixteenth note ('.f). Gregorian music iS written in various 
shaped notes all equai in time value regardless of shape as: 
the punctum (•), the Virga (~)~ the rhombus (•), the quilisma 
{•), and the. liquescent (.1)~ ·The punctum is the only one 
used alone. Although the individual note in Gregorian chant 
may be sometimes lengthened by the addition of a dot (•~ or 
the horizontal episema C•) it can never be divided or 
shortened as in modern music. 
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A combination of two or more notes is called a neum. 
Neums are used when more than one note is to be sung on the 
same syllable. In a general music class there usually is no 
time for special practice on neums, nor should there be any 
attempt at memorizing the names of the neums. The important 
thing is to sing them correctly. A few general rules will 
suffice to accomplish the correct rendition of the neums. 
Students should copy in a notebook the neums found in 
chants they will study. These may be classified as neums of 
two notes and neums of three notes. The neums of two notes 
are: 
1. The podatus, a group of two ascending notes, the 
higher of which is sung softly: Which indicates 
fa-la with the do clef on the fourth line. 
2. The olivia, a group of two descending notes: 
t which indicates la-sol with the do clef on the 
fourth line. 
Neums of three notes are: 
1. The torculus, the second note of which is higher 
than the first and third: t A = which indicates sol-
la-sol with the do clef on the fourth line. The middle note 
-- -
is sung softly. 
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2. The porreotus~ the second note of which is lower 
than the first and third: which indicates la-ra-
sol with the do clef on the fourth line. 
3. The scandicus with each successive note higher 
than the preceding: s = which indicates ra-sol-do 
. -~
with the do clef on the fourth line. In the scandicus the 
three notes are close together. 
4. The salicus with each successive note higher than 
the preceding: ~;~§'~~ which indicates mi-sol-do. In 
---
the salicus the single note (punctum) is separated from the 
two following notes (podatus). 
5. The climacus with each successive note lower than 
the preceding: G ,.. which indicates do-ti-~ with the 
do clef on the fourth line. 
the scandicus: ~w31~=~~ 
The extension of th~ neu~s~ as 
or the climacus: • t. , •• ., 
or the four-note neums, are not round in the simpler chants 
which are included in a general music class. For further 
"' 
information the teacher is referred to the chant bibliography 
which provides suggestions for further study. 
Staffs, clefs~ ~ bar lines. In modern music a five-
line staff is used: and in Gregorian chant the 
staff consists only of four lines: In modern 
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music the most commonly used clefs are the treble clef: 
~and the bass clef; In Gregorian chant 
two clefs are used, namely, the do clef'; ga~~ placed on 
any line except the first to establish~~ and the fa clef; 
,; which establishea fa and may be placed on any line. 
In modern music the single bar I and the double bar II are 
used to separate the measures. In Gregorian chant bar lines 
are not used as in modern music. They do not indicate time 
divisions but rather the grouping of' sections of a complete 
textual and melodic phrase or sentence. The quarter bar 
indicates divisions known as sections or incises, 
I 
hence it is also called the incise. The half bar ~~~ 
indicates divisions known as clauses or members, hence the 
half bar is also called the member-bar. The full bar ==~== 
or ----~11 indicates the end of' a phrase. The inoise and 
member-bar must never be mistaken for breath signs. If' it 
is necessary to take a breath at the incise or ag the member-
bar it must be taken either from the value of the note 
preceding or following, and never at the same place by the 
whole group. The only place for a full pause in the singing 
is at the full bar. (17:9) 
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Modes. A mode is a fixed arrangement of steps and 
half steps in a scale. In modern music there are two modes 
or scales in general use: the major which is built on do, 
. -
and the minor which is built on ~· ... In Gregorian chant the 
scales or modes are divided into plagal and authentic. Just 
as each major scale bas a relative minor in modern music, so 
each authentic scale has a relative plagal in chant music. 
In modern music the relative minor is found three half steps 
below the major. It bas the same signature as the major, and 
~remains the same in both modes. In chant the related 
plagal is found four half steps below the authentic, and the 
final or do is the same in both modes. In modern music the 
major scale extends from .1£ to do;. the minor scale from la to 
la: l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Maj o.r seale. 
-
6 7 8 2 3 4 5 6 Minor scale. 
In Gregorian music the extent of each scale is as follows: 
Mode I 2 3 4 5 ®7 8 2 Authentic 
Mode II 6 7 l 2 3 ®. 5 6 Plagal 
Mode III 3 4 5 6 7 ® 2 3 Authentic 
Mode IV 7 l 2 3 4 5 ®7 Plagal 
Mode V 4 5 6 7 ® 2 3 4 Authentic 
Mode VI l 2 3 4 5 ®7 8 Plagal 
Mode VII 5 6 7 a@ 3 4 5 Authentic 
. 
-
7 ®2 Mode VIII 2 3 4 2 6 Plagal 
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The finals are underlined; the dominants are encircled. It 
should be noted that the dominant of each authentiy mode is 
five above the final except in Mode III. In this mode the 
dominant would, according to the rule, fall upon ti1 but 
since that tone is often flatted, and therefore not always 
the same, the dominant has been moved up to do. The dominant 
of each plagal mode is a third below that of its related 
authentic mode except in Mode VIII. In this mode it is moved 
up one note to avoid ti. (15:21) 
Rhythm. Saint Augustine called rhythm "the art of 
beautiful movement, 11 and this art is strikingly illustrated 
in Gregorian chant. (15:10) In modern music the rhythm is 
measured and there is a regular recurrence of accent: 
~ ~ ,\ I el ,\ ~ ~ .I .I J ~ ,I ,\ ~ ~ ,I ,I } I ~ 1 ,\ .I 
In chant the rhythm is free, the melody moving in groups of 
twos and threes which groups alternate freely with each other. 
The grouping of notes is determined by a short vertical line 
underneath the note. This is called an ictus: (~). It 
indicates the first note of each group, or 11 one." In modern 
. . 
music this would be accented, but· in Gregorian chant the note 
over the ictus is lifted. The ictus might be called the 
ufootfall of rhythm 11 or the 11 stepping-stone. 11 (17:20) It 
never means force, accent, or length. The ictus marks are 
not all indicated in the music, but a few simple rules tell 
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one where they occur; 
l. Lengthened notes are given an ictus: 
2. The first note of a neum generally takes the 
ictus: 
' : &! •"• 
·-
This exercise would be counted as 
I I 
follows: 
' ;1 r; ;Jll;+ •. 
J .>.- l :L l .l.- .3 I :z.. 
3. A single punctum joins the group just before it: 
t 
= .. 
= I~_, f:>-
or ,.l•'!•t· 
1 :t- /2../:Z. 3 I 2.. 
14-. When there is only one note at the beginning of a 
chant followed by a note with an ictus, a rest is added 
before the first punctum. The rest takes the ictus and the 
first note is counted two: 
' •• 8 t! :. This also applies to a single 
'[.:1.[2,/:Z.(:a.. 
punctum with no ictus after a double bar: t 1•4 ·~ 11 • ! 
I ~.3 IL. f;JL. /2-
By applying these four simple rules when counting the 
simple chants taken in class the students will learn the 
rhythmic structure of the chant melodies. Only when the free-
flowing melodic groups are understood will the chant be sung 
properly. 
Conducting. Simple conducting as a rhythmic response 
should be included in the general music program. In modern 
music the hand motions indicate a definite accent. These 
motions are 
as follows: 
emphatic and 
2/4 tf~ 
I Z. 
, I r , 
precise. Simple 
3/4 ~t\· dY 
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meter is conducted 
4/'1 ~~ ~ 
Chironomy is the art of conducting or directing the 
chant by hand gestures. The chironomy outlines or pictures 
the rhythm. of the melody. The rise of the melody is 
designated by the arsis: r--- ; the fall of the melody by the 
thesis: "-_, • By simple rhythm is meant an arsis followed 
by a thesis. The com~ining of two binary or te~nauy 
groupings is called a rhythmic wave: ~ • The ictus marks 
the beginning of an arsis or thesis~ If the melody ascends 
usually an arsis is used; if the melody descends, a thesis is 
generally used. A chant always begins with an arsis. 
The following is an example of groups of binary 
rhythms showing the chironomy: arsis, thesis, arsis, and 
thesis: e~\;;;:: The following illustration 
shows four ternary fhythms followed by a binary with arsis, 
thesis, arsis, thesis, and thesis: ~@?3?~ 
There may be more than one arsis or thesis following one 
another as: ! <j_j\ ~ : 
l--+-~ Bometimes the chironomy is 
t A AT rr 
marked in this way: ~ :< j!'- fi· .Students enjoy 
conducting simple chants. Since the first essential in the 
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good rendition of the chant is smoothness, and legato 
singing, the conducting motions must never be angular. It 
will be necessary to slow down the ternary groups. Smooth, 
free rhythmic motions will aid in free-flowing, legato 
singing. 
Usually the Latin language is used for the chant, 
although the vernacular is now allowed in parts of the 
Catholic church service. When a Latin accent comes in a 
thetic group after the first note, that accent must be 
lifted. To do this the hand is slightly raised as if the 
accent of the word gently pushed it up. This is called 
undulation: Q r';"i\sS±>z~\--=:;-" The second rhythmic group 
A ve ve-rum. 
is a binary thetic group. The undulation occurs because the 
first syllable of verum is accented. 
First Example: Adoro Te (57:1855) 
• il •. • • .. 
A-do-ro te de-vo-te, la-tens De-i-tas, Quae sub his fi-gu-
t ;. ' ¥ ,. .I • • • I •. f • • 
-Ti-bi se cor me-um to-tum sub-ji-cit, 
t "': • T • {!Ia •· ~ . • ~ • •: ~ .. ,.. ~: 
~ui-a ~e con-tem-plans, to-tum de-fi-cit. A-men. 
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The Adoro ~ is a hymn sung in honor of the Blessed 
Sacrament written by Saint Thomas Aquinas. It is easy to 
read~ the Latin words are not difficult~ and the singing 
range is only one octave. The following procedure might be 
used for teaching the Adoro Te. 
1. Have the class hum. the melody of Adoro Te as it is 
played on the piano or organ. 
2. Call the students' attention to the do clef on line 
three~ and the flat ( ) in the second space. In modern music 
flat seven.is called te~ but in chant flat seven is called 
teu. In chant the ti is the only note which may be changed. 
3. Explain that there is only one ternary group in the 
Adoro Te. It occurs over the syllables~~ in line two. 
students should now count the chant watching their books or 
the blaekboard illustration: 
• ~ 7 ••••. 
I 
1. 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 l 2 1 2 l 2 l 2 
4. The number five before the first·staff designates 
Mode 5. Practise Mode 5 with flat seven from a blackboard 
illustration~ hum.m.ing or singing on la or ~: 
-. 
. ; • : '!' • Explain that 4~5-6-b7-8 sounds 
4 st,.:f"t 
like 1-2-3-4-5. 
1~2 
5. Students sing l-3-5 beginning on the pitch of 
E flat. Repeat the same pitch calling the notes 4-6-8. 
Using E flat as ~ sing 5-4-3. Repeat it calling the notes 
8-b7-6. Now sing l-3-5-6-5~-3. · Repeat the same pitch~ 
• 
calling the notes 4-6-8-2-8-b7-6. 
6. Using books or board illustration sing the notes 
of the hymn beginning on the pitch of E flat. 
7. Teach the chironomy by the following illustration: 
8. Note the sign of teu. Insist on a large motion of 
the hand for the ternary rhythm. The teacher should make 
backward motions when facing the class so that his hand wave 
will be in the same direction as that of the students. 
9. Sing the words while doing the chironomy. The 
teacher should insist on expressive singing1 watching 
particularly to soften the upper note of the podatusJ and to 
soften on each dotted punctum. 
10. Select a student to direct the chant while the 
class sings. 
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There are seven stanzas to the Adoro Te. (66:80) The Amen 
--
should be sung only after the seventh stanza. An English 
version is given which fits well with the chant melody. 
(12:15) If possible a recording of the Adoro Te should be 
heard by the students. 
Second Example: Ave Maria (15:37) 
• • I 
• 
•• • • • •. \ f • 
A-ve Ma-ri -a, gra-ti-a ple-na~ Do-mi-nus te-cum be-ne-di-
• 
-
} 
:- • .[ . , J ('+ ... • • ': -: • 
= 
• " I .. I 
eta tu in mu-11- e-ri-bus~ et be-ne-di-ctus fru-ctus ven-
~ " II • 
' 
• fi ... 
' 
li ? :· t • i ! 
"' 
~: 
I 
= " tris tu- i Je-sus. San-cta Ma-ri 
-
a, Ma-ter De- i o-ra 
• :s f'l ~= . ~ .. • r- :a 
= 
!" 
' 
• • • .. I . ,. ( 
pro no -bis pec-ca -to-ri-bus~ nunc et in ho -ra mor-tis 
: ; 
• 
., 
no -strae. A - men. 
The Ave Maria is a beautiful hymn in honor of the 
- _....;._,..;... 
Mother of God. The teu is not placed at the beginning of the 
staff because it-occurs only at the salicus over the second 
syllable of Ma-ri-a. In a salicus the second note is 
prolonged. In the last line, over the word bora the first 
punctum forms a pressus with the first note of the podatua: 
.~. The pressus is equivalent to a tie and should be 
carefully and steadily held for two counts: .l 
/:2.:3 
..___.-
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The following procedure might be used for ~eaching 
the Ave Maria: 
1. · Count the rhythm watching the music: 
5ill •· The ternary rhythms are found over the 
syllables: gra-ti-a, line one; !£ !!!,9.-li-~, line two; ~-1 
" 2-ra, line three; to-ri, line three; and bo-ra, line four. 
All the rest is binary rhythm. After the double bar at the 
word Bancta the count begins rest ~· 
2. The number before the first staff indicates the 
mode. Practise the range of Mode I from a blackboard 
illustration: ! • • 
• 9 !! • Fitch D for do 
- 4 0 L 7 J :L 1- ..3 
and begin on re. 
-
3. Practise from the above illustration the intervals 
4-l, 2-6-b7~6, 5-2, 4-2, 2-4, and 7-5. 
4. Using books or blackboard illustration sing the 
chant by syllable. Pitch E for do. Note the prolongation on 
the second note of the salicus over the word Maria. This 
should only be slightly prolonged.. Soften on· ·each dotted 
punctum, and on the upper note of the podatua. Call 
attention to the guide note at the .end of each line to 
indicate on what note the follow~ng line begins. 
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5. Count the rhythm while singing the melody. 
6., Hum the melody while doing the chironomy from 
a blackboard illustration: 
7. Practise the pronunciation of the Latin words. 
The students should know the English translation of the text 
in order to interpret the melody correctly: Hail Mary, full 
of grace, the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou among women, 
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, 
Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now, and at the hour of 
our death., Amen. 
"' 8. Select students-to direct the chant while the class 
sings. Insist on smooth, light, expressive singing. Play a 
recording of the Ave Maria if possible. 
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Third Example: Agnua Dei ....... :Mass IV (66;15) 
i , • • :. I • i 
• bi 
. ~ 
A-gnus De ... i, qui tol-lis pec-ca-ta mun-di: mi-se-
~ ~ ~~~ •. I~ I ~ ! hil :If ~·:~ , .. •'\I • ... ... .. 
re 
-
re no 
-
bis. A-gnus De-i Q.Ui tol-lia pec-ca-ta 
4 ~ •• ': : ., :. 
" 
II = ~ ., ! • .. : d •• •• . ' 
mun-di: mi-se-re .... re no 
-
bis. A-gnus De 
-
i qui 
~ • ~ ! I : I ~ '! •• , •• ! , .. .... 
'"" 
• •• 
tol-lis pec-ca-ta mun-di: do-na no - -bis pa .... cam • 
As a threefold invocation of the Lamb Who was slain, 
.. 
and a threefold act of faith in His presence, the Agnus Dei 
is admirably placed in the Mass as a preparation for 
communion. Originally it was sung to a very simple melody; 
this still remains at Masses for the dead and du~ing 
penitential seasons. In the Middle Ages many melodies .. as 
numerous and varied as those for the Sanctus, were composed 
for the Agnus ~· These melodies are remarkable for the 
impression of urgent prayer and great recollection that they 
produce. {1:120) The English translation is: Lamb of God, 
' . 
Who takest away the sins of the world, have mercy on us (at 
the tbt~d repetition) give us peace. Note that the melodies 
of the first and third invocation are the same. The 
following procedure might be used to teach the Agnus Dei: 
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1. Count the chant~ remembering that the ictus 
marks the count of one; ~G§~~~=~~.,~·5 .. ~t~!~·~·~~;~~:§•~b~.·~~ 
l 2 l 2 l 2 l 2 l 2 3 l 2 l 2 3 
After the first double bar the count is rest two. Over the 
word mundi the liquescent podatus occurs. The shape of the 
note does not affect the time value 1 but simply indicates 
the junction of certain consonants~ as the nd of mundi~ or 
the ll of tollis. 
2. Practise Mode 6 from a blackboard illustration: 
....... . . 
7 l 2 
• .. 
3 4 5 
• :: 
6 7 " 
3. Practise the interval la-te~. Explain that it 
sounds exact-ly like !!!!-fa-~. 
4. Practise the chironomy from a blackboard 
illustration: 
5. Note the undulation in the second Agnus Dei over 
the syllable ~· This is in a thetic group~ but the De of 
~ requires an accent 1 so it must be lifted. 
6. The class should now hum the chant while doing 
the chironom.y. 
7. After the teacher has explained the Latin 
. 
pronunciation the students should sing the words of the 
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chant. Be sure to soften on the upper note of the·podatus~ 
the middle note of the torculus~ and the dotted punctum. 
ADDITIONAL BIBLIOGRAPMY 
' . ~ 5 .. - ·-A. CNANT.S 
l. Ave Regina 
2. Ave Verum 
3. Benediction Mymns 
4. Concordi Laetitia 
5. Christus Vincit 
6. Masses 
7. Pange Lingua 
8. Regina Oaeli 
g. Responses at Nigh Mass 
10. .Salve Mater 
ll. Salve Regina 
12. Tota Pulchra Es Maria 
5These chants may be found in the Standard Gregorian 
Chants published by McLaughlin and Reilly. (66) 
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B• RECORDINGS 
13. The Trappist Monks. Laudate Dominum. ML 54394. 
Columbia Record. 
14. The Trappist Monks. A Child Is Born. ML 5310. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Columbia Record. 
The Trappist Monks. 
The Trappist Monks. 
London Records. 
The Trappist Monks~ 
. .. 
Gregorian Chant Vol. !• SPL 569. 
Gregorian Chant--Easter. -· . 5222 
Gregorian Chants Vol. 2. .SPL 570 
18. Vienna Choir Boys. A 'concert by the Vienna Choir-Boys. 
1YIL 4873. Columbia ~ecords .- - _ 
II. GUIDED LISTENING ACTIVITIES 
The guided listening program must always be planned in 
accordance with the time schedule. Those schools which enjoy 
a special time allotment for listening have a distinct 
advantage. The less fortunate schools where this time 
allotment is not available should endeavor to include as 
' much as feasible in the regular singing class. 
The following suggestions for a guided listening 
program mayabe us~d through one semester~ or for the four 
years of high school depending on the time allowed. The 
choice of material will vary according to circumstances since 
material which would be valuable for one class may not be at 
all suitable for other classes. In this as in all other 
subjects the experienced teacher will adapt his material to 
the individual differences of the class. 
The material presented here is by no means complete 
or all-inclusive 1 but a general1 workable plan is offered. 
The types include: story and picture music 1 the concerto1 
the symphony, classic dances 1 and piano recordings. 
Procedures for teaching listening are given, and suggestions 
are offered which will lead to an organized sequence of 
listening activities. By means of these activities students 
will be led to an awareness of the power and beauty of music 
that can be achieved in no other way. 
A. STORY AND :PICTURE MUSIC 
""t ·- •• • •• - ... 
The idea of relating music to life and literature has 
been customary since the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
"Music always mirrors life, 11 Baldwin suggests, (8:81) so it 
is not surprising to find music reflecting the emotions, 
personality, and ideas of the composer. Music which tells a 
story or depicts a scene is fascinating to teenagers. It 
gives them something for which to listen, and arouses their 
interest and enthusiasm. 
I. Scheherazade--Rimsky-Korsakov (94) 
.·"·, 
Although based upon the tales of the Arabian Nights, 
Scheherazade is not a musical story, but a series of brightly 
colored pictures from the most fantastic of all books of 
make-believe. (6:342) The suggestive titles of this 
composition are: 
l. The Sea and Sinbad's Ship 
2. The Story of the Kalander Prince 
' . 3. The Young Prince and the Young Princess 
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4. Festival at Bagdad. The Sea~ The Ship goes to 
-
Pieces against a Rock Surmounted by a Bronze Warrior. 
Conclusion. 
Printed on the flyleaf of the score> in Russian and French, 
is the story: 
The Sultan Sahabriar, convinced of the falseness and 
faithlessness of women, bad sworn to put to death each of 
his wives after the first night. But the Sultana 
Scheberazade saved her life by entertaining him with 
stories which she told him during one thousand and one 
nights. So great was the Sultan's curiosity about what 
happened next that be put pff this wife's execution from 
day to day and at last gave up entirely his bloody plan. 
Many marvels were told to Sababriar by the Sultana 
Scheherazade. For her stories 1 the Sultana borrowed the 
verses of poets~ the songs and legends of the people 1 
and strung them together in wondrous tales of adventure. 
(6 :343) 
r 
Two principal motives dominate the entire work. It is 
not surprising that the music of Scheherazade should be held 
in a sea-spellJ because Rimsky-Korsakov was both sailor and 
poet. The first theme is taken.by strings 1 clarinets, and 
bassoons: 
The second is a rambling, feminine theme for solo violin: 
~ . ........ ~ 
..-....-. ...-- . ~~ ............. ....--~ifg~·mwwrm;ur 
Suggested procedures. (l) Tell the story which the 
music portrays; (2) give a brief account of the musical 
' 
endeavors of the composer; {3) illustrate and play the two 
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prominent themes; (4) have the students hum or whistle the 
themes; (5) play tbe.first section of the recording as the 
students listen quietly; and (6) at a second hearing have the 
pupils take notes using topics outlined on the board, as mood, 
instruments heard, tempo, and design. 
II. The Fines ~ Rome--Ottorino Respighi (93) 
Respighi wrote three symphonic poems devoted to Roman 
impressions: ~Fountains£[ Rome, The Pines E! Rome, and 
·Roman Festivals. The Pines E! Rome was first played in 
·America in 1926 by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra. The 
composer describes the century-old trees which dominate so 
characteristically the Roman landscape. The work consists 
of four connected secti6ns: 
l. The Fines of Villa Borghese describes children at 
play in the pine grove of the Villa Borghese. 
2. The Fines near a Catacomb depicts the shadows of 
- - . 
-- -the pines which overhang the entrance of a catacomb. 
3. The Pines of the Janiculum pictures the pines 
of Gianicolo's Mill, with the full moon in view and a 
nightingale singing. 
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4. The Pines Ef. ~Appian Way describes misty dawn 
on the Appian Way and the solitary pines guarding the 
country. 
Suggested procedures. Procure pictures to depict the 
scenes described by the music. Encourage art students to 
sketch the scenes as the music is played. The following 
questions may be asked to ensure alert listening; 
1. What other tone poems similar to this work were 
written by Respighi? 
' 2. What games are suggested by the music of ~ Pines 
of Villa Borghese? 
3. What are the catacombs? What is the mood of the 
' 
music at this section? What instruments are used? 
·'· .' 4. What instruments have solo parts in the third 
section? How is the nightingale song produced by the 
orchestra? 
5. What is the rhythm of the music in the fourth 
section? Of what does it remind you? mow does this section 
end? 
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III. Nights in the Gardens of Spain--Manuel DeFalla (84) 
The first performance of Nights in the Gardens of 
......-. ...,.___ -
Spain in 1916 established DeFalla as Spaints most important 
' ' composer. It is a suite of three nocturnes with a brilliant 
piano part. The first nocturne 3 called In the Generalife1 
---
pictures a thirteenth century villa set on a hillside facing 
the Alhambra in Granada; the second, Distance Dance, depicts 
. .. 
ghostly dancers emerge from the distance to a tango-like 
rhythm, advance, and retreat; the music of the third nocturne 
In the Gardens of ~ .Sierra de Cordoba, takes us to a villa 
overlooking the city where an evening party is in progress. 
At this scene the entertainment is provided by a zambra, a 
gypsy band of players, singers, and dancers. The music is 
wild and barbaric. The noisy rhythm and music gradually 
subside, the music slackens, and the fiesta is finally over. 
Suggested procedures. The students should write in 
their notebooks the principal facts of the composer, 
composition, and style of this recording. Pictures depicting 
. -
the scenes should be procured if possible, or the pupils who 
are.talented in art should be allowed to make paintings 
describing the scenes. Leading questions concerning this 
recording could be: 
1. Is Nights in the Gardens ~Spain program music, 
a piano concerto, theme and variation, or a suite? 
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2. How does the compose~ rank as a Spanish compose~? 
3. What instrument has an important part to play in 
this recording? 
, 
4. Where and when was it first performed? 
! 5. Describe the mood of each of the three noctu~nes. 
IV. Pictures at~ Exhibition--Modest Moussorgsky (89) 
Written in memory of an artist friend 1 and based on 
I his painting, these musical 11pictures" are alive with 
affection and fantasy. After the beautiful 11P~omenade11 theme 
I • ~ • 
which depicts the composer roving through the exhibition 
musing fondly on his friend Hartmann, comes the orchestral 
picture of a toy gnome; the haunted solitude of a medieval 
castle; the chatter of child~en at play; the hila~ious Ballet 
of Unhatched Chicks. The conversation of women in The Ma~ket 
-
_Place at Limoges is followed by the Catacombs; the pict-u~e of 
a Russian witch; and finally tbe'massive g~andeu~ of The 
Great Gate of Kiev. 
Suggested p~ocedures. Because of the f~equent 
occu~~ence of the P~omenade theme this should be illustrated 
and studied by the students: 
The change of mete~ should be called to the attention of the 
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students. Explain to the pupils that Moussorgsky wrote 
Pictures at ~ Exhibition for piano~ but that it was 
orchestrated by Maurice Ravel. An interesting procedure is 
to have the students hear one number in its entirety after 
which each pupil should be prepared to give that particular 
ttpicture 11 a title which he believes the music designates. 
. . 
As the recording is played~ the students should show by some 
sign~ as raising the hand~ when the Promenade theme returns. 
They could whistle or hum this when it is played. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
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B • TFIE CONCERTO 
The concerto is a composition for one or more solo 
instrument with orchestral accompaniment. The solo 
instrument must be given the role of chief importance~ but 
the orchestral part should sustain interest. The concerto 
is based upon the sonata form. 
The study of the concerto should be in the repertoire 
of the senior high school general music class because it 
(l) is not difficult even for those students with meager 
musical background; (2) gives the students the opportunity 
. ,.. 
of becoming acquainted with the great masters; {3) enables 
them to recognize some of the well-known c:_oncerto themes; 
(4) leads to familiarity with some of the solo performers or 
concert artists of the present day~ as well as with leading 
symphony orchestras; and (5) increases the knowledge of 
instruments. 
The following discussion will include the explanation 
of a piano concerto by Grieg 1 a violin concerto by Beethoven1 
and a clarinet concerto ·by Mozart. 
I. Piano Concerto in A Minor--Grieg {86) 
Grieg•s music is unlike that of most other composers. 
Whether he. took his tunes from the peasant fiddlers who used 
to plaY for him1 or made them from his own musical ideas~ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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they we~e unmistakably Norwegian tunes. The rhythms a~e 
those of the Scandinavian folk dances; the harmonies aurious 
cool cho~ds; the melodies short and song-like~ and often 
wistful and haunting as a summa~ twilighto 
G~ieg•s piano concerto in A minor was w~itten in 1868 
when Grieg was twenty-five yea~a old. In it a~e idioms from 
actual peasant songs and dances written in the style of a 
definite folksong quality. The analysis by Smith (86) will 
help the pupils to understand thi-s g~eat wo~k. 
Two of the bette~-known themes occur in the 
Int~oduction and the First Movement of the conce~to: 
Suggested procedures. 
1. Instruct the students to keep a notebook with 
(l) impo~tant facts about Grieg~ his best-known wo~ks, and 
his style; (2) a definition of conce~to; and (3) important 
themes found in the conce~to. 
2. ~ave the themes played once on the piano while 
the class listens. At the repetitions the pupils (1) hum, 
(2) whistle, and (3) sing on 11 la 11 the theme as it is played. 
. . 
3. Play the first movement of the recording While 
the students listen quietly. Alert them to raise hands 
when they hear a familiar theme. 
4. Listen to the analysis of the concerto for this 
same section1 as recorded by Smith. Students should take 
notes of important statements. 
5. Repeat this procedure for the remainder of the 
first movement. 
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It will perhaps take two or three class sessions 1 depending 
on the time schedule# to finish the concerto, proceeding as 
suggested above. Students should be alerted to detect the 
melodyJ the rhythm1 the mood, and design of each recording 
heard. It would be well to have them write an original 
sentence under each of these headings embodying their 
reactions to the music which they have heard. 
II. Violin Concerto in Q1 Op. 61--Beethoven {81) 
This concerto ranks among the masterpieces of 
Beethoven and close to the highest place in the violin music 
of the world, the Brahms-concerto being its 'only rival. In 
the violin concerto, Beethoven does not treat the violin 
as a mere soloist, but rather as an individual balance to 
the orchestra. The orchestra and soloist work together. 
The Violin Concerto in D is considered a 11must 11 in the 
repertoire of any concert violinist. 
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The five introductory taps on the drum become the 
basic pattern of the entire movement: 
Other important themes are: 
First movement~ first theme; 
\ l \ 
First movement~ second theme: 
~ --~~ ~~ . 
l 
Third movement, first theme: 
~11 r 1£ r rQ 11 I§J . e .o F1 ;, fi 1 ~= l ~ ft 
. . . . . __..::...- . 
__,..._ .. ~ -- - -
Suggested procedures. 
1. Students copy the prin~ipal themes in their note-
books. 
2. Students listen to these themes as they are played 
on the piano; hum them as they are played; and show by some 
sign that they recognize these themes as they bear them in 
the recording. 
3. Pupils listen to a portion of the first movement 
to determine the rhythm, mood, and design of the piece. 
4. As the first section of Woodworth 1 s analysis is 
played, students take notes while listening. 
5. Students listen to the performance recording 
and write one or two sentences in their notebooks about the 
rhythm, mood~ design, and melody of the section. 
This same procedure should be adopted for the 
remainder of the first movement. After a brief explanation 
of the Larghetto and Rondo movements, these should be beard 
. 
and analyzed. All this will require a few or several 
periods, depending on the time allowed for the listening 
period. 
III. Clarinet Concerto in A Major--Mozart (99) 
One of Mozart's most mature works, the clarinet 
concerto preserits a difficult technical challenge to the 
soloist. It was composed in 1791 and features a multitude 
of joyous, long-phrased runs in the first movement, a song-
like serenity in the adagio, and a gaily charming rondo 
finale. 
There may be some students in the general music class 
who take lessons in the clarinet. For these students this 
work will be especially appealing. 
Following is one theme from each of the three movements: 
Suggested procedures. 
1. Show the class a clarinet which could be 
demonstrated by the teacher or by a member of the school 
band or orchestra. 
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2. Illustrate the main themes found in this concerto. 
Students should copy these in their notebooks and sing them~ 
in order to recognize them when they are heard.in the 
recording. 
3. Listen to the recording of the first movement • 
.. 
Students should be able to describe in their own words the 
rhythm~ the mood suggested~ the solo parts~ and particular 
features of this movement. Notes should be taken at the 
second hearing. 
4. Explain what is meant by adagio movement. Compare 
this movement to the first as to mood~ rhythm~ and character. 
5. The teacher should explain rondo form to the 
students before playing the last movement of the concerto. 
This analysis will cover two or three lessons. The 
music is the most important part of the listening and should 
be stressed and not be overshadowed by definitions or too 
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much questioning. 
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C • TD .SYMPl'IONY 
A symphony is a composition for orchestra consisting 
of four movements of contrasting character. The vigorous~ 
highly organized first movement demands the listener 1 s 
attention. The slow, singing second movement appeals to the 
listener's emotions. The third movement is usually playful~ 
jesting, and light. In contrast to this is the fourth 
movement which is a very fast section filled with brilliant 
ideas which serve as an appropriate ending in keeping with the 
character of the entire symphony. 
In a general music class~ usually there is not 
sufficient time to spend in a detailed study of the symphony. 
However, this study. should be included in the guided listening 
program because (1) students should be exposed to the best in 
music, and (2) in many instances this is the only occasion 
when the pupils will have the opportunity to hear such music. 
I 
If the time schedule does not permit the study of complete 
symphonies, isolated movements of some of the better known 
symphonies should be discussed and heard in the general class. 
A discussion of four symphonies with suggestions for 
guided listening follows. All the movements need not 
necessarily be discussed, nor are these particular symphonies 
a 11must 11 for any general music class. The bibliography will 
. ' furnish sufficient additional material which may be used in 
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any situation in a general music program. 
I. Classical Symphony~~ Major--Prokofieff {92) 
Berge Prokofieff~ one of the most brilliant of modern 
Russian composers proved in the Classical Symphony that he 
could use an old form and still compose a piece of perfectly 
modern music. Prokofieff wrote this symphony when he was 
twenty-five years old. It was his first~ and is a deliberate 
return to the form of the 18th century symphony as developed 
by Haydn and Mozart. Often the complaint is heard that 
symphonies are too long--between thirty-five and fifty-five 
minutes. The Classical Symphony is the ideal solution of 
this problem. Prokofieff manages to usay his say 11 in just 
thirty minutes and still provide a perfect miniature model 
of all symphonies written in the classical tradition. 
The third movement of the Classical Symphony is 
particularly interesting. Prokofieff chose the pattern of 
the gavotte~ a sixteenth century dance originated by French 
mountain peasants called Gavots. It is a four-beat pattern, 
and always begins on the third beat. Coming from the 
mountains~ the gavotte is a ha~g-stepping dance and almost 
always its tune has wide skips to match those steps. This 
is noticeable in the ·first tune which is taken by the violins: 
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Prokofieff gives the second tune to the flutes: 
This gavotte has a twentieth century flavor that is 
Prokofieff's very own, but Haydn would have enjoyed it as 
it follows the old gavotte pattern. 
Suggested procedures. As students listen to the 
recording the first time, they should try to detect what 
instruments have the solo parts, what is the mood of the 
portion heard, and what is the design of the music. This 
will require previous instruction on the part of the teacher, 
but there should be no talking during the first hearing. 
After listening to a specified section, let the pupils hear 
the analysis of that part. (92) At a second hearing of 
this same section, students should take notes while 
listening, and answer questions written fun the blackboard. 
This should be the method of procedure for each section. 
Call attention to the wide skips des.cribing a high-
stepping dance, which appears in the first theme of the 
movement. If there is an available violin and flute player, 
it would be well to have these themes played by these 
instruments as they are in the orchestra. Students should 
listen as these themes are played, hum them, and whistle 
them. Any means should be used which will help the pupils 
to remember the themes as only then will the music hold 
their interest and keep them alert. An explanation of the 
transposing instruments would be in place here as the 
pupils will perhaps notice the difference in the signatures 
of the two themes. 
II. .Symphony !£• .§. in ~ minor--Schubert (95) 
This beautiful symphony is not1 as might be thought 1 
Schubert's last. It was written siX years before his death. 
Just why it was left with but the first two movements and 
nine bars of a third completed is not known. The completed 
movements are so satisfying in their beauty that no one 
thinks of this symphony as a fragment. It is unfinished 
only in the technical sense of the term1 and leaves no 
impression of incompleteness. (6:186) As the world's 
greatest song writer1 Schubert naturally thought in terms 
of vocal melody. That is why the Unfinished Symphony sings 
from beginning to end. 
There are many interesting1 simple~ and challenging 
themes which the students should try to hear when listening 
to the recording: 
1. The first theme for celli and basses: 
..-:.: .. ; 
• 
2. A melody for oboe and clarinet: 
3. The second theme~ a veritable song of 
contentm~ntJ played by the celli: 
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vr!i® c1 r \rt n1a QE It r \rr'n··~ if'5l~~ 
. . . . 
After the celli sing the above theme through it is taken up 
by the violins. As they reach the final cadence, there is 
a measure of silence followed by an onslaught of crashing 
chords. 
,4. The first theme of the Andante movement with 
pizzicato in the basses· 11 stepping reverently like pilgrims 
. 
on holy.groun~1 while above them soar the cboiring strings11 : 
(6~189) 
Suggested Erocedures. students should become familiar 
with these themes by listening to them played on the piano or 
other appropriate melodic instruments, by humming them,. and 
by singing them on a neutral syllable,. as 11 noo.u Let them 
' . . 
listen to the recording of the first two themes before 
bearing the analysis. It is advisable for the pupils to 
take notes as the analysis is given1 but while listening 
to the performance record1 they should do no writing. 
III. Symphony in G Minor--Mozart (91) 
In th~ judgment of many musicians# this symphony 
stands as the highest musical achievement of the eighteenth 
century. Baldwin expresses it as 
Perfect in form1 exquisite in finish1 it is an 
expression of that purely musical beauty--beauty of 
tone and of tonal design--which was the ideal of the 
classical composers. (6:120) 
It was written in the summer.of 1788 during one of the 
darkest times in Mozart's brief and stormy life. In fact 1 
three serenely beautiful symphonies were written at this 
period--a true proof of the other-worldliness of great artl 
There are four themes with which the students should 
become familiar in this symphony: 
1. The first theme given by the violins without any 
introduction: 
~ ~ ~ ~ r:· . -+- ...--. --.... . &rE,;,u 1 HUG lrt/hl 1crr r g k 1'*'¥ \( q 
It is a poised and graceful melody in allegro molto tempo. 
2. The sturdy opening phrase of the Menuetto; 
3. The trio in G major~ 11 the one smiling section 
of the whole symphony11 : (6:125) 
4. The opening theme of the Finale given by the 
violins: 
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Suggested procedures. A novel and rather interesting 
way of becoming lastingly familiar witb these themes is to 
perform them on the 11 sadly neglected instrument~ the human 
whistle.u (6:121) The students should whistle the themes~ 
and the themes only, as the record is played. Thus they 
will learn to separate the themes from accompaniment~ 
ornament, and bridge work. This, of course, will presuppose 
that these themes have been exposed before listening to the 
recording. 
To help direct the listening, the teacher could place 
a list of key words on the blackboard before the recording is 
played, for example: instruments beard, mood, meter, tone 
color, design. The teacher might put questions on the board 
that would require attentive listening to answer: 
1. Xow many times do we hear the theme? 
2. Is it exactly the same each time? 
3. What instruments are used to play the melody 
of the theme? 
4. Does the tempo change when the theme is 
repeated? 
5. What words do the themes suggest? 
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Spaeth {29) suggests setting words to the most important 
symphonic tunes so that they will be more easily remembered. 
As an example~ he recommends for the first theme of the G 
minor symphony of Mozart: 
With a laugh and a smile like a sunbeam, and a face 
that is glad with a fun-beam. We can start on our way 
very gaily, singing tunes from ~ symphony daily; and 
if Mozart could be near us, he would wave his hat and 
cheer us. Coming down the scale, all hale and strong 
in song, all hale and strong in song. (29;39-40) 
Any appropriate method which Will help the students to 
remember the tunes of the themes should be tried. 
IV. Symphony !£• 94 in Q.lY.Iajor--Jiaydn (87) 
llaydn is often called the 11Father of the Symphony." 
Of the one hundred and four symphonies Haydn wrote~ twelve 
are known as the London Symphonies. These were written for 
a series of London concerts when Naydn visited England. Of 
-
the twelve London Symphonies~ probably the best known is 
~ Surprise, so called from a sudden kettledrum bang in 
the slow movement. 
This symphony, w~itten in 1792~ speaks fo~ itself 
distinctly and cha~mingly. The first theme is a typical 
violin melody: 
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In the second movement comes the surprise when a chord fo~ 
full orchestra and tympani explodes at the end of a peaceful 
and unsuspecting melody. Baldwin tells the story: 
A friend who happened to call while Haydn was 
writing this movement found him chuckling as he 
played it over on his little square piano. "There~" 
said he, crashing down on the kettledrum stroke~ 
nthat will make the ladies jump!" Jump they did, 
and laughed and loved it, for this music is well 
worth staying awake to hear! Cries of "Encore, 
Encore" greeted the composer, and the movement had 
to be repeated. It was quite a triumph, and as an 
old man Haydn loved to tell about it. (6:81) 
The second movement is a set of variations on a single theme. 
The first violins give out this naive melody while the other 
players pluck the strings. The 11 bang" comes after this little 
tune has been played twice~ the second time very softly, 
which makes the chord more pronounced: 
The third movement is a Minuet, which was originally 
a rathe~ slow and stately dance with three beats to a 
measure, like a slow waltz. Haydn called this movement 
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Menuetto, by which he means to show that it is faster 
than a regular Minuet. (29:7) The Menuetto seems to 
express both the country joyousness of the original folk 
dance an~ the dainty grace of the eighteenth-century minuet. 
The gay tune is played by the flutes 1 viotins, and bassoons: 
The last movement of the Surprise Symphony is 11 ••• a 
. . 
fascinating example of Iaydn's vivacity and of his genius 
at writing for the strings, which at times seem to glow and 
sparkle with an electric brilliance." (6:84) This tune is 
played seven times with slight changes. Such a pattern is 
called a Rondo which really means a round dance, the same 
I 
melody coming back again and again. It is a gay and Happy 
way to end a symphony. Naydn built the Finale of his 
Surprise symphony upon two contrasting themes: 
Theme I: 
Suggested procedures. In a general music class 
Spaeth's suggestion of fitting words to the themes might be 
of value. Ke put the following words to the theme of the 
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first movement: 11 Jiaydn verily sang so merrily, you can 
always laugh at his jokes!" (29:4) For the theme of the 
' second movement he s.uggests: 11 Papa Haydn wrote this tune, 
and a chord is coming soon; it will be a big surprise, 
open sleepy eyes! Bangln (29:6) For the Menuetto .Spaeth 
adds four measures to the theme illustrated above and 
suggests: 11 In this Menuetto the music is fast. Just 
listen and find out how long it will last. 11 (29:7) For 
the theme one of the Finale he continues the above 
illustrated theme and fits the words: 11It 1s time now to 
say good-bye to one we call a jolly friend. Best thanks 
for a grand surprise, our symphony is at an end.n (29:9) 
Creative work could enter into this·phase of the 
program by the teacher suggesting that the students set 
words to the themes which are illustrated on the blackboard. 
It is most important that these themes be sung either with 
words or on a neutral syllable until they are very familiar 
to the pupils. After this has· been accomplished the 
recording should be played while the pupils listen silently, 
raising hands when the theme is repeated. The themes may 
be played on the glockenspiel, xylophone, or piano by 
volunteer students. .Some students might offer to play a 
piano arrangement of the various themes of the Surprise 
symphony. An ingenious teacher will plan a variety of 
activities to encourag·e interest and participation on the 
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part of the class. 
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D. CLASSIC DANCES 
Classic dances were~ and still are1 the patterns for 
much of the best instrumental music. These dances have 
sturdy rhythms~ orderly patterns~ and are of many different 
types. The dances which were fashionable at tbe French 
court were the bourree 1 the minuet 1 and the gavotte. The 
four dances of the classic eighteenth century were the 
German allemande 1 the French courante1 the Spanish sarabande~ 
and the English gigue. When the composer put several of 
these dances together$ he made what is known as a suite. 
(8:2) Strictly speaking1 a suite is a cycle series of 
classic dance"forms in one key. 
to five~ often with a prelude• 
The number varies from three 
The allemande is usually 
first 1 the gigue 1 last. Hughes describes the modern dance 
suite as that which "aims chiefly at lightness even when 
extended to the orchestra~ and great liberty is now taken 
with keys and forms. 11 (16:690) 
I. Dance Forms (82) 
The album of dance forms to be discussed in this 
section consists of thirteen selections which trace the 
development of dance forms in music 1 and provide a many-
faceted adventure for the listener. The ~nclusion of this 
album in the high school general music class is advocated 
for several reasons: 
l• It is a brief survey of various dance forms 
which have evolved since the seventeenth century. It 
begins with the gavotte and bourree~ and then other forms 
are introduced down to the tango. 
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2. The selections represent a variety of composers 
from Bach and Beethoven to Kreisler and Frokofieff~ and a 
variety of styles from classicism to impressionism. 
3. These selections provide listening experience in 
basic elements of music~ especially rhythm and tone color. 
Many dance forms~ especially of the earlier times1 were 
intended for single or small combinations of instruments. 
Kence 1 these selections provide natural opportunities to 
hear individual instruments. 
Suggested procedures. Before the students listen to 
the recording they should be made familiar with the terms 
they will hear discussed. The entire album should not be 
heard at one class session~ but rather~ it should be heard 
in sections. It is advisable to distribute mimeograph copies 
of the definition of each dance to which the students may 
refer when necessary. The narrator 1 Henri Temianka 1 gives a 
few facts about the composition which should also be noted. 
The definitions of the dance forms played on the recording 
are: 
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l. A gavotte is an old French d&nce, named probably 
from a people called "Gavots.u It is in 4/4 timeJ strongly 
. ' 
marked; begins on the weak half of a measure; and ends on 
the accented. No notes smaller than an eighth occur. A 
picture of gavotte rhythm is as follows: 
~ J .\ l ,\ .\ . \ ,\ OJ:' ; ; n 1.1 n .1 .1 
2. · A bourree is a lively old Spanish or French 
dance in 4~ or 2/4 time. The second and fourth quarters of 
the mea,sure are divided. The bourree rhythm begins on the 
:roul:'th beat as follows: i ,\) \.l,r) ,I J':J 
3. A minuet is an old French dance of stately 
character. The third beat of the minuet is slightly 
acaented, fol:' example: ~ 8\ 1 ( J J ,\.II 
4. A polonaise is a Polish dance in moderate 3/4 
time. It commences with a strong accent and closes on the 
last beatJ as follows: ~ f.~\ .I ,I } ,11.1 ,A. j ,1' y l 
5. A waltz is a popular modern round dance in 3/4 
timeJ perhaps of Bohemian origin. The speed and rhythm vary, 
as is shown by the following illustration: 
~ (II I r .• fl Viennese-~uick Waltz: v ~~. I \ l 
4 ' I ' ' • 
German--Slow Waltz: 4 ) .\ ,\ J ,I ,.1 • I 
Two-step: .3 ! ,\ or .. to.....-4!~('_._\ ... r __ 4 ~ - -r ~ .. • • 
6. A mazurka is a national Polish dance in 3/4 
rhythm of tremendous exuberance and vitality 1 with an 
accent on the last beat. The following is an example of 
the rhythm or a mazurka. · ~ .n ,\ ,lj .G ~ 
7. A polka is a round dance in lively 2/4 time 1 
which originated in Bohemia about l830. The polka rhpthm 
is: 4 f rn ,r. ,f l·r:r .r. 
l79 
8. A tango is a dance of Spanish American origin, 
commonly iri 4~ time, and characterized by a variety of 
steps. The tango rhythm is noted for the three-two division 
of its measures: 1-2-3; 1-2, as found in the following 
example: 
.\ ) 
The students should be alerted to recognize (1) when the 
strings are used singly, and when in combinations; (2) the 
instruments which make up these combinations; and {3) what 
instruments are used for solo parts. A comparison should 
be made between the dances played from different periods of 
music, for example, the minuet of Mozart with that of 
Debussy. When three or four of these dances have been 
played a few times the students should be able to recognize 
the dance forms when they hear them. 
II. Dances of Many Countries (83) 
In the recording, Dances £tMany Countries, each of 
nine composers describes the mood and character of one 
special country. There is a brief commentary, separated 
from the performance, to outline an aspect of music for 
the listener. 
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Grieg composed many songs and dances based upon the 
different t>arts of Norway which he had visited, one of 
which is the Norwegian Dance for violin and piano. 
Although Brahms was born and raised in northern 
Germany, he often·used gungarian tunes and rhythms in his 
compositions. Brahms' Hungarian Dances ~apture the spirit 
of the Xungarian peaple. Brahms intended these dances to 
be performed by two players at one piano, as they are in 
this recording. (83) It is interesting to note that the 
Xungarian Dances, compos~d by a German, are played by two 
Polish American artists, Artur Balsam and Leon Pommer. 
l[oedown, from the 11Rodeon ballet was composed by 
. . 
Aaron Copland, one of America's leading composers of today. 
It is a version of a country fiddler playing the 11 haedown." 
The German composer, Beethoven, wrote the Scottish 
Dances for piano. These constitute a very small part of his 
enormous concert repertoire which is all great music. 
Pablo de Barasate was a violinist of Spanish birth 
who achieved a world-wide reputation. Barasate wrote four 
albums of Spanish dances based upon folk melodies from 
different provinces and cities of Spain. Malaguena, heard. 
in the recording, is from the province of Malaga in 
southern Spain. In this dance, the violin and piano are 
used, and the composer imitates the guitar by means of 
· plucked strings. 
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Bela Bartok~ one of the most striking contemporary 
composers, uses Hungarian folk melodies in his compositions. 
The Rumanian Dances show Bartok in a very lighthearted and 
happy vein. These dances carry the tremendous vitality and 
strength which are typical of the people whose folk music 
Bartok used so expressively. 
Australian-born Arthur Benjamin pursued his musical 
career both in his native continent and in England, 
attaining wide popularity through his effective and 
predominantly melodic manner of composition. While in the 
West Indies, Benjamin heard,the unique Calypso music, the 
type of folk music played and sung by the people of these 
islands. This music usually has a simple melody and a strong 
rhythm. The singer improvises words on any subject he 
chooses. The Jamaican Rumba was based on a calypso song 
., 
called 11 Give Me Back the Shilling With the Lion on It.u 
Schubert's wonderful gift of melody is shown in.the 
German Dances played in this recording (83) by Artur Balsam. 
Suggested procedures. The students should be told 
brief facts about the composer and the composition such as 
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given above., before listening to the recording. Key words1 
such as: instruments 3 mood., rhythm1 and country, should be 
placed on the blackboard to help the pupils know what to 
listen for. After a few hearings they should be able to 
distinguish the various types of dances. They should also 
be encouraged to listen so attentively that they Will be 
able to hum tunes from these dances. 
III. ' ' Russian Sailors' Dance--Gliere {85) 
Gliere 1 s Russian Sailors' Dance is a setting of the 
Russian folksong., nYablochko1 11 {"The Little Apple, 11 ) and was 
used as a dance in uThe Red P~ppy.,u a·ballet which.first 
. . 
appeared in 1927. It is 'dazzlingly energetic., beginning 
with a low-register masculine melody., and quickly picking 
up speed until the ultimate of danceable tempos is reached at 
the climax. 
Suggested procedures. A short history 1 such as given 
above, should be told the students before playing the record. 
A comparison between this and Khachaturian's Sabre Dance 
makes an interesting discussion. The students should be 
alerted to name instruments, especially in the last section 
where the percussion instruments are so prominent. Changes 
of mood and rhythm are very pronounced and should be noted. 
IV. Sabre Dance--Khachaturian (88) 
The Sabre Dance of Khacbaturian is taken from one 
of the most lyrical and lovely of modern ballet scores, the 
nGayne Ballet Suite. 11 uGayne 11 was first performed in 
~ ~ i 
Leningrad in 1942. After the vigorous and energetic 
entrance the more lyric side of the composer is presented, 
sounding in an oriental vein. This soothing~ melodious 
passage is brief~ and the emphatic initial explosions_return. 
The driving energy continues to the end1 except that the 
last measures fade away to a pianissimo. 
Suggested procedures. The class should be told the 
history. of the Sabre Dance, and be prepared for changing 
moods and tempos in the music. A comparison between this 
dance and Gliere 1s Russian Sailors• Dance will be profitable 
~nd interesting. Students should listen carefully in order 
to detect the instrumen~ation. They might write in their 
notebooks the names of various instruments which they 
bear as the recording is played. 
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E. PIANO MUSIC 
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Composers~ musicians 1 and music lovers have an 
enormous and largely unrecognized debt to pay to inventors 1 
makers~ and tuners of pianos. The piano, more than any other 
physical object~ helped to create the world of universal# 
omnipresent music which we have with us today. Invented in 
1711 by an Italian named Cristofori1 it has been the means 
by which many men and women have achieved fame as musicians. 
The record of their work helps to show the extraordinary 
progress piano playing has made as an art during the last 
three hundred years. {22:131-43) 
The Romance of the Piano {96) 
The most astonishing thing about the piano is that 
it can sing. To make it sing is the most difficult feat of 
pianists 1 far harder than mere velocity exercises or studies. 
To write piano music that could be usung1 " then1 has been the 
particular accomplishment of some very great composers. 
These composers and their works should be made familiar to 
high school students. ~Romance ~ the Piano is a recording 
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of the works of eight of these great composers: Liszt 1 
Grieg1 Mendelssohn1 Schumann, Chopin, Brahms 1 Schubert1 and 
Beethoven. The artist pianist is Hans Richter-Iaaser, a 
German composer, born in 1912. R.iohter-Xaaser's concert 
career began in 1956 when he was invited to the Mozart 
Festival. Since then he has toured Australia 1 New Zealand, 
and America. 
Liebestraum !£• ~is one of Liszt•s three 
Liebestraume or Love Dreams, first composed as songs 1 the 
original words usually prefacing the piano scores now. It 
is one of the purest examples of the romantic art. 
Grieg is at his best when simple and unassuming. His 
small piano pieces 1 of which Vanishing Days, and Wedding Day 
at Troldhaugen are representative, were enormously popular in 
their day for their obvious melodic charm. 
Mendelssohn wrote volumi-nously for the piano, and of 
his piano works the forty-eight Songs Without Words were the 
geeatest contribution to the home pianist. Number thirty, 
the familiar Spring Song, displays his qualities generally. 
Scenes-from Childhood by Schumann are really pictures 
of a little boy who lived more than a hundred years ago. 
They were made by the child himself 1 after be had become a 
great composer. Traumerei is one of Schumann's Scenes from 
Childhood. Traumerei is just the German way of saying 
11 dreaming. 11 The music has a dream-like quality that makes 
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it a favorite among music-lovers. (7:55) 
Chopin wrote more Mazurkas (Polish dances) than 
anything else--fifty-siX in all. Although each of Chopin 1 a 
Mazurkas has a certain folk flavor and a dash of local color~ 
they each have an incredible variety of purely musical ideas. 
The Mazurka No. 2 in B flat major, op. 7~ No. 1~ is rather 
gayer than most. 
Brahms bad a great feeling for folk song~ as his 
Hungarian Dances ~rove~ and the warmth of this sympathy is 
clearly shown in his Op. 34 Waltzes. Unlike much of the 
present day music~ much of which 11 e.x:cites and thrills but does 
not e.x:alt, 11 as Baldwin expresses :i.t, (6:230) Brahms 1 music 
does exalt. Even in the set patterns of dance music which 
he loved and often used~ and particularly in the waltz, 
there was variety and freedom~ freshness and charm. 
Schubert injected into his Waltzes so much that is 
ambitious, rich, and original that be put them~ temporarily, 
in a class beyond the public taste of the day, and they were 
rejected~ Liszt•s transcription of Schubert•s pieces was 
the means by which they gained their eventual acceptance. 
Beethoven is not usually at his best in small piano 
pieces. The Bagatelles, however, and particularly the 
"album leaf 11 in A minor, FGr Elise, are exceptions. The 
. . ! sharp Major Sonata was dedicated to Therese von Brunswick. 
It is one of Beethoven's perfect smaller sonata works. It 
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consists of a four measure introductory Adagio cantabile 
before the Allegro~~ troppo first movement1 amiable and 
notably melodic. The second and final movement of the sonat~~ 
Allegro vivace~ is capricious and graceful. 
Suggested procedures. A brief summary of the material 
given above should be presented to the students in mimeograph 
form to save time dictating. The teacher may add to this 
information as far as time permits. 
The pieces are short and characteristic of the composer. 
Questions based on the written material should follow the 
quiet listening to the individual selections. Themes from 
the compositions should be illustrated~ and hummed or 
whistled by the students. 
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III. SUMMARY 
This Chapter has been concerned with a course of 
study for the senior high school general music class. 
Considerations relating to singing, the playing of 
instruments and guided listening have been included, and 
methods of procedure for teaching have been discussed. 
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Folk songs, patriotic songs, art songs, classic 
songs, and Gregorian chant were presented as possible 
topics for the singing program. The use of tonal, rhythm, 
and harmony instruments has been included. The material 
related to the guided listening program included story and 
~icture music, the concerto, the symphony, classic dances, 
and piano music. 
A supplementary bibliography of additional works 
not included in the bibliography at the end of the study 
has been added for each section. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY3 CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this study were as follows: (l) to 
determine the scope and content of the music curriculum of 
the general music class of the secondary school; and (2) to 
outline a course of study applicable to the high school 
general music class. 
The material and information for this study were 
obtained from music education books, source books, music 
texts, periodicals, publications of learned organizations, 
and theses which dealt with any phase of a junior or senior 
high school general music class. 
Recordings and analyses of recordings were studied, 
from which were selected various types which might be used 
in a general music class. Musical excerpts were secured 
from a standard dictionary of musical themes, from octavo 
music and song collections, and from books concerned with 
music listening. 
I. SUMMARY 
The findings of this investigation are based on the 
two main divisions stated in the problem, namely: (1) the 
content of the music curriculum of the secondary school 
- -- -----
general music class; and (2) a course of study applicable 
to the high school general music class. 
A.. RECOMMENDED MUSIC ACTIVITIES 
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Singing. It has been established that the students 
in a general music class should be given sufficient 
instruction which will enable them to achieve beautiful 
singing and to enjoy the experience. The essential elements 
of posture, breathing, enunciation, and interpretation were 
emphasized. Both the rote and note approach have been 
suggested for unison and harmonized songs. Rhythm, 
~istening, and creativity have been included in the singing 
activities. 
The music chosen for a high school general music 
class should be challenging and motivating. Folk songs, 
patriotic songs, art songs, classics, and, in some cases, 
Gregorian chant were included in the suggested repertoire 
of a general music class. 
The playing of instruments. The goal in the use of 
simple instrumental accompaniment has been determined to be 
the enrichment of the choral work in the general music class 
through individual expression. The use of tonal, rhythm, 
and harmony instruments in the attaining of this goal was 
discussed. Included in this study was the consideration of 
those activities involving ehe above named instruments which 
4 i 
I 
1 
I 
__.., 
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serve to differentiate the music instruction appropriate 
for the high school level from that associated with the 
elementary or junior high school. 
The tonal instruments recommended for use with high 
school students are: song or melody bells, xylophone, 
glockenspiel, chimes, and piano. The instruments serve to 
facilitate music reading, and provide an aid in developing 
a correct sense of pitch. It has been suggested that 
students be taught the ways in which these instruments may 
be used to accompany singing •. 
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Drums, castanets, tambourines, maracas, cymbals, 
claves, and guiros were the principal rhythm instruments 
discussed. It was suggested that these instruments help to 
facilitate score reading, create sensitivity to rhythm, and, 
in some cases, stimulate interest for further study of the 
percussion instruments. It was found that pupils should be 
given the opportunity of employing these instruments in 
conjunction with the activities of the general music class. 
The piano, autoharp, harmolin, ukulele, and guitar, 
all of which may make a significant contribution toward 
enriching the choral music of the general music class, were 
discussed separately. These harmony instruments provide a 
variety of experiences and arouse great enthusiasm on the 
part of the students. Many song texts were found which 
included instructions on chording. This study has shown that 
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the providing of an accompaniment is very satisfying to the 
students and an effective means of ensuring continued 
.interest. That students should be made famili~r with these 
instruments, and be allowed to accompany the singing on 
specified occasions, has been suggested. 
Guided listening activities. It has been 
demonstrated that the listening program has a threefold 
purpose: (1) to acquaint pupils with the works of the 
great masters, (2) to provide satisfying experiences which 
will influence the development of the 11whole child, 11 and 
(3) to develop an intelligent listening public. 
The use of recordings brings virtually the entire 
literature of music to the students. It was found in this 
study that the choice of material depends upon such factors 
as the maturity and ability of the listeners, the music back-
ground of the students, and the time available for the 
listening program. In the general music class, the 
literature suggests that the following elements should be 
stressed: melody, rh~Phm, form or design, mood, and tone 
color. It was suggested that these elements be explained 
and illustrated in order that the listening experience may 
be more meaningful and profitable to the students. 
B • A COURSE OF .STUDY FOR TD 
GENERAL MUSIC CLA.SS 
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A course of study was suggested for a general music 
class which was flexible enough to ensure its utility under 
many circumstances.; There should be sufficient material to 
__ ,.. .. 
merit the adoption of some part of the suggested procedures 
in musically slow groups as well as in classes with more 
music experiences. Singing, the playing of instruments, 
and guided listening are in the course of study. These 
basic activities also include: note reading, sight singing, 
creative work, choral techniques, form, thematic content, 
and score reading • 
.Singing and the playing .£f.·instruments. The 
objectives for the inclusion of singing and the playing of 
instruments in a general music class have been: {l) to 
develop a love and understanding of music by self-expression 
in beautiful singing1 and (2) to give the students 
opportunities for greater participat~on in music activities. 
Folk songs have been indluded in the program of the 
general music class because they represent the cu~tural 
heritage of many nationalities. The folk melodies are 
simple and appealing, and easily harmonized. .Specific uses 
of tonal, rhythm, and harmony instruments are suggested. 
The folk lyrics are interesting, sometimes humorous, and 
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are filled with the diversified emotions of people. The 
folk song is inevitably strophic ~n form~ the same tune 
serving for each stanza regardless of how much the meaning 
of the text of each stanza may vary. 
Music educators have agreed that music can play a 
part in the development of patriotism and citizenship by 
strengthening for youth the spiritual foundations upon which 
an enduring love of country can be built. Through music~ 
students can acquire a deeper and truer patriotism. Martial 
tunes and rhythms have a special atnraction for high school 
pupils~ especially boys. Patriotic songs lend themselves to 
the use of many types of instruments~ particularly those of 
the percussion family. The inclusion of patriotic music in 
the song repertory of the general music class helps to ensure 
a greater degree of participation and a more enthusiastic 
response on the part of the students. 
Having studied the folk song~ a discussion pf the 
art song is appropriate~ as one is the reverse of the other 
in many respects. The study of the art song was suggest~a 
as a means of introducing the students to many of the great 
composers and poets. It was hoped that teenagers will come 
to realize the emptiness of many of the popular songs, with 
respect to music and words, which they sing and hear sung. 
The. important part which the piano accompaniment plays in 
the rendition of the art song will not fail to impress the 
\> 
students. It may be an incentive for further study of 
this instrument. 
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The inclusion of classic songs in the repertory of 
the general music class will provide an effective way of 
introducing the students to opera~ oratorio~ cantata~ and 
drama. If presented in an interesting manner~ both secular 
and religious classic songs will enrich the music program. 
Since many religious classic songs written in Latin have 
easily available translations~ they have been indluded as 
another incentive for students who enjoy singing in a 
foreign language. 
Gregorian chant has been given consideration in the 
general music class of Catholic schools. It has been 
stressed that students should be prepared for participation 
in liturgical functions--the great ideal toward which the 
apostolate of church music is directed, namely, 
congregational singing. The chief purpose of Gregorian 
music is to surround the sacred text with suitable melody. 
This text~ the lit~vgical prayer of the Church, is-the 
important factor, and is so exalted and sacred that it must 
be rendered in a reverent and religious way. Gregorian chant 
is endowed with this depth and dignity. It is simple and 
·prayerful~ and portrays better than any other music~ the 
meaning of the liturgical prayers and hymns. Unlike modern 
music, for which a rote-note ~pproach is often sufficient, 
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the chant requires a thorough understanding of rhythm, 
theory, and text before it can be sung correctly. Chant 
Masses, Benedictions, and simple chant hymns should be 
taught in the general music class of Catholic sohools. The 
inclusion of chant in secular hggh schools is not requ-ired, 
but it is suggested as a rewarding experience. 
Guided listening activities. Guided listening 
activities, mentioned in this section, refer to directed 
listening and intelligent understanding of recorded music. 
Preparation of the music to be played will make the 
listening period meaningful. Methods of arousing interest 
in the listening experience depend upon the developmental 
level of the students. The needs, backgrounds, interests, 
and potentials of the students are of prime importance in 
the choice of materials. The compositions selected for 
analysis were chosen because they appeared to possess the 
particular features which would appeal to teenagers. These 
materials included: story and picture music, the concerto, 
the symphony, classic dances, and piano recordings. 
Music which tells a story or depicts a scene is 
interesting to high school students. There are many such 
recordings available. Those which have been chosen for 
analysis are the ones which will appeal to teenagers. 
Suggested procedures for teaching this type of music have 
been included. 
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The study of the concerto enables the students to 
become acquainted with the great masters and their 
compositions. The concertos chosen for inclusion in the 
suggested course of study for the general music class were 
for {l) piano 1 (2) violin, and (3) clarinet. An additional 
bibliography of concertos was included at the end of the 
section. The principal themes found in each concerto have 
been illustrated, and teaching suggestions have been given. 
Four symphonies were selected for analysis, and 
suggestions given for the study o~ ~hese works. Themes of 
the various movements were illustrated and discussed. A 
bibliography of. symphonies which could be used in the senior 
high school general music class has been included in this 
section. 
For the most part, classic dances and dance forms 
are not familiar to high school students. Classic dance 
records have been included in this course of study because 
these dance types are the patterns for much of the best 
instrumental music. 
The piano will be familiar.to many students. Piano 
selections of the masters have been included. Recordings of 
some of the piano works of eight great masters has been 
discussed. Suggested methods of procedure for teaching 
these works in a guided listening program have been 
presented. A bibliography of additional piano recordings 
has been included. 
II • CONCLUSIONS 
The research undertaken in investigating the problem 
· of this thesis has revealed divergent opinions concerning 
the objectives of the general music class in the senior 
high school. Further, many ways are suggested in the 
literature for the realization of these objectives. 
Contemporary writings, however, indicate that the activities 
of the general masic class should encompass singing, the 
playing of instruments, and listening. 
General music througb·the ninth grade has been given 
consideration in most curricula. Lack of adequate time 
allotments bas decreased the efficiency of the general music 
class in many instances. Likewise, investigation revealed 
that sufficient equipment was often unavailable, and that 
teacher preparation was often inadequate. A flexible 
program to meet the needs of each class was found to be of 
paramount importance. 
Materials are not used to their fullest advantage 
in many instances. When the challenges of education are at 
their peak, music educators should join the spirit of the 
times and exploit all the resources available. 
.: 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This ·study has revealed the following areas in whiah 
researah might be aonduated: 
l. An examination of the possibility of stressing 
singing, the playing of instruments, and guided listening 
in the senior high sahool general musia alass. 
2. An analysis of the qualifiaations of teaahers 
to meet the demands inherent in a general musia class. 
3. An investigation of the problem of securing the 
necessary equipment to provide a stimulating and suaaessful 
program. 
4. An analysis of teaching methods and materials 
whiah will help to ensure a successful high school general 
music program. 
5. An examinationof the advisability of including 
general music in the curricular offerings through grade 
twelve. 
•. 
\ 
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